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"If a man does not keep pace with his I 
companions, perhaps it is because he 
hears a different drummer. Let him step 
to the music which he hears, however 
measured or far away.'' 

Henry David Thoreau 
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8 THE QUARTERS 
An excerpt from the novel by 
Robert Paul Dunn based on 
true experiences at one of the 
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talked about S&M facilities. 

16 THE FINAL SOL UTIO ' 
The stunning conclusion of 
Jason Klein's major opus on 
S&M relationships in an 
exclusive DRUM !ER excerpt. 

24 BLUE LIGHT 
Perhaps the most bizzare story 
you'll read in a very long time, 
Aaron Travis' haunting tale of 
~en with power beyond their 
~lde~t,drnams. · 
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36 GAMES 
Len Harrington, a new writer 

'·in DRUMMER's pages, with a 
hard-edged story of roles and 
roleplaying - and 
imaginations that sometimes 
go too far. 

41 RUN NO MORE 
Chapter Four of Larry 
Townsend's adventure story 
introduces .some new twists 
and some dangerous 
charade rs. 

49 INTRODUCJNG 
JOt;;fADUCAH 
The mythical man of muscle 
proves to be a reality viewed , 
through the Zeus lens ... 
something you can sink your 
teeth into. 

57 DRUMBEATS 
J!ore hot men than you can 
shake a cat 'o nine tails at ... 

65 DRUM 87 BOOKS 
Bill Ward 's always randy 
character in a new adventure. The possible origins and history 

of the tattoo is explored in a 
69 TOUGH CUSTOMERS definitive new book on the art 

Here they are . .. men to form as practiced in Japan. 
melt in your mouth ... 

71 TOUGH SHIT 89 JOE GAGE'S HANDSOME 
A preview of a new hard 

73 LEATHER NOTEBOOK core visual ... 

75 CONRAP 94 MORE FLESH IN FLASH! 

77 FILM Or, How the Movie should 

With The Arabian N ights, 
have looked ... 

Pasolini is finished. 102 IN PASSING 

80 BARBEATS 
Cover Photo: Jim Moss A pew DRUMMER feature, 

spotlighting what's going on 
where ... 
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LARRY TOWNSEND 
Author of the Leatherman's Handbook 

Offers the most complete and dependable 
mail order service for the leather-SM
oriented man. 

BOOKS 
MAGAZINES 

TOYS in leather, 
latex, etc. 

OTHER SPECIALTIES 

For info and catalogues, send S2 
(refundable on first order) and 
21 statement to: 
Larry Townsend, P.O. Box 302 
Beverly Hills, CA 90213 ' 

525 N. Laurel, LA 90048 

TOM OF FINLAND 

is now available to draw your 
ultimate FANTASY. Commissioned 
original drawings start at $500.00. 
Interested parties send 
detailed description of proposed 
drawing to : 

TOM OF FINLAND 
7985 SANTA MONICA BLVD. 

SUITE 109 BOX 120 
L.A., CA 90046 
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HAND JIVE 

I want to say I'm an avid reader of 
your publication and I think it's great. 
You guys sure have a way of making me 
perform my "hand exercises." You 
should see my hands, the right one is 
larger and more developed than the left 
one. Keep up the good work. 

STAYING OUT 

M. Pokorsky 
Manitowoc, WI 

Your magazine is great. It is the one 
thing that has kept me from going back 
into the closet several times. About the 
time I get frustrated with not meeting 
guys into the same things I'm into, along 
comes your magazine to inspire me. West 
Texas is pretty conservative, and DRUM
MER stands out like a light on a hilltop 
at night. Keep up the good work, and 
keep my subscription coming. 

DADDIES 

B. McArthur 
Lubbock, TX 

I would like to complement you on 
the quality of your magazine. It presents 
itself, via the covers, as a hot, erotic book 
for gay males into S&M and heavily
masculine scenes; it backs-up its covers 
with a consistently good, masculine 
contents of articles, stories, photos, and 
advertisements. I have corresponded with, 
and eventually met, some very interesting 
and experienced Tops through your 
magazine. 

The good {but too short) photo
article "In Search of Older Men: Drum
mer's Daddies" in issue 42 was especially 
interesting to me. Although I am 26, I 
find S&M "Daddies" (Tops over 40 -
white side-burns, salt & pepper gray, etc. 
- who have kept themselves in good 
shape/ to be very strong turn-ons; their 
know edge, experience, and practice 
make for hot scenes that are satisfying 
to both Top and bottom. 

I enjoy being the m-son of S-Daddies 
who "play" rough games (eg. whipping, 
water-sports, fucking, fisting, etc.) with 
their sons (Daddy Bob, shown m the 
article, could make his tattoos disappear 
with me anytime). 

Joe 
Atlanta, GA 

A BAR BY ANY OTHER NAME 

So many names for the DRUMMER 
bar kept popping into my head, and these 
are just a few1 that I decided to send 
~hem to you direct though 1 've dropped 
into the bar. Take for granted that THE 
precedes each name where suitable. Also, 
take for granted that spellings can be 
varied, etc. Here goes - Belt & Buckle, 

Pumping Station, Bal ls & Chains., Chute, 
Topps, Fit-To-Be-Tied Top Hair, Power 
Station, Harley's, Ruff Stuff, Back Alley, 
Hide-Bound, Harness Room, Harde Room, 
Bruise Inn, Mr. Sensors, Sirs, Big .Sir, 
The Pen, OUCH!, Mas:.er's Voice, The 
Pouch, Toy Drum, So of Drum, Lea
ther Up!, The Hogger , Coxcomb, 
Action Line, Hi-Voltage , Trai ning Room, 
Speek of Light, Saddle Up, Stirrup, 
Spit 'N' Polish, The Salute, Top Hole, 
Sleazy's, The Branding Iron, Power!, 
Tuff's Back Door. 

With all of these, .'o could start a 
worldwide chain! Maybe the dawn's 
sober light, many WOl! d sound even 
sillier than they look no , but you rarely 
can tell for sure what wi cl"ck . 

Maybe I 'II send you ore, God help 
you! 

B.V. 
Los Angeles, CA 

(Editor's note: God he/~ us, indeed! All 
of this in response to a s 71ple little con
test to name the open-to-the-public 
section of the DR (., 1 ER Club at 
7 7th and Folsom! Too d, 8. V. - some
else named it for us. DRUMMASTER is 
now the official name of the public bar 
sponsored by DRUM 1ER Magazine, and 
you - as well as the rest of the leather 
world - are invited to drop, prop your 
boot up on a rail 'or a slave, for that 
matter), and share a brew with the 
hottest leather studs ,n the country! See 
you there soon!) 

NOT TOUGH ENOUGH? 
I noticed that John Preston had 

something between his teeth while 
getting tattooed (Even Mr. Benson Gets 
the Blues, Tough Shit/DRUMMER 42). 
Unless it was Jam ie 's jockstrap, I have 
to wonder just how tough Mr. Benson 
really is. And I have a complaint. Show
ing John Preston laying down doesn't 
give away who he is, does it? How am I 
supposed to recognize the fucker? 

T. Sagan 
Palo, Alto, CA 

NO HAIR NOWHERE 
In response to " Hair Today Hair 

Tomorrow" {DRUMMER 42, Malecall), 
it is possible that he has gotten mixed-up 
in reference to the Master/ slave relation
ship and what is known as the "straight
gay" relationship . 

While it is certainly true that the 
"hot fuckin' friction of the strong, hard! 
hairy chests grinding together!" is a rea 
turn-on, in the Master/slave relationship 
the slave is now, to an ever increasing 
percent, kept completely denuded of its 
body-hair mainly in order to continually 



remind the slave that it is inferior to a 
Man! 

You will please also notice the multi
tude of shaving scenes which are recently 
found in S/M magazines {such as our own 
DRUMMER}. You can't but admit that 
more and more Masters have "scene the 
light" as far as causing their slaves to be 
{psychologically} castrated by shaving off 
their man-hair. 

You have gone so far as to freely 
admit that a "strongly shaped bald 
{shaved} head can be hotter 'n hell!" Why 
then, can't you find it possible to admit 
that a guy with a good build won't look 
(and feel) more to be a sexual turn-on 
than a guy whose build is hidden by all 
that "fur" {as you call it}? 

Incidentally, medical men who special
ize in male sexuality have ascertained that 
a male with a minimum of body-hair is 
much more virile than one with that 
great growth of "fur" that you like so 
much! So put that in your fur-lined pipe 
and smoke it! 

Master-Shaver Ross 
Upper Darby, PA 

LATRINE POSITION 

John Preston's coverage of Hellfire 
{DRUMMER 41) convinced me that I've 
been misspending my time these past 
Labor Day weekends. Why put up storm 
windows when I could be digging la
trines? I've already contacted an Associ
ate Hellfire member, and my boss to 
help secure a spot in next year's chain 
gang. 

MAILMAN BLUES 

Mike 
Mt. Clemens, Ml 

I subscribe to DRUMMER and wait 
anxiously every month for delivery. Two 
months ago, the mail man (not the regu
lar one) rang the door bell to hand me 
the familiar brown envelope. He looked 
like a fantasy right from DRUMMER's 
pages. We had a brief exchange of smiles 
and he asked me for a glass of water. I 
invited him in, got the glass of water. He 
drank it slowly. At one point he rubbed 
his crotch. I hate to admit that I was 
being so conservative I didn't do any
thing. 

He's been back twice, but I was at 
work both times. I can tell it was him, 
both times the mail was leaned against 
my door instead of having been put in 
the mailbox. 

And, I am missing issue 39 of DRUM
MER. 

I am planning to be at home for a few 
weeks in March, and see if he delivers 
that month's issue. 

Name and Address 
Withheld by request 

PIERCED MEN 
I am amazed at the number of so 

called hot/macho men that cringe at the 
thought and even more so, the sight of a 
pierced tit or cock. When I first squeezed 
my man's tit and felt that ring, I nearly 
ripped his shirt off. I was even more 
turned on when I saw his Prince Albert 
piercing. Ever since I felt and sucked on 
his tit and cock, I've wanted the same 
done to myself. My dream {half of it, 
that is) came true earlier this month when 
a package arrived from Gauntlet Enter
prises in time for my birthday. My gold 
bead ring had come and it now has a 
special place of honor in my left tit. It's 
healing nicely and I had my first ex
perience of having it worked on a couple 
of days ago. It's still a little tender but 
the pleasure far surpasses the discomfort 
(which was very slight) that I felt from 
having it done. 

After seeing the photos in DRUM
MER 42, I want my right tit pierced and 
possibly a Prince Albert. We are planning 
a trip to California this summer and a 
visi( to Gauntlet Enterprises will defin
itely be on our agenda. 

Thanks, Drummer for the article, "The 
Fine Art of Piercing" and the great 
photos! 

Buzz R. 
Kansas City, MO 

QUESTIONMAN 
First off, I really like DRUMMER and 

usually read everything in it as soon as it 
comes out and then I go back and reread 
some articles and stories later (maybe a 
month or a year}. I have some questions. 
In DRUMMER No. 41 there was an 
article called Members Only i.. Part One. 
Where is Part Two? Is there a t'art Three? 

In the same issue there is an article 
on Stockholm. Since you guys have 
published long articles on San Franciscot 
Los Angeles and Chicago - any chance or 
doing the same for, say, Berlin, London 
or Amsterday? 

One last thing - the film reviews in 
DRUMMER always seem to be either 
German films or foreign films. Any speci
al reason, or is that just Mr. Rowberry's 
taste? 

Claude Atkins 
New Orleans, LA 

(Editor's Note: The second installment of 
Members Only appeared in DRUMMER 
No. 43. Future installments will appear as 
they are compiled. As to our article on 
Stockholm, yes, we are planning to pre
sent information about those European 
cities where there is enough leather and 
S&M to interest our readers. Berlin, 
Munich, Amsterdam and London are in 
the works. Finally, you can read main
stream film reviews anywhere. 
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The WHERE TO FIND IT guide 3 

for those items you won't find in 
the regular yellow pages! ~ 

Example: it you're looking for hot 
all-male action material (photos, 
films, video tapes, etc.), get this 
directory. Lists dozens of hard to • t find sources. Tells how much the • • photographer or other source charges • • for catalogs, brochures, samples. • •E Also lists places that will develop j 
and print or copy those 'special' • 
films or photos. Tells where to find • t erotic toys, devices; where to buy = • nude photos of movie-tv stars, • • erotic male art and sculpture, plus • • MUCH MORE, including correspon-• 

E 
dence services, clubs, special pub-~ 
lications of all types. • 

If it's for the gay or bisexual • t male, you will find it in ROBERT'S j 
~ 

DIRECTORY 81. And every source 
listed in his book will deal with you 
by mail. No need to go in person. • 

If what you are looking for is not • 

E 
glad to make a special NO-COST 
search for you! use the special 

in his latest issue, Robert will be I 
coupon in his book. 
Revised quarterly. PRICE: $5.00 

~I 
E If you are headed for any of the 3 

major cities in the U.S. or Canada = 
~ and would like to have a hot young • 
;;;: stud entertain you after you arrive, • • get SAM'S TRAVEL BULLETIN. • • Describes in detail over 400 guys • 
tin over 40 cities. Gives their pref- ~ • erences, limitations, etc. Phone t numbers given for every listing. 

I 
If you live in or near any of these 

cities, there is no reason why you • 
cannot use this service. 

TURN YOUR FANTASIES INTO 
reality! Many of these guys are 

tactual In Touch, colt, Target, other • models who will be glad to pose 

i 
(and more) for a fee. some will even 
travel to your location. 
Revised monthly. PRICE: $5.00 

=----------------t Payment enclosed. Please rush: = 

i 
D Robert's Directory 81 - $5.00 • 
0 Sam's Travel Bulletin - $5.00 = 

Name ___________ = 
E Address __________ 3 
~ City ____________ ~ 

• State _____ Zip ____ ~ 
• ' • • Mail to: SAM HARRISON • t 641 North Myers, Burbank CA 91506 = 
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an excerpt from the novel 
by Robert Dunn 

ONE 

As I opened the outer door to the cellblock I could hear the rustle of t he chains and new 
that the boys were assuming their positions inside the cells as ordered. After checking that all 
the equipment was in proper order in the booking-in area and that security was tight, I proceeded 
into the cellblock and training area proper. 

There, in proper order, were the three boys in slave training. Each stood with his hands 
behind his back above his ass with his legs spread and his head bowed facing the back wall of 
the cell. My cock stirred at the sight of those rounded buttocks that had been so well handled in 
the Session last night. Now it was time for feeding and exercise. But what the hell. 

I pulled my favorite trainee out of the cell and ordered him into First Position. Knee li ng in 
fromt of me with his hands still behind his back as required, he looked up at my crotch. " Boots." 
The single-word order brought his mouth to my boot quickly. He knew full well the punishment 
for slowness. Before he was on the second boot, my balls were hanging low out of my pants for 
his willing mouth when he had earned them. 

Both boots glistening from his saliva, he waited with bowed head for whatever was next. 
"Nutsack." My bull nuts knew immediately the warm moistness of his well-trained tongue. We 
had spent considerable time last night on that one drill alone. Even though my dick was already 
steel hard, he knew that I would not take it out of my pants unless I felt he did a worthwhile job 
on my nuts. He did. 

When I pulled his head back to face my rod head-on, the "Please, Sir," came from his lips 
with just the proper desire. We were not playing some dumb game. He worked hard for the load, 
using several new tricks he had been taught since he arrived. The two slaves remaining inside the 
cell silently urged him on, kna.wing that their breakfast would get cold quickly on the metal 
prison trays. They held their Third Position, not moving a hair, so as to be sure that cold or not 
they would still get fed. 

As my nuts started their upward swing in the sack and the sweaty odor of my crotch filled 
the training area, we all knew the cock was getting ready to unload. After the spasms of cum , the 
boy waited for the piss to follow. 

After the brief early morning exercises, the real chow was served up and the slave trainees 
were recelled. 

Editor's Note: The Quarters, San Francisco's renowned and yet highly secretive training estab
lishment, has provided director Robert Dunn with more than ample material to put together 
THE QUARTERS: A Novel. These excerpts, culled from the work as it progresses, represent the 
many case-histories to be included in the work. 

photos by Wolfgang 





TWO 

Now he can't make the trip to me this weekend that we 
had planned. Now a new collar, made especially to match the 
custom studs on my hat bands, lies unused with a lock that 
has never been fastened. A weekend, long thought-out and 
planned for, is now empty. A ready willingness to teach and 
learn, honestly and openly, is left with hesitation. 

Having handled many men and been pleased with more 
than a few, it is difficult to stem disappointment. Knowing 
there is tremendous potential keeps me interested, I admit. 
Seeming loyalty, continued interest limited to phone con
versations, yet a tangible substance in the voice that means 
seriousness. A picture which only shows me a body that is 
not within my reach. 

A desire to serve has met an honest desire to be served. A 
Trainer of many slaves had met a possible trainee that might 
be worth keeping for private stock. A private cell, separate 
from the training cellblock, has remained empty for too 
long. The chain at the foot of my bed has remained unat
tached for a while. The new collar was supposed to begin 
changing that. It has not yet. It lies, in the sack it came from 
the Leathermaker in, inside my private file drawer along with 
the reports submitted. It is not as though there are not others 
who serve me. It is not as though I have lost something - in
deed, I never have really enjoyed having it yet. Is it to become 
just another thrill trick? We both want more. It seems as 
though the only thing harder to find than a truly good slave 
boy is an honest and thorough Master. I have been 4nd am a 
Master of many men. Yet there was/is that possibility of 
adding the one private, intimate body slave that makes Life 
different on all levels. 

It will take "about a month" to settle his business before 
he can come to me permanently. I will wait, knowing that one 
month is not all that long to wait for valuable property. I 
will expect to hear from him the reports he thinks will please 
me and keep him mine. I will expect him to be honest and 
open with me and to trust me to take care of his self as he 
reveals it to me. I do not expect to be disappointed. I do not 
expect promises to be made only to be broken. I do not in
tend to break my promises or to fail him by being less than a 
total and caring Master. I do not expect to be.treated as a part
time fantasy, a toy, or a person to be afraid of. I will take 
what I want, need, and think will make both of our lives 
worthwhile to ourselves and to each other. 

There can be no Master without a slave. Yet I will not 
tolerate the attempt of any slave to practice his ability to 
maneuver the relationship. Dismissal is the final alternative, 
as unsatisfactory as it is. In the midst of the interchange of 
relationships we sometimes forget what the alternatives are. 
To accept someone into your life is to admit that you have an 
emptiness. To dismiss that person is to make the emptiness 
again. Only fools call that freedom. So I will continue to leave 
my boots on until he can come to them with his tongue first 
to take them off when I rest. 

He will bring me a life that is ready to learn its fullest 
potential, ,unlimited by any inside or outside realities. I am 
permitting him time to put it in order. I expect him to know 
that he will not be limited by coming to me, but will be sup
ported in- his Life-learning experience. There is a difference 
between a teacher and a taker, between using and abusing, 
between having and holding. Pride of ownership must come 
out of the pride of being owned that is given. 

The required daily exercises are herewith doubled. He 
will spend no night in his own bedroom that is not on. the 
floor with one pillow and one blanket. The required Saturday 
reports are to be mailed on Saturdays, not at any other time. 
The demands are extremely minimal under the circumstances. 
I do not expect to treat this matter lightly. There is a fairness 
to be honored. And it will be honored more than it has been 
so far. Scheduled phone calls will be made exactly on time. All 
schedules will be kept. The private cell will remain vacant 
regardless of the qualifications of new applicants. That sacri
fice will be honored J:>y me and paid for by him. 

If what I am is not enough, physically or mentally, for him 
then I expect to find out now. There are things that I am not 
which are sometimes necessary for the degree of dedication 
which we know is necessary in a Master to slave relationship. I 
do not want to be what I am not, physically and have no 
intention of trying to change what cannot be changed. Priori-
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ties · should have already been determined. There is no indica
tion that I am inflexible, and I am readily willing to determine 
what is fair between us. He will have to accept and to trust me 
and then submit to me totally. 

I wonder if he will. 

THREE 

I was tired of reading the ads and more than a little full of a 
load I knew I'd get rid of, one ~ay or the other, tonight. So I 
went out to see if there was a body I could take for my own 
to satisfy my needs. Being in a big town gave me a lot of 
choices, but I ignored the usual street for leather and went to 
a boogie place so I could see some bods in action . 

It was a nice surprise to see the guy I'd seen before in fuck 
mags. I guess they go out sometimes, too. 

So here was this body and I knew I was going to make him 
do it my way before the night was through. We'd see who had 
what! Just standing there I let him know that he was expected 
to show me something. It wasn't long before he took off his 
shirt and let the dance-sweat run down the ravine between his 
pees. He could see the bulge in my pants growing, but not 
moving. He knew he would have to make it want to move. He 
did that flex kind of dancing that showed off his big arms, his 
well-developed pees, and the ripples of his stomach. He really 
worked up a sweat and let me know all along that his moves 
were for me more than for whoever he happened to be dancing 
with. 

Then he high signed me to go to the john. I let him go first 
and wait, then I went in my own good time, but not before he 
got tired of waiting. I break 'em in slow. 

He was standing at the urinal with his meat hanging out 
while a couple of kids looked and looked some more to see 
the whole ·thing. I went up behind the kids and looked at them 
long enough for them to get the hint and get the hell out. 
Then I grabbed him by the arm, twisting him around and 
forced him into the toilet stall. He fell forward against the 
wall, bracing himself with his one free hand. I caught a good 
handful of hair and pushed him down to his knees with his 
ass hiked up over the toilet seat. 

"Yes, Sir," he said. "Please make me go home with you, 
Sir." 

"Why?" was all I had to ask. 
"I'll do what you make me do until I can't do anything 

more, Sir," he half-moaned. 
"Get up!" 
When he did, his meat was still out of his jeans, but it was 

beginning to grow. I promptly whacked it with my finger to 
make him lose the hard-on. 

"I'm sorry, Sir." 
"What makes you think you're worthy of anything I want 

to have done for me?" I pushed my thumb down his throat. 
He sucked it, good, like a boy should. Then he said, "I've 
worked hard to make my body worthwhile for you, Sir." 

"Show me!" 
He flexed his great arms to show the full muscle and 

backarm and then grabbed his wrists behind his back to show 
his pees in their full expansion. 

I slapped his face. "Leave your hands back there where 
they belong and stand up. Now turn around and hit the wall 
with your chest. I wa11t to hear it smack the cement!" 

Smacking the cement with his chest let me know that he 
did want to find out where I was going to lead him. He did it 
a~ain and then he said, "Please make me go home with you, 
Sir." 

"O.K. I 'II be outside in the black truck on the corner. 
You've got two minutes, and that's all." 

"Thank you Sir." 
Then I forc~d him out of the toilet stall in front of the 

assholes standing around the urinal pissing on themselves 
while they listened to two men. 

I took a piss myself and decided to give him a break on the 
time because I sure as hell did not want to miss this action. 
He might even be worth all the bullshit of going and looking. 

He got to the truck about the same time I did and started 
to put his shirt on. 

"Leave it off!" 
"Yes, Sir. Thank you, Sir." 
On the way home I made him keep silent and let him 



know with looks that this event was up to him to make good. 
When I pared and shut off the truck and grabbed his nipple, 
he followed quickly enough to keep the pain down. 

In the front hall of the house I pointed to the floor and he 
obeyed by kneeling promptly whi le I took off my belt and 
strapped his strong wrists together behind his back. Then .I 
u~ed the handkerchief (never mind what color) to blindfold 
him. 

"Thank you, Sir." 
Putting the dog collar on him made him quiet and he began 

to anticipate, maybe even fear what was coming his way. As 
for me, I wasn't satisfied to have him so wi ll ing and wanted to 
take some of that away by letting him worry. I had to be care
ful not to let him know that I was getting hot already. It's 
better to make him slave first. I led him down the stairs to 

the basement. The three support poles down there made an 
ideal rack. I had just realized. So I put his rippling back 
muscles up against the middle pole and wrapped the neck 
chain around the pole. This done and properly thanked for, I 
got the rope off the saddle I had stored down there. I put one 
end in his mouth and made him hold it in his teeth while I 
used the other end to secure his left hand to the outside pole 
at shoulder height. Taking the lose end out of his mouth 
gave him the opportunity to thank me properly again. I threw 
the rope up over the cross beam so that the hands could not 
be lowered once they were both secured. 

Then I decided to leave one hand free for the time being. 
So I gripped his tit in my left hand and slapped him (not too 
hard - remember the old break-them-early exercise) till he 
said, "Thank you, Sir." By now the thank yous had become 
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authentic pleas and the fear had edged up his throat. I undid 
his pants and unshoed him. I made him naked and his meat 
didn't disappoint me. 

He made the mistake of asking, "Do I please you Sir?" 
and got slapped good and hard. He knew that meant he had 
pleased me but that I wasn't going to admit it. "Thank you," 
he said. This time I broke my silence by grabbing his cock and 
balls, or at least as much of it as I couldz.. in one hand and 
slapping him in the face. "Thank you, WHA 1 ?" 

"Thank you, SIR!" came the proper reply with the moan 
of submission very real. 

After securing his other hand to the other post, I stepped 
back just to look at this great-muscled stud at my disposal. 

I knew I wanted him now, so I got the sawhorse out of the 
corner and placed it in front of him. Then I lifted him up 
carefully so as not to damage his perfect skin in the ropes and 
sat his thighs over the horse. There he was, all spread, well, 
almost. I used the remaining rope to secure his feet to either 
side of the horse so his thick meat and balls hung down in 
front of him. 

"Oh, thank you, Sir." . 
And his meat began to swell up and rise. He cringed expect

ing me to whack it again. This time, I wanted it to rise and his 
cringing only made mine harder than it had already been for 
the last ten minutes. The blindfold had been placed purpose• 
fully to keep him from knowing whether I was arouse. Man, 
was I aroused! I grabbed a handful of itt (and the guy had a 
handful, for sure} and rammed my thumb down his throat 
again. He sucked, hoping to get the real thing soon. His dick 
rose even further than I thought it would and his ass squirmed 
to keep his balance on the rought horse. I took the wet thumb 
and started it up his asshole. He struggled at that and I had the 
excuse I needed to slap him again. 

"Please, please, Sir. Oh, please let me make you happy, 
Sir. I 'II do anything for you, Sir. Please, Sir?" 

I didn't want supplication from this stud1 I wanted him to 
beg me not to do the things I knew I was gomg to ·do anyway. 
He was too much of a man to give in so easily. 

"Shut up, you filthy swine punk. Take it like a man or 
you'll get it like a shitty punk! A man takes only what he's 
made to take. Got that?" • 

"Oh, yes, Sir." 
And I rammed the thumb in up to my hand meat. He 

fought with a screwing butt as best he could on the rough 
wood and the arms looked splendid as they flexed and turned 
and strained against the bondage. 

That's better, I thought, but I kept my thoughts in silence, 
making him wonder if he was doing right or about to get 
beaten for more. 

I brought the other sawhorse over and placed it so I could 
throw him over it ass-up when I undid the pole ropes. He 
followed the noises with hi~ unseeing head and I could see the 
tension in his body as he went through the mind fucking 
fears of what was about to come next. Then I left him to go 
upstairs for the handcuffs and dog chains and other hardware I 
had accumulated from thankful tricks. The more I trained, the 
better I had become and the more grateful they had become. 
I always knew when they were totally submitted when they 
left a slaver's article behind for me to use as 1 wanted on some
one else or on them) next time. Not that I called them back 
most times. Most or them only thought they knew how to 
please, let alone had the equipment like this stud to really 
please. I'd see to it that he did give a full amount of pleasure. 
I'd also be damned willing to see that he got his cumload 
dumped where he wanted. He was full of apprehension when I 
returned. God only knows what was going through his head 
about what was goin~ to happen now. 

I dropped the chams so he could hear them. 
Silence. 
Then 1 grabbed his cock and ballsac using my fingers like 

a cock ring and pulled him to his feet as I pushed the saw
horse back so he could stand. I attached one handcuff to each 
strong thick wrist and put a leather strap cock ring around the 
full nutsack and stiff rod. The cockring had a leather leader 
sewn into it and I pulled it up with force and made him hold 
it in his mouth so that the leader stayed taut. I moved the 
second sawhorse forward so he would be bent over it ass-up 
when I lowered him off the rack poles. 

All this, and not a word spoken. Him out of fear of dark
ness in his blindfold, and me out of torture, not letting him 
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suspect anything so he could only think the worst 
I pulled the cock strap out of his mouth and wrapped it 

around his thick neck, pulling down on the other side so it 
pulled up on his balls. 

"Who do you belong to?" 
"You, Sir," he said without hesitation. 
"WHO?" 
"YOU1 SIR," he said louder, with force, knowing that I 

wanted his submission but not his loss of force. 
I cut the rope going over the rafter and cut his left hand 

free, leaving the cuff hanging. He reached for the blindfold so 
1 forced his hand down to the sawhorse and cuffed it to the 
top while I uncut his other hand. First, though, I decided to 
let him know again that he was mine. I slapped him across the 
face and then asked him, "What do you want?" 

He was silent for a minute, not knowing if I would grant 
him a pleasure or only wanted to find out so he could be 
denied totally during our exercise. 

"Could I see for a minute, Sir?" he asked. 
"How do you ask?" 
"Please, Str, could I see for a minute, Sir?" 
"When you're over the horse in front of you," I said, 

letting him know a little about what was going on and letting 
him 'know too that I would take care of him in good time. 

"Thank you, Sir," he said quickly enough to keep me from 
slapping it out of him. 

I cut away the other hand and bent him over the horse in 
front of him. It cuffed nicely to the eyelet screwed in place 
for an entirely different reason. I had never brought anyone to 
the basement before. With this stud it seemed the only proper 
training place. 

I moved the cuff on his left hand from the top of the horse 
still holding his legs spread apart to the bottom of the horse 
holding his other hand on the other side. He was nicely bent 
over the second horse, and his organs hung down so I could 
get to them when the time came. I made sure the second horse 
caught his chest so he would be held up without scraping his 
bodybuilder's soft skin. After looking at his predicament, I 
went to the comer of the cement room and picked up an old 
horse blanket On the way back, I saw a camera that I had 
left from one of the old trail rides. It had some film left in it 
so I decided to give the man and me something to remember 
this exercise by. I clamped on a flash and with the first flash 
his head jerked up. The blindfold didn't hide the brightness. 
I got about seven good shots: asshole arms, legs and body 
shots as well as three ~ood cock and ball in strap views. Then I 
hid the camera just m case this pile of muscles should get 
loose and mad. 

I picked up the belt long ago discarded in favor of the 
rope and gave him a swat on the butt. 

"Now what is it you want?" 
"Pleas'e, Sir, could 1 see you, Sir?" 
With that point made, I jerked off the blindfold. Then I 

placed the horseblanket between him and the rough wood so 
he could perform without marking up his body. He was going 
to perform, and he knew .ft. He wanted to, now. He lifted his 
head and began to lick the outside of my jeans where my cock 
was throbbing. 

"Please Sir, oh please, Sir." 
I undid the buttons of the pants and forced his head and 

teeth over the flap makin8 him pull down the pants wi th his 
bulging neck musdes and Jaws. Still pushing, I made him lick 
the insides of my thighs and calves. He made it to where the 
pants were piled up on the boots. I kicked off one boot, 
leaving it on the floor in front of him and used by foot to 
make him kiss and lick the empty boot on the fl oor while I 
managed to get out of my clothes. 

"Oh, thank you, Sir!" 
With a handful of hair I pulled his head up and into my 

nutsack. He licked and ate and licked until I force d his mouth 
up and over my own cock rod . He took it, but not enough of 
it or fast enough. I shoved . He took it all , finally, and the spit 
ran down over my balls as I forced him up and down. Then I 
let him do it by himself. He did it good and kept it up. I 
pulled him off. 

"Do you like that?" 
"Yes, Sir." 
I slapped him on the ass with the belt - and then slapped 

him again because I liked the sound. He squirmed. I said , 
"Have you ever been trained before?" 





"Only a little, and never so well, Sir," he said with a taste 
of hunger in his eyes. 

I knew then that I was going to do this muscleboy right. 
I forced him down on my cock again and he sucked it and 

tongued it till I was close. I whipped it out of his mouth and 
pumped it so it came all over his face. I knew he would be 
surprised by how much juice there was to come out. The first
timers always are. Some times they're still not convinced the 
second time around. I've only got about seven inches of 
knowing, spearing meat, but 1 've got the biggest balls and they 
make the most juice most men have ever seen from one prick. 
And I don't go down after the first time around if 1 'm turned 
on. This man of a slave for sure turned me on, and when he 
had finished rubbing the cum off onto my legs and then 
finished licking it all up, he was forced back down over one 
hard rod . He almost gagged from surprise. 

I slapped his ass with the belt and knew then where I was 
going next. He took a little longer to realize that he was going 
to get fucked by the meat he was being shoved onto now. 
Only when I dangled the belt buckle down between the 
cakes of his powerful ass did he begin to get uneasy and his 
legs began to struggle against their bonds. 

When I shoved him forward so the weight of his body was 
held up by his hands on the floor and the sawhorse was 
shifted to his taut, muscle-hard belly did he know for sure 
that he was going to get butt-fucked. And he couldn't do 
anything about it. At least, I didn't think he could do any
thing. then. 

I grabbed the saddle soap off the shelf and crammed a 
handful up his struggling ass. I guest about three fingers went 
with it and when I checked his tool, it was bigger even than it 
had been before. 

"Please, Sir, please don't fuck me, Sir," he pleaded. 
By now I had one cheek in each hand and was all but 

charging up the pumping, squirming, struggling asshole in 
front of me. The sawhorses were rocking and the man was 
flexing every muscle he had trying to escape the meat he knew 
was coming. At the same time his meat was oozing that slick 
white pre-cum and I knew he was going to get his all the way 
around. 

"Please, Sir, anything, but don't fuck .me. Please, Sir." 
That did it. I jammed it in all at once, clear up to t he nut

sack. He screamed. I pulled it out because I for sure was going 
to do this right. I started again. Slow this time. I worked my 
aching cock up into that powerful, fighting hole. Every time 
he struggled with his bonds I had to keep from coming. I 
pumped that ass and pumped that ass. Almost without know
ing it, I had his cockmeat in my still greased hand and his 
huge meat was fucking my hand as hard as my cock was ream
ing his ass. 

I didn't just come. I exploded all my insides right up his 
butt and screamed myself as the front sawhorse broke and we 
both collapsed to the cold cement floor. My cock meat never 
left the depths of that sweet, strong ass. I think when we fell 
he flexed those buttocks and I probably couldn't have pulled 
out if I'd tried. I jerked out now so I could keep him under 
control. 

Rolling him over was no small task. Just turned the back 
sawhorse over and he followed suit. Those super arms were 
still spread, but were now loose, thanks to the broken horse . 
I quickly stepped on the board between trying with my full 
weight to hold him down. No good. He raised me and the 
board between his hands and I came down on his chest. He 
had my meat in his mouth before I realized that I still had not 
gone soft. I used my dick as a lever in his sucking mouth to 
turn him around and back him up to the tree-pole rack again . 

The damn handcuff keys were out of reach. I had to get 
him bound to the poles again. 

But he was sucking so good I grabbed the outside poles 
and forced my rod down his throat and came all over again. 
Oh1.~hit, it was so good I forgot he was loosehalmost. 

when the board forced me back and t en splintered up 
against the middle pole, I knew we were going to do some 
wrestling for the rest of the session. 

He had me in his hammy hands before I could get up and 
he moved me with a knowingness only a rebelling slaver 
could have known. My mouth was full, even fuller of his dick 
before I could think of how to resist. Sthit! He forced that 
hard prick pole all the way in and out and in and out and in 
again and came so full that I found out I only thought I knew 
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what choking is. 
The broken boards dangling from his still -handcuffed 

wrists didn't stop him from wrapping the other end of his dog 
neck chain around my neck and forcing my hands beh ind my 
back in the submissive possession I had forced him into not so 
long ago. 

I stared into his eyes and knew that seeing and knowing 
what was about to come didn't make it any less than the 
painful forfeit I knew he was going to take from me. 

Without unwrapping the dog neck chain or turning me 
loose for one second, he had me on my stomach among the 
broken remains of t he sawhorse and he didn't even take the 
ropes off his feet that held him still tied to the other horse. 

He slammed my chest into the cement and only spit at the 
crack in my ass. Then he showed me that his bigger meat 
stayed hard after the first f uck, too. Not that I saw it. But 
that steel-hard, big-headed broomhandle going up my ass 
wasn't a broomhandle! And he fucked until he made me pull 
and twist and roll and kick trying to free myself from that 
never-relenting hold on my arms and that po le in my ass. 

He came, expending every energy in him until he was sigh
ing and relaxed . I don ' t miss many chances. I had already 
grabbed the keys before he saw me and in one roll I had him 
up against the poles again. The sawhorse on his legs kept 
him from being faster or getting to his feet . 1 slapped his face 
good and hard, and he put his arms out for the poles when he 
saw my knee on his nutsack ready to drop my full weight 
onto his nuts with nothing but cement for a bac' stop. 

I wrapped the cuff chains around the poles and cuffed each 
hand twice. He knew he had it coming, and I "'ill say that he 
took it like a man. I undid his feet from the horse and tied 
them behind the middle pole, leaving him in an outstretched 
kneeling position. My cock was soft, but I new it wasn't 
going to stay that way. His was still hard. By no"' he wanted 
to submit to his punishment fo r rebelling. 

A tit in each hand soon had him moaning and trying to 
find relief or at least freedom from his crucifixion pose. Once 
again his strong arm muscles bulged and flexed and hi s stom
ach muscles rippled as he struggled in his bondage. The first 
" Oh, please, Sir" brought a smack on the face that he knew 
meant no more talk . 

His cockmeat sti ll surged and throbbed, and I knew I 
wanted to take care of it again. But this t ime, the fucker 
wouldn't see me. I went and found the snot rag and again 
darkened his world. Then I used the belt to strap his torso to 
the middle pole. Once again, I enjoyed the tenseness and fear 
in him. 

I enjoyed that and took his tits thorugh pain into agony. 
Then I put my lips to one and nursed it bac to pleasure, 
only to put my teeth to it before going O\er to the other itt. 
I nursed it and watched him cringe, thin king I would lay teeth 
to this tit too. 

I let him crin$e. 
Then I put his cock between my lips and let him know he 

would cum again or else be severely sorr7. He uttered only 
"Oh - " before he was slapped into silence again. From then 
on, he concentrated on working his cock in my mouth until 
we both knew he was cum close. Just as his load hit his piss 
channel, I took my mouth off and let the cum squirt into my 
hand. If he'd known he was going to eat every drop of his 
own cum, I don't think he'd have cum so much. Somehow I 
managed to hold all of it in one hand. 

My hand on his head, fo rcing it back into the pole, gave 
him some idea of what was coming - or should I say, cum
ing. He ate it all and licked my fingers clean. 

So I took off his blindfold to let us both see just how hard 
and full my cock had once agai n grown to be. 

He knew he had to eat it all over again and by then we 
both knew it wasn't going to be anything he didn ' t want. 

He ate it and ate it and ate it, and then swallowed every 
drop of the jism I let go. 

When I undid him after leaving him bound while I went 
upstairs to make coffee, he took the dog collar chain in one 
hand and I left it around his neck. He let me lead him up
stairs. 

This time, I let a slaver take something home with him, the 
collar chain. He brought it back the next night and asked 
permission to bring ti back again after I finished with him 
then. 

He has my permission at least three times a week now. I 









his pleasure. 
When I told him that the pain of his belting, squeezing and 

pinching my bags was more incredible than any pain I had 
ever experienced, he thought I was lying1 as if my screams had 
meant nothing out I am incapable of aishonesty in front of 
him. He thought me complaining, but I would never think of 
complaining. It was a natural communication. It was the 
truth. It upsets me that the truth has disappointed him, that 
he has to re-evaluate how much pain he can deliver to me. I 
cannot imagine a pain more horrendous. Maybe crucifixion, 
except it has rope and the belting did not. He knows being 
bound in rope would help me endure it but he will not 
provide me with even that. I shake to think what he may do 
to me, and every time the shaking ends, I find my bone has 
grown amazingly large. 

"Wade, when don't you have a bone?" 
"I'm not finicky." 

SECOND DAY 

My mind has orgasmed so many times that I cannot spill. I 
clutch, scream and toss to escape his belt, then find no harm 
has been done, am embraced by a snickering giant and while 
he sleeps, tremble to think how amazing it would be, wearing 
chains beside him. I was in his time zone by then, sleeping 
with his exhaustion, exhausted by him when he was awkae. 
Suddenly I woke to find it dark and knew Daniel was at home. 
I worried, unable to communicate with him when I knew he 
was probably unhappy and afraid. I wanted to cheer and 
strengthen him, then suddenly wondered if I could without 
killing something new within me. 

Lord Penn thinks of us as his stallions. 
While Lord Penn and JR talked business, I watched J R's 

cat hold a live mouse in its teeth and instead of killing it, drop 
it, pat at its shocked body, and finally flip it into running. I 
watched the chase weave through J R's room without anyone 
else noting it. Eventually the mouse escaped under a desk, 
so the cat amused itself in my lap. I stroked it until it or
gasmed and sank its teeth into my hand, keeping them there 

while furiously purring until its mind cleared and hummed 
while licking the blood from my palm. 

Everyone is either threatening to end their relationship with 
me or fearing that part of me is going to die, specifically the 
part that includes them. They are convinced I won't love them 
when this is done because they think Lord Penn is stronger 
and I a fool. If any part of me dies, it will be because they 
killed it. They are all overreacting and it would anger me more 
except that I've hurt them, and it hurts. I don't want to hurt 
them. Nothing is dying inside me. Something that was missing 
is growing, but I haven't the words to help them understand 
it. How do I convince them I love them when the only proof 
they will accept is my abortion of what Lord Penn is giving 
birth to? 

If I abort now, I'll always question whether or not I have 
the coura~e to face my totality, the darker as well as the 
brighter side of me. I'll have chosen the security of what I 
know and turned away from the opportunity to explore my 
own infatuation with what I do not know. I will have also 
rfsked losing those I love now for the vision of someone I 
may come to hate. I am not so sure I am not being a fool. 
Maybe I am destroying something stable for something that 
will prove brutally fleeting. I only know Lord Penn is unique 
and probably a once in a lifetime encounter. What I have 
experienced in SM up till now has felt like an ocean compared 
to the SM experiences of most of the leather I've met, an 
ocean compared to the SM experiences of most of the leather 
I've met, an ocean the astronomy professor and I share. Next 
to Lord Penn, my ocean feels more like a puddle. It's as if 
I've step"ped out of the sea only to find it a puddle in some 
terrifying landscape that only Lord Penn has mapped with a 
sensitivity I trust. What I have to do is convince everyone that 
I still can and will love our puddle. It is still a universe in its 
own right, and one I will be less likely to drown in, having 
better located it within the horizons of what I seem to be 
searching for. . 

If they obstruct that search, if I abandon it to satisfy their 
needs, how can they expect me to do it without resenting· 
them afterward? If I am forced to choose between them and 

VOLUME 5 OF 'MIKE ARLEN'S GUYS' IS 
OUT NOW! BRITAIN'S TOP NUDE 
PHOTOGRAPHER PRESENTS 2 DOZEN 
MORE OF HIS MOST SPECTACULAR 
N-O-B-O-D-Y takes pictures like Mike Arlen. Simply 
because after searching out many of the most 
memorable males in Britain he goes to unbelievable 
lengths to photograph them in imaginative situations and 
undressing from some very turn-Oni!ble outfits. 

In volume 5 of 'Mike Arlen·s Guys' he includes nine 
duos in fantasy situations like in a dentist's chair; a 
soldier with sten gun undressed by a blond - and . 
photographed through binoculars; two medieval 
minstrels; strip poker in a British army barracks when the 
kilt and khaki comes off; a footballer ripping the clothes 
off one of his fans; sailors alone at sea on a yacht; a 
German army duo with an officer dominating a private; 
and the reaction of a launderette night manager when 
one of his most stunning customers strips to his western 
hat and boots . 

Volume 5 with 52 pages, including ten in colour, is $10 
plus $6.50 cents air mail postage and packing (or $3.50 
cents surface mail) from the Wetherby Studios, 23 
Wetherby Mansions, Earls Court Square, London SW5 
9BH England. If you don't have Mike's first four volumes 
that feature another 111 explosions of masculinity, ask 
for details. And if you're planning a London vacation 
anytime, and are taking your camera, many of Mike's 
guys are pleased to pose for amateur photographers. 
Studying volume 5 could well inspire you to book flights 
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MODELS OF 
THE YEAR 

instantly. 



Lord Penn, whatever choice I make undermines what I feel 
for them. They undermine it by hounding me with ultimatums 
and mockery, hoping I'll withd raw from my own needs for 
the sake of theirs. 

What surprises me, though it shouldn't, is the rapidity with 
which they have used fantasy to trash my interaction, as if 
that interaction is any less important because its exploration 
is internal rather than external. Even if I could convey to them 
just how real this has become, they would not believe it. They 
would think me confused , as if my previous intelligence and 
fortitude has so easily vanished . If they knew how we play, 
they would think me insane. People cannot imagine playing 
with life and death without it being suicidal or self-defeating. 
They are too entrenched in their tragedies and understand 
only the realities contrived by their society which fathoms no 
individual. 

Lord Penn's kite is sailed with the skins of little boys 
beaten, stretched and stitched together so t hat the overall 
hide is translucent. It seems to fill with blood whenever he 
hovers over me, the Sun blazing behind his glowing red kite 
and his predatory body silhouetted li ke some demon come to 
use me. He inherited the skins from a cannibal he befriended 
in New Guinea. He stitched t hem and stretched them himself, 
but his stallions lick them end to end every morning, moisten
ing them just enough that they have tightened exactly the way 
Lord Penn likes by the time he is in t he saddle and ready to 
swing his day into the heat of night. I long to join him on his 
nocturnal prowls, but I am not yet his best licker and must 
settle for the love of his belt. I love him so much, it is enough. 
He acts as if I can choose whether or not to stay with him, 
but he knows as well as I that I have no choice. He is forever 
on my mind. I love hi m. I am his stallion as long as he wants 
me, and even after he doesn't. 

THIRD DAY 

Lord Penn has forewarned me that when he is gone I will 
have new desires, dangerous desires. I must not seek to satisfy 
them elsewhere. To do so would be suicidal. He has a way of 
disarming me, putting his hand into my mouth and forcing 
my eyes to look into his. Being inside his eyes is very uncom
fortable. I want desperately to look away. Consequently, I 
hear everything he says. He put his hand into my mouth then, 
forced me to look into his vast pale blue eyes, and told me 
only he could satisfy these new desires without destroying me. 
Knowing the crowd, I believe him. 

The final note during our lunch together was that I am still 
on trial. Originally I had accepted that he might not want me, 
that these two weeks are an exploration of our potential to
gether, but then his behavior this weekend signalled that I 
belonged to him, that there were no questions any longer. 
Either I satisfied him, never withdrawing, or the moment I 
withdrew, he would hurt me incredibly. He would not tolerate 
any failure on my part to meet his expectations at any time 
in the future. Now I am on trial again. He is not so certain I 
will meet his expectc1tions and be acceptable as his stall ion. I 
disintegrated. I reassembled . My distress is balanced only by 
my determination to succeed. 

FOURTH DAY 

I suddenly remembered I too originally thought a part of 
me was going to be destroyed. I did not originally see that 
something new might be born from within. I wonder how 
much my first letter to Lord Penn inspired his use of the idea 
of killing me. Did I inspire hi m or merely confirm my poten
tial for handling his needs ? It bothers me he is having doubts 
again. I am not sure how I've disappointed him. I never know 
his expectations beyond the immediate. 

I should be enjoying my freedom from him these past two · 
days, but so far it has only been ti me to think perhaps too 
much. There have been times when I have suddenly focused 
on my bags and wanted to experience them in his hands again . 
I am beginning to long for it the way I longed. for him to beat 
my shoulders and elephants that first night I spent with him. 

I want to eliminate all these preliminaries. I want to get 
into our experiment. Sometimes my impatience is as unbear-

able as his anger. 

Sometimes I think about where Lord Penn may be leading 
me, the vastness of the experience, and I imagine it will be 
as singular as the first night I ever opened another man's 
body. 

FIFTH DAY 

1 've lost contact with what was growing inside me. While I 
have yet to understand exactly what it is or was, I at least 
felt it, knew something was growing. I woke in the middle of 
the night, missing him intensely. I miss him now1 even know
ing we are su pposed to have lunch together. Tonight I am his. 
1 'm desperate fo r him to use me . 

SIXTH DAY 

Last night, in a classic comedy of errors, we stomped pil
lows wit h a friend of Lord Penn's, a poet, and talked without 
walls or ceiling. I exposed my elation at being with him again, 
and he his rapture at interviewing Stew. Stew's life belongs 
in a history book, but he will never be there because he and 
his life are inextricably wild. He has not killed millions for the 
sake of political rearrangement. 

The poet had arranged fo r Lord Penn to stay with him. He 
told us we could use his bottom bed without worrying about 
noise. So we did not worry. Lord Penn began squeezing the 
sharp studs of my crotch harnass into the base of my bone and 
bags, shoving his socks into my mouth to st ifle my screams. 
I was hating and loving it, growing delirious wh ile licking my 
own blood off his thumb when the lights flashed on. A stran
ger stood staring down at us, demanding to know who we 
were. He was the poet's roommate, and even after he realized 
we were the poet's guests, he ordered us to leave. I could 
understand his being bothered by my screams - not everyone 
finds them erotic - but the poet should have known the noise 
would not be appreciated and the roommate should have 
simply asked for quiet instead of unconditionally ordering us 
out and accusing us of planning to rob him. Why we should 
rob him in the nude is beyond me. 

After fuming in a trashcan we finally caught a bubble to 
the Slit. The bubble brain, fumbling with p.u.'s, suddenly 
decided Lord Penn had given it 5 not 20. Lord Penn insisted 
he had given 20 and wanted the 15 difference,., suggesting the 
bubble brain call a candle. We sat waiting Tor the pops to 
arrive until Lord Penn lost patience and ordered me to go find 
a candle alarm. I left the bubble, finally found an alarm and 

. raced back only to find the bubble gone and Lord Penn 
smoking. I knew in his eyes he wanted to beat me. 

"You are three minutes too late . Where were you? Do you 
know what I've just gone through? I needed a witness and you 
weren't there." He tossed something at me . "You weren 1t 
there.'' All the night's frustrations boiled, and I was to suffer 
for it though I had only followed his instructions . The in
competency was in the bubble brain. Lord Penn belted my 
bone and forced me to let several men drill me. I hated it then, 
but now I am open to being used that way. He also forced me 
to suck another man's hole which I hated even more, knowing 
amoebas are common this season. I dread becoming infested 
with them. Most of the time, I licked Lord Penn's fee·, and 
sucked on his toes, too tired to want them and yet having to 
do it passionately to keep him from setting my elephant 
hairs on fire again. Burning them once was more than enough. 

Finally he let me sleep. This morni ng, as he drilled me, he 
whispered into my ear hot visions of us in a desert, he a war
rior's master and f bis slave naked on the sand in his tent, 
desperately sucking his tits and pleading not to be tossed to 
his army. Once in the hands of his warriors, I would be staked 
out and drilled senseless by one man after another, then 
roasted alive, his men cutting pieces off my body and eating 
me. I sucked and pleaded to stay in his tent even as he pulled 
his bone out of me and spilled all over my body. I'm wearing 
his sperm now. It will still be there tomorrow when he hangs 
me from a tree and finally delivers his belt to my shoulders 
and elephants. 

Every time Lord Penn wants to spill, my total being must 
be desperate before him, my pleas clear and convincing. I had 
trouble pleading and generating anxieties last night. It was all 
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too theatrical and only briefly reinforced with actual threats, 
like the time he burned me. I was too exhausted to be im
aginative. Next time I'll surprise him, hopefully amuse him, 
and create the fantasy he can spill in. I think I'll plea not to be 
crucified. 

"Please, Lord, please don't crucify me." Jesus. 

When I'm inside his control; I often wonder why I am put
ting myself through so much I do not enjoy. Sometimes I 
even come to hate him. But when it's over, when my body is 
free, aching and thickening, exhausted and filthy, I feel a 
strange euphoria, a sense of accomplishment, and the satis
faction of knowing I have pleased this violent mind. I have 
yet to regain that sense of something growing inside me. If 
it still exists, it has lost definition, perhaps so much a part of 
me that I can no longer see it. 

' I worry that this is all there is. Yet, it is difficult removing 
my body from him, especially once we have snuggled into a · 
cool aftermath, his voice telling me how he will be prouder 
of me than any executive master ever was of an incorporated 
slave. In allowing him to use me, I become part of his great
ness. 

SEVENTH AND EIGHTH DAYS 

After sailing over elephants in the arms of Blazing Tony, 
Sheik of a Thousand Competent Tortures, Crusher of Little 
Men, and Uprooter of Helpless Tongues, my body shivering 
in the intimidating palm of his spiked gloves, knowing he and 
Lord Penn are of the same mind, I slid into the bliss of frantic 
servitude. quietly sensing them between their needs' demands. 
I have never experienced this side of me before. I never met 
Lord Penn before. Why am I so determined to do for him what 
I have refused to do for others behind a fanatic toot for self
reliance? 

Something in me has never developed to allow me to keep 
things in proportion once I am made to feel good about myself 
in the eyes of others. I cannot handle being the center of at
tention. My best judgement exists during times of indifference 
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to myself, times when I am alone and struggling to reach some 
goal more important than myself, be it my art, the answering 
of a previously unasked question, or the fulfillment of a loved 
one's expectations. As soon as I receive too much praise I 
lose my sensitivity to others. If I receive too much criticism! I 
lose senstitivity to myself and become either overly se f
critical or overly defensive. 

Saturated with Lord Penn, I checked the bushes and iron 
frame to make sure I had not missed one of his ropes or 
clamps. Men I knew rushed to embrace and fondle me. I 
snapped, terrified, arid signalled them to back off because I 
was witn my Master and sexual contact with others was for
bidden. The shock on their faces suddenly activated the 
theatrical side Lord Penn has been fostering in me, but my 
theatrics only magnified the truth. Their awe of me from times 
when they've seen me as a master became the lever to raise 
Lord Penn before their doubting or indifferent 'eyes. Wade 
who had amazed them was himself amazed, even terrified, of 
another man. I displayed the love around my terror of him, 
communicating without detail the degree to which he is show
ing me areas of SM I have never seen before. 

On the way back to Lord Penn's hole the specialist in 
barbarian tortures charged my frown, exciaiming he was in 
awe of me. That my rope technique had impressed him at all 
thrilled me. His barbarian tortures have fascinated me for some 
time, but then he started lecturing. 

"You have a lot to offer, Wade. Slow down. You don't 
have to put yourself under anyone." 

Without his actually saying it, I understood he was assum
ing that my frantic servitude lacked desire or self-respect and 
that I needed to be pulled out from under Lord Penn. Anger 
rolled through me, but I covered it, laughing and assuring him 
I wanted to be where I was. "It's just my schizo head. I flip 
a lot. I put my head where it feels good and saturate the 
moment. Next month I'll probably be tying people up with a 
vengeance." 

Some of my anger must have shown, lecture countering 
lecture, however cordially. He backed away, suddenly sup
portive and telling me to be where I was then. I reassured his 
persistent doubt by stressing again, "For the moment ... " 
Secretly I hoped the moment would not end as soon as it 
would. I find great dignity in serving someone like Lord Penn. 
What I have to offer as a stallion is as profound and valuable 
as what I have to offer as a ·master. Why should one be ulti
mately preferable to the other? 

I gladly retreated into seclusion with Lord Penn and the 
Sheik with his growing collection of little men, some of 
which were, at least to me, transparently teasing and in need 
of stronger chains. 

As the night fog darkened around our secret woods, our 
group gathered inside its cave, the Flame Clown working his 
bonfire and my bone raging at the thought of being bound in 
new levis and roped to a stake so close to the fire that the piss 
of a hundred men would be steaming inside and out of my 
clothes as I slowly roasted without burning through the night. 

I longed for the moment Lord Penn and the Sheik were to 
suspend me from a tree with another stallion, hanging us face
to-face, stripping us, and roping our bags and our necks to
gether, his tits clamped to mine, and both of us promptly 
belted for hours. I imagined our bodies tugging against one 
another, each feeling not only the blows against his own body 
but those against the other's as well, our minds growing fran
tic, our shouts piercing each other's ears, our arms racked with 
a longing for some ground. 

It never happened. At the moment of my abduction, my 
spine kinked and sprawled me under disorienting spasms, 
plumes of light streaming up my back and agitating a worri
some hatred of my sudden incapacitation and its inconveni
ence. The pain magnified my hatred until I cried with bitter 
apologies. Lord Penn slapped me into better service, classify
ing my behavior as inappropriate and discrediting. His vast 
blue eyes burned into mine. I froze to think my tears self
indulgent and no credit to his mastery. The Sheik tossed me 
some crystals and I guzzled them down until the pain and 
humiliation receded behind a rich stupor and the rest of me 
opened, laughing in the warmth of men I could automatically 
appreciate, in love and in fear. · 

The Sheik returned from what remained of one of his little 
men and, for the sake of my spiritual redevelopment, forced 
me to tell him how I like to be bound. 



'_'You're forcin_g me to be nosti!;lgic,". I sighed, enjoying 
their laughter while secretly struggling with what felt like a 
violation of some private part of me. The Sheik snapped into 
impatience as easily as he snaps in and out of luxuriating in 
affectionate attentions, always disrupting luxury with the 
harsh reality of his potential for cruelty. He wanted informa
tion. 

"Start with the ankles, bind them tight." 
He bound my toes, ankles, and then, as instructed, the 

entire length of my legs, binding with a delicious tightness, but 
with none of the brutality I would have applied to myself. I 
accepted it, uncertain of how intense my body would become 
under his competent torture. Given enough suffering, delicious 
could have easily become nauseatingly cruel. 

I never suffered. He bound my bags and bone more brutally 
and ited my arms behind me, but he did not torture me. In
stead, his wind soared through my flesh, fueling locomotive 
lungs and shattering my thoughts into muscular labor. I 
scattered into a crazed ecstasy and would have spilled had his 
wind blown more furiously and the ropes not loosened. His 
wind found another cloud, his own, his great arms embracing 
my bound body as it panted in a thick float and I soared to 
sense his eye. 

So much leather and so few who appreciate the real power 
of rope, so few who know how to tie with hate. Perhaps it is 
for the · best. This way attacking my own body with rope re
mains the one special rite I have for and with myself. What 
they can do to me I could never do to myself. 

Why do I hear two pairs of boots tapping to kick me? 
. Lord Penn wanted me back, so the SheiR dumped me into 

his lap, departing only after he had the opportunity to enjoy 
my agony as he unbound the pinching thong from around my 
bone and bags. The rest of me remained in forever loosening 
rope. 

Lord Penn ordered tacks. Terror crystallized like cold 
porcelain in my bones, my thoughts feverish with the knowl
edge of what he was about to do. I felt my bag stretched over 
a block of wood, whimpered and fretted, chewing teeth as the 
tack ~lowly poked then pierced, punching through two layers 
of skin. The sharp pressure nauseated me as I screamed past 
the sweaty socks that Lord Penn had lovingly stuffed into my 
mouth. 

He stretched my other bag. My belly pulsed, my head 
crazed with anxieties as the second tack poked, pierced and 
punched through, even more unbearable than the first. My 
body seemed to swell and thicken simultaneously, and I knew 
it would only grow worse. One or two tacks more and my 
screams would blubber, and by the time all seven tacks had my 
bags stretched and pinned, I would be hysterical. I hungered 
for it, soaring in the terror when suddenly he stopped. 

I wanted to shout, "No!", to beg him to continue but 
there were too many socks in my throat and I dared no't ob
ject. Lord Penn came to my ear. "Wade? Do you want to see?" 

I opened m'I'. eyes to the amazement of seeing each bag 
stretched and pinned to a wooden block. I remember being 
surprised to see no blood. 

"Next time I 'II have to sit you and another slave crotch to 
crotch, force you to have a contest. You can take turns tack
ing each other's bags down just to see who'll crack first." 
Lord Penn's eyes glistened with sadistic amusement. I laughed, 
shouting as the tacks were pulled out. He removed the socks 
from !]1Y mouth and untie~ me, then nonchalantly placed his 
bone into my mouth and pissed. I drank lovingly then desper
ate_ly as his bladder prove9 larg~r than my belly. Lord Penn 
fi.ni~he_d and noted. the mo1~ture in my eyes. My awe remained 
d1sc1plined, my mind flowing slow and smooth until it was 
free of delirium and ~iggling. Wiping my mouth clean, I 
collapsed and laughed with my Lord. 

I had guzzled too many crystals to share in my Lord's 
exhaustion, but he needed to sleep. He wanted me to share the 
b~d with ~im, but knew it was too soft for the good of my 
kinke_d spine, so he ?ffered me something of even greater 
meaning. He shoved his filthy socks back into my mouth and 
around my face, wrapped them there in ace bandages and 
mun;mified me for the night! leaving me to sleep at the foot 
of his bed. It was where I be onged beside my master. It was 
where I would sleep with the most profound contentment. 

I lay there for long hours, listening to the night adoring 
the soun_ds of ll;Y Lor~ sleeping above me. I grew cold and yet 
took delight in 1t, finding some sort of greatness in my act, as 

if it made my Lord's sleep any easier. Occasionally someone 
far away screamed. The sounds of a belt breaking wills punctu
ated lengthy silences. I hovered in a pleasant state of half
sleep, snug inside the squeeze, the touch of ace bandages, 
dreaming that in suffering I remained awake to guard my 
Lord against intruders. My shouts would be his alarm. 

Thoughts shifted in and out of my yawns but one re
mained the clearest of them all. Sometime near dawn I became 
acutely aware of the fact that as unnerving as civilization may 
be, without it I would never have met these people. I would 
be '"alone in a maddening tribe, surrounded by heteroneurotic 
conformists seeing no more than their singular reality, pro
vincialism in the extreme. I would have no one who would 
tolerate - forget appreciate - me. I would be too complex. I 
would be too rare. I would only tolerate the people of my 
tribe as far as they tolerated me. I would only appreciate them 
as much as they nurtured and were nurtured by me. Stranded 
in a tribe as alien to me as I was to them, I would hate my own 
species. But in a civilization, in a far vaster crowd of people1 I could find the rare. Here I can stink with sexually compatib1e, 
erotic intelligent "perverts," and in that I find hope. It would 
seem that only in the worldwide unification of human con
sciousness and its absorption of a growing diversity of be
havioral potentials can the genius of our species accumulate, 
synthesize, and enrich its awareness of itself and the cosmos 
that harbors it. 

I laughed to find such thoughts inside a mummy. 

The next morning Lord Penn and the Sheik surrounded me 
while I lay naked by the pool. They began kicking me and I 
laughed defensively, awaiting a more genuine terror. Instead 
they stopped and left me, disgusted. I have to remember they 
will enjoy what they do to me only if I do not - at least 
overtly. 

NINTH DAY 

I wonder at the emptiness of knowing he will not take me 
toni~ht, and dread what is happening to t~e part of me that is 
Daniel. I do not trust my present infatuation. It has not with-
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stood the test of three years, and yet it burns within me more 
fiercely the closer I come to the day Lord Penn will depart. 
Much of me wants to go with him. Much of me does not want 
to hurt Daniel, for he too is very much a part of me. 

Still, I am so exhausted from constantly parring with so 
many egos, it will feel good to settle inside my own and write, 
to generate visions that can only be experienced through my 
words. 

What I really long for ri~ht now is to be under the fear of 
Lord Penn. I want the simplicity of serving only him. I want to 
clear him from the parring, the misadventures, the intrusions, 
and to open this week so we will be freer to explore our 
potentials together. 

TENTH DAY 

I want our interaction to be, it already feels, more and 
more biblical, as if I were Joseph and he the Pharoah, Daniel 
and Nebuchadnezzar. I want to serve Lord Penn emotion
ally. I want to be there for him when he needs intimacy. I 
want to be there when he needs to beat the worms out of 
someone. I want to be there when he needs another perspec
tive on his problems, another thought, another voice. I want 
to be his companion and still live in terror of him. Bagoas 
beside Alexander the Great. Dare I say it to his face? 

ELEVENTH DAY 

The group thinks I am deteriorating. They do not seem to 
understand the passions of love. They also think I am aban
doning all that I cherish. Why are they so certain I need to be 
rescued? I should be glad they at least appreciate Lord Penn's 
power, but how they belittle it infuriates me. How they 
belittle my own intelligence and inner strength infuriates me. 

How can so much leather have so little insight into erotic 
terror and the beauty of what is developing between Lord 
Penn and me. I wish they would all keep their sneezing out of 
our faces and open their eyes to an unfolding perfection. 

I am in heaven and I resent there being so much garbage in 
the background. 

It was good to be home with Daniel. I could touch him 
again arrd contact his importance to me. I bathed in the 
browns and greens of his big solid eyes. He is so warm, and the 
sight of him still stirs me, bone and mind. It is possible to 
totally love two men at once. 

I met Stew last night, over seventy years fully awake and 
laughing. He is the frisky old man I hope to become, unshaken 
by the wars of a petty convention. In a chuckled parring of 
egos I "mortally offended him." 

"Not to worry when one is dealing with the immortal," I 
chucked, wanting to. kiss the glint in his eye. 

TWELFTH DAY 

Lord Penn fantasized abducting me and taking me back 
with him to his pod in New Zealand. 

I would worship him for life. 
JR told him "You can take him from his lover, you can 

take him from his job, you can take him from his clothes, but 
you cannot take him from his manuscripts." 

I would hate him for what he did to Daniel. I would wor
ship him for what he did to me. There was much truth when I 
told him I would worship him for life. Who else would carry 
me away to his dungeon in the sky? 

THIRTEENTH DAY 

Lord Penn communicated to tell me he might leave a day 
early. I could not hide my disappointment, but wish I had. I 
contacted too late where his mind is1 and am suddenly empa
thizing with his needs. I too will ultimately be glad to return 
to my art. We would be killing what is between us if we did 
not recognize that need and give it a home a~ain. At least he 
is still planning to have our experiment. Tonight I enter hell, 
hopefully to discover just how erotic terror can become. 
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For the second time, an encoder has refused to print Lord 
Penn's manifesto despite previous agreements with forewarn
ings as to its subject matter. Lord Penn was laughing, but I 
could feel his pain. We have grown too empathic these past 
few days for me not to feel it. This week has frustrated and 
disturbed him even more than last week did, and it vexes me 
that I can do nothins to clear him of it. 

I despise little minds. I want to crush their pathetic skulls 
until they are just as little as their thoughts, their dignity. It 
infuriates me the degree to which human ignorance is so self
reinforcins, so persistently shallow in its receptivity to alterna
tive realities. I anger even more, knowing that the encoders 
are also pussyboys and even our common oppression has not 
enlightened them enough for them to recognize and sympa
thize with the special oppression ~ainst stinky leather. 

This is going to either undermine or feed tonight. If Lord 
Penn is as flustered and angry as I am, he may beat me like I 
have never been beaten before. I've bathed in providing him 
the intimacy he needed this week. It is time I provide him 
with a body. He can take his frustrations out on mine. I offer 
it willingly, lovingly, selfishly. 

I paced, knowing for the first time that Lord Penn would 
be in pain. Before, I thought tattooing his chest would be as 
painless as tattooing an elephant, but Stew assured me it was 
no rib - Lord Penn would be in. pain. When my Lord arrived, I 
swallowed my anxieties, busying myself with the details of 
serving him, forcing myself into his spiked crotch harnass 
and donning his piss-soaked levis. I did not want him to see 
my fear for him. 

The sight of my Lord in pain fascinated me. Having never 
.delivered pain to him, I had no way to gauge the stimulus 
through his reactions. Would my own reaction to the same 
needle be as intense as his or calmer, finding it more familiar 
and erotic? I admired the ease with which Lord Penn trans
ferred his pain from his chest into his jaws and feet. The 
vision of his forever moving boots transfixed me inside a hard 
heat. His thickly socked feet squirmed in my mind. 

Lord Penn has discovered that his ordeal somehow released 
much of the anxiety generated within him by this past week. 
He has tasted the ecstasy of a slave. 

I had expected the insanity of two solid days of unending 
bondage and torture. Instead, the descent into hell was slow 
and arduous in its prolonged and admittedly foolish expecta
tions. I thought I was in hell when he shaved my body, all of 
me hating him at the same time I loved him. I was not yet in 
hell. Nor had I arrived many hours later when he sandpapered 
the most sensitive regions of my body, scraping shrieks until 
my only sanity was the struggle of my feet bound and sweat
ing in loose thick socks while my hands were roped fiercely 
to the base of my bone. 

It was not hell when he hung me from chains and whipped 
my elephants with a wire brush until I was throwing myself 
anywhere to escape however briefly, only to be confronted 
with the shocking sight of his hand covered and dripping with 
my blood. The horror passed, fleeting into the lust to lick his 
hand clean. Instead he smeared my blood over my face and 
legs, then attacked me again for more blood to smear across 
my hairless chest and crotch1 and then again so he could drink. 
He drank my blood, tonguing and sucking my wounds when 
the slightest touch was unbel ievably excruciating. Still, I 
wanted him to drink more than he did, confident he would 
then nurse me back to health . Understanding this, it was not 
hell when he then poured alcohol over my bleeding elephants 
and buried me under a searing sterilization. My screams would 
have been boring had they not been so inadequate. 

I was still descending, not yet there, when he belted mY, 
back so hard I separated from it, unable to appreciate it until 
he finally stopped and sprawled below me to look up at my 
suffering with a cold deliberation. He said it was over. I 
bawled spontaneously, suddenly appreciating how much he 
had done to me as the shock waves bolted through my body 
and all of me arched, blasting with a roar that did not want to 
stop, a spasm, and then another roar senseless in its fury and 
screaming. All this was too erotic to be hell. 

Not until he embraced me and caressed me and told me he 
would call for me to move into his dunseon over New Zealand 
did I enter hell, Daniel and Lord Penn simultaneously immedi
ate, two total loves battling in a futile grab for resolution. 
Lord Penn promised me a nervous breakdown. It was neither 



offered nor to be found in two days of unending bondage 
and torture, but in a moment of two equal and conflicting 
loves. I am torn apart, my only comfort in the postponement 
of a decision. 

How do I face Daniel? How do I spare him what I am going 
through without absolute dishonesty? It would be a cowardly 
cheat to tell him all is fine when all is chaos. And yet I know 
Daniel, and he may give me no other choice. I want to be an 
animal, and animals, above all else, are uncanny in their knack 
for survival. 

There are sides of me Lord Penn does not know - the part 
that likes to crawl inside thick socks and wool tights snug be
fore a fire or curled inside a pile of sheepskins; the part that is 
more Indian and loves wearing moccasins and running around 
the house in deerskin britches; the part that desperately seeks 
the fulfillment as well as the growth of my creative energy 
and requires a wide diversity of constant informational input 
along with periods of intensely selfish isolations; the part 
that loves being surrounded with music from Medieval to 
avant-garde; the part that panics at the possible loss of my 
potential for self-sufficiency; the part of me that can become 
incredibly childish arid revel in the presence of stuffed giraffes; 
the part that needs everything to stop so I can finish my books 
inside the security of there being no questions, no extraneous 
conflicts, only concepts unfolding and resolving on paper; 
the part that is Daniel. 

How trivial some parts may seem while others are crucial 
to my growth and happiness. How easily could the trivial be 
abandoned and how long would it be before even they would 
rear violently as a need resenting its deprivation? 

Lord Penn is not the totality. Daniel is not the totality. I 
crave both to a depth neither appreciates and I fear comple
mentation may be impossible. I am trying to balance the 
passion of two weeks with the resolution of three years, con• 
fused by the questionable wisdom of daring the unknown and 
the questionable cowardice of remaining with past securities. 
Do I want the courage to reach for a dream at the risk of los
ing all that has been gained? Dct I want the caution of return
ing to where I was at the risk of becoming foever nagged by 
what could have been? 

The world is telling me I am a fool and Lord Penn in
credibly selfish. They are words the world often tacks onto 
those who would confront the complications of a vaster vision 
and those who would strive for some sort of self-fulfillment. 
They are words spoken by those striving for their own in
terests and security. 

Lord Penn said we are riding a dangerous cusp between 
reality and fantasy. What I need to know is whether or not it 
is in my best interest to abandon the certainty of Daniel for a 
passion that may destroy me. The passion may prove as adept 
at fulfilling me as Daniel and feed me so I'll grow where I 
would never grow otherwise. It is a gamble I want to better 
know the odds on. Both men are so incredibly special, in their 
intelligence, in their underlying sensitivity, in their maturity. 
Does Lord Penn really want to care for me? Does he really 
want so much responsibility and do I want to abandon it? 
Would we destroy each other with unexpected resentments, 
or would we feed each other so that we would both grow 
spiritually as well as artistically and prove we were not the 
fools the world thinks we are? 

The safety of the certain versus the risk of the unknown -
both have potential, but which is ultimately best for me? 

My life would be so much easier if I were an amoeba. 
But 1 'm not and I wish to hell I loved one more than the 

other. I wish he had abducted me, even if the wish does make 
me a coward. He will prooably come for me. I imagine I will 
leave here, crying beside him but happy 1 'm going. 

In the daze of his basence, I have scissored breezes to a 
secluded beach and am sprawled among the bug-infested 
bushes. A brown sea shimmers and crystallizes like some 
marvelous blanket at my feet, its green tinges forever erupting 
and cool ing, and all around is the sky burning like a vast pale 
blue eye I cannot avoid. I am incredibly empty, and yet I am 
fulfilled. Somewhere I am a part of all this. Somehow I am 
grander than I am. 

I must prepare myself for the final evacuation. 
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I was new in town, didn't know anyone, needed a place. My old apartment in New York had made me sick 
of cramped quarters; I needed space. 

I had no intention of moving into some takcy apartment complex with a swimming pool and uptight 
neighbors. I wanted something different. A room in a house with laid-back people. Cooperative living. I had 

done that back in my student days. It might be just what I needed to make me feel at home in this fucked-up 
town. They say New York is impersonal. Give me those hordes on the subways any day over the human 

automatons in steel modules that cruise the superfreeways in Houston. Forget the sweltering heat; this town 
is all cold concrete and glass. Maybe that explains the incredible murder rate. Lots of mental illness down 

here. 
Saturday morning I biked over to Montrose and found a health food restaurant. I leafed through a few of 

the free undergrond rags that were stacked in front of the cash register. Plenty of classi~ieds. One of them 
seemed to be just what I wanted. 

Liberated person needed to share 3-story house w/2 w,lm. You help in house, garden, get privacy, fresh 
vegs. $90/mo., 

The addres was on Beauchamp Street. I asked the cashier if she knew where it was. North of downtown 
she said. A restoration area. Her boyfriend lived there. Lots of trees and big old houses. Mixed neighborhood: 

Chicanos, Blacks, old couples, student types. 
l had an alfalfa sprout salad to get myself in the mood and biked up to Beauchamp. I thought about 

-J AARON TRAVIS 
removing the studded band of leather around my left bicep, decided against it. If I moved in, they'd figure out 

my proclivities soon enough. Better to start out being open. 
The house was set on a corner, and dominated everyuthing around it. Texas Victorian style, with yellow 

clapboard walls and a green roof. Lots of decorative carved wood. The successive stories were set back in 
tiers; a jumble of gables directed my eyes up to the octogonal room at the top, where the domed roof came 
to a point. It seemed perched on the house like an eagle's nest, high above the tops of the oaks and pecan 

• trees. 
The yard was like a jumble, dense and green. Shady trees, century plants, stands of wild bamboo, even a 

few spindly yuccas. So far it looked like a bargain. 
Two women were sitting on the front porch. As I walked up, they stopped talking and looked me over .. I did 

the same to them. 
They both looked a little overweight, and wore their hair long and frizzy. Late twenties, early thirties. Loose, 

lacy cotton dresses and sandals, circa 1968. 
I learned their names were Karen and Sharon. Karen wore thick glasses. Sharon wore contacts. Karen 

smoked lots of dope and read science fiction magazines. Sharon smoked lots of dope and rode a Harley, 
Which gave us something to talk about. They both made good money working for Ma Bell and were old, old 

friends. 
Sharon had to work on her bike, so Karen gave me a 
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walk-through. The first floor ceilings were twelve feet high. 
All the wallpaper had been stripped off. The walls were dark 
lumber. The women had separate rooms on the first floor. 
There was also a big bathroom, a living room, library (shelf 
after shelf of Analog and fantasy and Science Fiction-), and 
a cavernous kitchen with yellow plaster walls. There was a 
poster of Janis Joplin over the refrigerator. 

A back door off the kitchen opened onto a small wooden 
porch. They had turned the back yard into an impressive 
garden. 

"Now, I'll show you your room," Karen said. 
The stairway was narrow and steep. The second floor was 

much smaller. A short, dark hallway - bathroom at one end, 
an empty room at the other. 

The room had a low ceiling and narrow, floor-length win
dows. The dark stipped walls made it seeem smaller than it 
was. It was U-shaped, with windows facing every direction. 
The drapes were gray with age and dirt. The furniture was 
sparse; the bed was a mattress on the floor. I saw possibili-

... . . . ·._. : •·.:. 
ties. I told Karen I liked it. 

As we stepped back into the hallway, I looked up the last 
flight of steps. They ended in a trapdoor. 

"You might as well see the rest of the house," Karen 
offered. "I think Michael's out, but I'm sure he wouldn't 
mind." I followed her up the short flight. She pushed the door 
open a few inches and peered inside, eyes at floor level. 

"Just want to make sure there aren't any burnt offerings or 
spilled entrails on the floor," she said. 

"Huh?" 
Karen laughed. "I'm just kidding. Sort of. Michael's into 

some pretty weird stuff." She pushed the trapdoor open. 
"Looks okay. Come on up." 

We were in the octagonal room at the top of the house. 
Four walls and four windows. The windows were covered by 
heavy black drapes that admitted no light, making the room 
seem like a sealed chamber. I wondered where the faint light 
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came from, realized it was concentrated in a bar in the center 
of the room. I looked up. A tiny stained glass skylight shaped 
like an eight-pointed star was set in the center of the high 
ceiling. 

"Michael owns the place. You may not meet him for a 
while. He keeps odd hours eats up here in his room-." 

As she spoke, I looked around. A large four poster bed 
against one wall, ancient looking wooden caskets set with 
bronze hinges, a huge wooden chair that looked like a 
medieval throne. Squat, thick candles were set all about the 
room. Pentangles and other symbols, indistinct in the dar
kness, painted in white on the purple walls•and high domed 
ceiling. 

I walked to a bookcase close by. Only a few of the authors 
were familiar: Dennis Wheatley, Aleister Crowley, Anton 
Levay. 

"He's a Satanist?" I asked, mildly curious. I had known 
stranger types. 

"Michael? Oh no! I mean, he doesn't hold black masses or 
anything like that. At least I don't think so. Actually I don't 
know what he does up here. Sharon and I stay pretty much 
on the ground floor." 

I moved in that afternoon. 
That evening I ate in the kitchen. Sharon and Karen were 

good company. I kept expecting to see my third housemate, 
but he never showed. 

I was tired and nervy after a day of moving, and decided I 
needed an evening out. I checked out a couple of bars, then 
hit one of the baths. I stumbled in around four in the morning, 
trying not to make too much noise on the creaky stairs. I 
noticed there was a thin edge of light around the trapdoor to 
the octagonal room. 

I woke up, headachy. Sometime in the late morning. Sun
light was streaming in the room. I got up, half asleep, to close 
the drapes. One of the windows looked down on the garden. I 
saw a man there, shovelling. 

From the steep angle I couldn't see much except his head 
and shoulders. He was wearing dirty white overalls. His hair 
was long -almost to his waist-and black, pulled back from 
his face in a ponytail. His untanned shoulders were broad 
and solid. They were beautiful to watch as he dug the shovel 
into the earth and scooped it out. 

He suddenly stood up straight, turned toward the house, 
and looked up at me. 

He was very tall; easily over six feet. The overalls fit tight 
around his waist, emphasizing the incredible width of his 
chest and shol.riders. Sweat made the sunlight glimmer in the 
deep cleft between his pectorals. His face was young and 
spotted with dirt. I was struck by how white and smooth his 
skin was, like ivory. 

He rested one hand on the shovel at his side, raised the 
other to wipe the sweat from his forehead. 

I stood naked at the full-length window as we looked at 
each other - naked except for the leather arm band, which I 
never take off. I tried to smile, despite the pain cracking my 
head. Now why couldn't I have run into that at the baths last 
night, I thought. Then I closed the drapes and went back to 
bed. 

I thought I might see him later in the day. I asked Karen if 
he was around. In his room, she said. Working. 

"What does he do?" 
"I don't really know," she shrugged. "I say 'working' 

because he doesn't li ke anybody to disturb him when he's 
upstairs." 

I took the hint. 
There was no sign of him for several days. I wanted another 

look at those shoulders and arms. It became a mild 
obsession. 

I had set my bed opposite the door to my room. I took to 
leaving the door open when I was in. I lay on the bed, shirt
less, reading or smoking, one eye on the hallway. Sooner or 
later I'd see him pass by. 



That was how I spent my evenings that first week in the 
house, reading in bed and waiting for a chance to meet 
Michael. Somehow he eluded me. I must have read Karen's 
entire collection of Amazing Stories that week. 

It became a game. It is my nature to win games. 
Friday night I was hot. Ready to grab him off the stairs and 

drag him into my room. And sure enough, around nine 
o'clock, I heard footsteps on the lower stairway. 

I lowered the magazine in my hands so I could see over it, 
and watched a man appear headfirst in the hallway. He was 
not Michael. But he easily drove the week-long obsession 
with my landlord from my mind. 

He was blond, short hair, butch features, mustache. 
Dressed in a sleeveless T shirt that showed off a well stacked 
torso. Skin golden from the sun. A lot like me, in fact. 

He was tall, taller than me; maybe taller than Michael . I 
automatically glanced at his crotch. No data: the pants were 
too loose to show. So I concentrated my stare at the nipples 
1hat stood out under that tight shirt. I wanted to bite them. 

Obviously gay. Or so I thought; when his eyes met mine, I 
tried to look him in with a cold stare. I said hi. And got no 
response, except a mumble. He kept walking, up to the trap
door. I craned my neck and saw him disappear into an arc of 
soft yellow light. The pants made his crotch a mystery, but 
they couldn't have flattered his ass more. 

I got up from bed and walked quietly into the hall. Looked 
up at the closed trapdoor. It was quiet tor a while, then I heard 
voices - louder than normal, a fight. The men's voices were 
distinct; one was much lower than the other. 

Then heavy footsteps overhead. I almost bolted for my 
room, thinking one of them was about to leave. Then the 
argument resumed. A silence, and their voices returned, 
quieter. Another silence, then shouting. Then a quiet so long 
I decided they had made up and gone to bed. 

I returned to my room. Just as t sat on the bed, wondering 
where I had put my Houston bar guide, there was a dim light 
in the hallway, and feet on the upper stairs. It was the blond 
man, leaving. I tried to catch his attention, but he kept his 
eyes straight ahead. 

Shortly after the blond left, the trapdoor opened again. The 
game had paid off. 

My cock was hard. It showed as a thick ridge in my jeans. 
My torso has a thin sheen of sweat from the heat. I rose from 
the bed and stepped into the hallway just as Michael did. 

His black hair was unbound and hung straight, parted in 
the middle. It was beautiful, sleek and thick like combed silk. 

He had one of those paradoxical faces, that look more 
masculine with long hair than short. His face was slightly 
narrow, features large but delicate, perfectly balanced and 
made perfect by flawless cream colored skin. His eyes were 
dark brown. Long lashes. Straight black eyebrows. He had a 
wide mouth and full lips. They looked red and moist against 
the pale cheeks. He looked 23. He had to be older than that. 

His body was even better than I had thought. Huge square
muscled shoulders. His biceps seemed to fill his upper arms 
to bursting - a pale blue vein ran down the length of each 
muscle, and split the front of his arms into sharply defined 
slopes of dark and light. His pees were two distinct square 
slabs that rose from his chest. The dark nipples, set far to the 
lower corner of each slab, were the size of half-dollars and 
perfectly flat. His lower chest and stomach was an expanse 
of gentle ridges that funnelled, V-shaped, to narrow muscle
flat hips. The twin arcs of his pelvis were as deep and defined 
as Michaelangelo's David. 

He was wearing nothing but miniscule white nylon briefs, 
so sheer that his big flaccid cock and ballsack nestled visibly 
inside. Below, his legs were fluid pillars of muscle. And over 
all was his skin, glowing pale amber in the light reflected 
from the wood, virtually hairless, soft and firm, muting the 
finely etched muscles, projecting only hugeness and beauty. 

He smiled faintly. "You must be the new guy." His voice 
was almost artifically deep. 

I extended my hand and we shook, head style. 
"Yeah. Name's Bill Gray." 
"Well I'm Michael Black, Black and Gray, huh? That's 

cute." There was not a trace of humor in his voice. 
Our hands stayed locked together and I looked into those 

deep brown eyes. I knew that while I had been taking in his 
body, all in an instant, he had done the same with mine. I was 
ready. 

Then he broke the handshake and turned to go. "Be seeing 
you," he said simply, and walked to the bathroom. The long 
black hair fanned over his wide back and almost obscured 
the breathtaking narrowness of his waist. His ass, small and 
round with muscle, seemed to shimmer inside the nylon 
briefs. I noticed tor the first time just how large his legs were. 

y two hands wouldn't have met around his calves. 
The next morning I asked Karen about the blond visitor. 

"Oh, that must have been Carl," she said. "Yeah, he used to 
live here. In your room." 

I didn't see Michael again that weekend. After that, now 
and again. But only briefly. And he was always distant. 

I knew he was gay. The blond hunk Carl turned out to be a 
regular visitor, sometimes coming three times a week. Carl 
was so oblivious of me and the band around my left arm, I 
decided he has to be another top. I knew they had rough sex. 
I coulct hear them above me at night. Flesh striking flesh with 
a sweaty crack. Heavier blows - a distinct whoosh and snap 
of a whip. Knees knocking on the wooden floor - a man 
crawling - the thud of a body knocked against the wall, 
crumpling to the floor. They seldom spoke. I only heard 
occasional moans in a low, rumbling tone that sometimes 
rose to a roar - Michael's voice. I would make him do more 
than moan. 

I had fantasies about him. When I see a beautiful man, I 
want to own him. Michael was the most exciting thing I had 
brushed with in months. There were other men with bodies 
as good. It was the pale skin and long hair that set him apart. 
The look of natural innocence. 

This game, too, I would win. I knew what I wanted. To see 
that pretty face, those thick red lips twisted around my nine 
inches. To hear him gag on it and groan in that deep mascu
line voice. To strain that bass into a high-pitched whimper. I 
imagined him naked, erect, on his knees - arms twisted and 
bound behind his back, big chest thrust up hairless and 
vulnerable, the hair adding a savage twist. I knew how to 
make those big flat nipples stand up red and sharp. 

His ass had limitless possibilities. Every mark would show 
across the pale drum-tight flesh. 

His hair would have its uses. To inflict pain, bring tears. To 
twist around his neck and choke him. To use as reins when I 
rode his face like a saddle. Later it might have a more impor
tant use - as a final act of humiliation, to force him to shave 
it. It would strip his last resistance, like Samson. It would 
signal his degradation to slavery. 

I had gotten what I wanted from other men. I would get 
what I wanted from him. I had plans for Michael Black. 

My chance came the next Saturday. I got up around noon, 
feeling rested and ready for anything. I slipped into a pair of 
jeans and went down to the kitchen to make a sandwich. 

The door to the back porch was open. Michael was sitting 
on the steps, looking at the garden. My heart speeded up. I 
stepped outside and sat beside him. 

"Mind if I join you?" 
"No." He glanced at me, looked back at the garden. He was 

wearing a pair of jeans that hugged him from crotch to calves 
like a glove, and a white tank top that looked a size too small 
around his shoulders but hung loosely below his pees. His 
waist must have been around 28 inches; his chest maybe 50. 

"You must work out a lot," I said. It seemed a natural 
opening. 

"Yeah. Couple of hours a day. And Lan-Tzu class three 
times a week." He glanced at my naked chest. "You too?" 

I shrugged. "When I was in New York. I haven't found a 
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gym here yet." 
"I'll take you to mine." 
I accepted that as a compliment. I knew he worked out in a 

genuine meat factory, not a production line franchise. He 
was warming. 

"You don't get much sun, though. Sensitive skin?" 
"No," he said. "I'm just not crazy about sunlight. I'm basi

cally a nocturnal animal. " He picked up a joint and a book of 
matches from a lower step. He lit it, inhaled, and offered it to 
me wordlessly. I shook my head. 

"Gave it up about a year ago, when it started doing strange 
trips on my head. Thanks, though." 

"Too bad, Sharon grows some pretty mean weed in the 
garden." He exhaled through clenched teeth. "It helps me 
focus my power." 

Whatever turns you on, I thought. 
"You're not originally from Houston, are you?" I asked. 
"No. Southern California. " 
"Why would you leave that for this?" 

..... ..... . . ' .. 

·. ··.•'.;·~i}iiti~i) 
"Too much sun out there, for one thing." He smiled."And 

work's easier here." 
"Oh? I didn't think you worked." 
"I work, " he said cooly. I got the idea he didn't care to talk 

about it. But after another hit, he elaborated. "I supply spe
cial experiences for people who can pay. Experiences they 
can't get anywhere else. I like Houston because people here 
have lots of money and not much imagination. They ask for 
easy stuff, and pay through the nose for it. Not like the Coast. 
People there wanted heavy trips, really taxed my energy. And 
there are more of us out there. Here I'm a rarity." 

The joint was making him talkative. It was pretty murky, 
but I got the idea: He was a hustler. He had a very special 
appeal; the paying market might be small, but he had a 
corner on it. There must be plenty of rich country-born fags 
in Houston who'd pay to stick it to a muscular young 
longhair. 
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I decided to play dumb. "Shit man - you mean sex?" 
He stared straight ahead, jaw tight, and took another hit. 

"Sometimes. But I don't always charge for that. I enjoy 
myself too much." He gave me a Mona Lisa smile. 

That was a relief. I'd never paid to screw a guy and I didn't 
intend to start now, even with Michael. 

We sat in silence until he finished the joint. He turned his 
face to mine. His brown eyes seemed to sparkle. Jaw a little 
slack. A real stone bunny, I thought, in the palm of my hand. I 
slid my hand over his thigh and onto his cock, rock hard and 
thick inside the tight denim. 

"Wanna go upstairs?" I said. 
He paused, staring at my face. I stared back and squeezed 

his cock, until I got the answer I wanted. 
"Sure." 
"My room," he said as we emerged on the first landing. I 

followed him up through the trap door. 
He made a circuit of the room, lighting candles until the 

chamber flowed with soft amber light like a chapel for the 
dead in a cathedral. He pulled a cord that slid a cover over the 
tiny skylight, leaving only candlelight for illum ination. It was 
high noon outside, but here it was midnight. Then he made 
another circuit of the room, pulling open the black velvet 
drapes. 

The four windows had been sealed over on the inside. In 
their place were full-length mirrors. 

The deep darkness above, the dim light, the mirrors all 
around, made it impossible to sense the true dimensions of 
the room. It seemed to expand into infinity, like the images in 
those opposing mirrors. I was in his private world now, a 
place outside of time and space. 

The effect was very special, secretive and hypnotic. And 
promising. Michael had imagination. 

I walked to the middle of the room and took a stance with 
fists on my hips. ·I could feel my cock pulsing halfway down 
my left leg. Michael finished his preparations and stood 
before me, hands at his sides. 

"Strip, " I said. The word sounded sharp in the muffled 
silence. 

He looked at me for a moment, expressionless. Feeling me 
out. Then he grabbed the bottom seam of his tank top and 
pulled it over his shoulders. Suddenly I knew who he 
reminded me of. L'il Abner. The exaggerated shoulders and 
chest, the wasp waist, the bulging thighs and calves. 

"Yeah," I breathed. "Now your pants." 
They were so tight he had to peel them off, turning them 

inside out. His balance never faltered as he bent over and 
lifted his feet. He was graceful as a dancer. 

He stood. Slid his fingers under the waistband of the cling
ing briefs. 

"Leave those on," I said quietly. I wanted to save the sight 
of his naked ass for later. His cock was hard, causing a bulge 
that pulled the waistband an inch from his flat belly. 

He pulled his hands clear and waited for the next 
command. 

I took my time. We had a staredown. Michael never 
lowered his eyes. I could read no expression in them. 

"Come here," I said. He walked to me slowly. It was beauti
ful to watch him move. Even a simple at like walking he 
performed with animal grace, fluid and sexual. 

He stopped a good foot away. I didn't like the fact that his 
face was above mine. It wouldn't be for long. 

He raised his right hand to touch the leather band around 
my left bicep. "You have a beautiful body," he said softly. He 
brought his hands to my chest, combed his fingers through 
the thick mat of bond hair. "Like Carl," he whispered. 

I grabbed his wrists and pu.,hed his hanas to my crotch. 
"Take it out." 
He looked down as he unbuttoned my jeans, spread the 

flaps and circled his fingersaroundthetick downturned base 
of my cock. He had to use both hands to pull it out. 

He held it tightly. I saw a strange smile on his downturned 



:• ... 

face. He weighed it in his hands. 
"Yeah. Big and heavy. Just like Carl's." 
I tried not to be irritated by the comparisons. They 

appeared to be lovers, after all. 
"Then get on your knees and suck it. Just like you suck 

Carl's cock." 
Michael knelt. In the mirrors to my left and right I saw his 

')ody, lean and sleek in profile. I watched my cock head slide 
between his lips. In the mirror before me I saw his backthrust 
ass inside the transluscent briefs. I twisted the hair at the 
nape of his neck into a single cord and pulled it aside, used it 
to hold his head in place. The twin slopes of his buns flowed 
up into his back, split by the shadow-dark crease of his 
arched spine into two inverted triangles of pure muscle. 

His back was untouched. Maybe Carl didn't want to see 
that ivory i:,·wfection marred by welts.Michael would find out 
soon enough where the comparisons ended between Carl 
and me-
-I yanked his head forward and gave a sudden thrust with 

my hips, trying to catch him off guard. Start him off gagging. 
Get his saliva running. Make him take it my way from the very 
start. 

But it slid down his throat without a hitch. I looked down at 
his upturned face. His eyes were shut; the long lashes flick
ered. His cheeks were drawn taut. His thick red lips circled 
the base of my shaft. His jaw was thrust sharply into my balls. 
A solid pound of flesh down his throat. 

I looked at our profiles in the mirror. His kneeling body was 
arched like a bow. The bulge in his shorts looked like a 
trapped fist. His gullet was unnaturally distended, packed 
with nine thick inches of meat. 

I deepfucked his face, never retreating more than three 
inches. Watched his throat expand and contract The candle
light flashed on the trickles of spit that ran from the corners 
of his mouth onto his corded ' neck. I don't know how he 
managed to breathe. 

.. 

I pulled his head back by the hair in my fist and emptied his 
throat with a jerk. Keep him cock-hungry. He leaned back, 
gasping for breath. His mouth and chin were wet with spit. 
The firelight made his full, parted lips glisten obscenely. 

I rested my cock head against his lower lip while he caught 
his breath. 

Michael swallowed, and spoke, moving his wet lips over 
the knob of my cock head. "You must havesometoysdown in 
your room." He rolled his eyes up to mine. 

I smiled. Things were going fine. "Yeah. In a wooden 
locker by my bed." I reached down to gently squeeze his · 
right nipple. "Go get it." 

He obeyed instantly. 
In the moment he was gone I stripped off my jeans. I flexed, 

' and looked at my reflection in the mirrors. Michael had said I 
had a fine body-a real compliment from a man with a virtu
ally flawless physique-and why not? I was not as tall as he 
was, or as broad; thicker in the chest, more compact. The 
year's I had spent working off the anxieties of New York life 
through sweat and hard exercise had paid off, many times. 

I liked the difference in our bodies. My deep tan and stark 
tan line against his pate flesh, the rich golden hair on my 
chest and limbs against his sleek nudity. The nine inch 
column of flesh that stuck up from my crotch, and that hard 
round ass of his, about to bes_plit open. I pumped my left arm, 
and watched the bicep strain against the studded band. 

Michael returned. He knelt and placed the long box at my 
feet. 

"Go ahead," I told him. "Open it. If you see something you 
like-ask for it." 

He lifted the lid and gazed down at the jumble of steel and 
leather. He noticed the dozen varieties of tit clamps. He 
picked up a chain-linked pair and stared at them. 

"You're into pain," he murmured naively, half question and 
half statement. "You like to put these on other men's nipples. 
Twist them. Pull on them. A way to put pain in them. Make 
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them beg." 
I answered his innocent boy act with a smirk. "Un huh," I 

said drily. "You've got big tits. Probably take two clamps 
each." 

Michael put the clamps back in the box. Afraid of them, I 
thought. Good. 

He took out a pair of padded handcuffs. "To bind them. Put 
them at your mercy. So they can't strike back. So you can feel 
free to use them however you want." 

"Uh huh." I spread my stance and stroked my cock with 
two fingers. Maximum hard. 

He set the cuffs aside, on the floor. Then took out my 
greatest pride, next to my cock. My riding crop, an intricately 
twined handle with a thin two foot tongue of stiff leather. It 
had been a gift from a not very shy trick in the Village. "It's 
yours, Bill ," he had said, "if you'll use it on me." And I had. I 
was Qlad Michael had the guts to choose it. 

"And y~u use this on their naked skin, as if they were 

animals." His tone was fascinated but detached, as if he were 
an observer, taking inventory. Boy, he really knew how to ask 
for it. . 

He looked up at me with those deep brown eyes. "Is that 
what you're going to do with me, Bill? Cuff my hands behind 
my back, clamp my nipples? Make me crawl after your big 
cock, beat me, fuck my ass?" 

His deep voice, low and soft, reverberated in my head. I felt 
the rush of a perfect moment. "That's right, mister." I glared 
down at him. "Now hand me the crop." 

He held it horizontal, offered it with both hands. Beautiful, I 
took. it by the handle. Ran the tongue through my fist. 
Touched the tip against his nipple, and gently tapped his 
pee. Then I drew it up and cracked it across my thigh to make 
him flinch . 
. But he didn't flinch. 

Instead his face seemed to harden, become steady and 
purposeful. 
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He rose to his feet and stared down at me. Suddenly my 
whole left arm went limp, as 1f the nerves had been severed, 
and the riding crop slipped from my hand. I didn't hear it hit 
the floor. I tried to look down, and found that I couldn't take 
my eyes from his. 

"Stay." His quiet voice boomed deeply in the silence. 
And I stood, body relaxed but paralyzed, as he walked to a 

casket across the room. I couldn't turn my head to watch him. 
I was forced to stare straight ahead into the mirror. It 
reflected the fear and astonishment frozen on my face. 

Michael returned. Several lengths of thin chain were 
looped over his right forearm. 

He slowly circled me, examining my naked body. I felt like 
a paralyzed insect in a spider's web, waiting to be eaten alive. 
But I did not panic. My mind seemed to be slowing down, 
shifting into neutral, losing touch with reality. I should never 
have smoked that weed, I thought. Then remembered I 
hadn't. 

I tried to open my mouth to ask him what the hell he had 
done to me. But I couldn't speak. My jaw was frozen . 

He had said he was into some sort of marital art. Paralysis 
with a touch? But he had not touched me. There was no way 
he could have drugged me. 

He ran his hands over my body, exploring my back and 
arms, cupping my pees and buns. He inserted his middle 
finger into my mouth to wet it and slid it up my ass. My mouth 
stayed open, as his finger had left it. 

He stood beside me, spoke in my ear. Kept the long finger 
inside, gently probing. He wet his other hand in my mouth 
and stroked my cock. I watched in the mirror. His lean profile, 
the rolling muscles in his stroking arm, my mouth left gaping 
open like an idiot's. 

"I've been paid $25,000 for what I'm about to do to you, 
Bill." Stroking, probing. "But that was for a man who wanted 
it. Or thought he did. And qe wasn't very attractive. You are, 
Bill. Big cock. Hard ass." He frowned at my chest. "All that 
hair is unfortunate. It hides your muscles. You'll look better 
after the hoop." 

He slid his finger from my ass, released my cock after a 
hard squeeze. He stood before me, and slipped the chains 
from his forearm. Three were two of them, one long, the other 
the length of a bracelet. They were made li.ke dog chokers, 
nooses with sliding rings to control the pressure. 

He put the bigger chain over my head and pulled it tight. 
The metal was cold as ice, unnaturally cold, around my neck. 
The loose end hung between my pees. Then he slid the small 
chain over my cock and balls, circled them right and left the 
end dangling from the back side of m y testicles. 

He bent over and retrieved the padded handcuffs. Twisted 
my arms behind my back and cuffed my wrists. He stood in 
front of me and smiled grimly. 

"And now this," he said, "since symbols are so important to 
both of us." He unsnapped the leather band from my left arm. 
I felt as if my last protection had been stripped from me. He 
tried to fit it over his own left bicep, but the muscle was too 
big. So he slipped it over my right arm and snapped it tight. 

He stepped aside so I cou ld see myself in the mirror. 
Naked. Cock hard and circled with cold steel . Arms bound. 
Choker around my neck. Leather strap on the right, marking 
me as a slave. I groaned inside, confused and helpless. In five 
minutes, against my will, he had completely reversed our 
roles. And I had no idea how he had done it. 

Then, fogged as my mind was, I noticed something. I 
coulnd't be certain in the dim light, but the silver chains 
around my neck and cock seemed to glow faintly, circled by 
a ghostly blue light. As I watched, the blue aura grew 
stronger, until I saw it clearly in the glass, like wisps of 
phosphorescent blue mist around my neck and between my 
legs . 

I was not afraid-not quite. Not yet. A numbness was 
seeping into my head, a comfortable sense of detachment. 
Damn it, I thought, maybe he slipped me acid. But I knew, 



somehow, that the numbness was radiating from those cold 
blue chains. 

Michael returned. With both hands he held what looked 
like a hoop of glass tubing, two feet in diameter. The hoop 
glowed neon blue. 

Silently he raised the ring above my head and lowered it 
slowly to the floor. As it passed around my body it seemed to 
shred a cocoon of light behind. I saw myself in the mirror, 
encased in a cylinder of blue haze. 

"Now we wait," Michael said, "to let the energy soak in." He 
cocked his head, looked me up and down as he groped 
himself inside the nylon briefs. His dark handsome face was 
relaxed, lips parted, eyes narrowed; sexed-up 

I felt the hair on my body stand up straight, as if charged 
with static electricity. Something weird was happening in the 
mirror. I saw a mass of suspended particles in the space 
between my body and the cocoon of blue light. Too vague to 
make out in the mirror. I tried to look down. My neck was 
paralyzed. Michael saw my eyes strain. He reached inside the 
light and pushed my face down. 

My body was being stripped of its hair. The process was 
silent, painless; magic, I suppose. The short hairs detached 
themselves from my skin and drifted slowly through the 
light-suffused air, made contact with the field of circling 
light-nd disappeared. 

At first the air was choked with free floating strands, silky 
yellow ones from my chest and arms and legs, kinky darker 
ones from my crotch. Then the migration grew sparser, until I 
saw the last curly strand unfurl from my left nipple, stand 
straight and pull free. It wafted gently like a weightless mote 
of dust, drew steadily toward the barrier of light, touched 
it-vanished. 

I had been shaved once before-long ago, when I was 
another man. The job had taken hours, and left me with nicks 
around the base of my cock and around my tits. The master 
had not been pleased with the effect-said it made my skin 
like sandpaper. Since shaving had been my idea, not his, he 
had punished me afterward with a long razor strap. 

My skin had been city-pale then, my body undeveloped. I 
hadn't liked the look either; the hairlessness seemed to 
expose every flaw. Now, gazing down at myself in the blue 
light, I was mesmerized by the smooth planes of my chest, all 
tan flesh and ridges of muscle, clearer than I had ever seen 
them before. My nipples looked naked somehow, vulnerable. 
My cock, still has hard as it had been buried in Michael's 
throat, reared big and stiff from my denuded crotch, the tight 
chain around the base fully exposed. There was no stubble. 
My body was as sleek as Michael's. 

"It'll grow back," he said. He grabbed the hair on my 
head-thank god he had not taken that-and pulled my face 
up. 

It was as if I saw another man in the mirror. A hunky blond 
slave, totally hairless, mouth hanging open like a dog's, cock 
hard for his master. 

Michael moved in front of me, blocking my reflection .He 
spoke, and that deep booming voice made me ache to touch 
him, or for him to touch me. 

"You've got to trust me, Bill. Relax. Give in. You remember 
how to give in. Co-operate, do your part, and you won't be 
hurt. Understand?" 

No, I didn't understand. Nothing made sense. All I knew 
was that he had me in his power-literally, completely. I've 
been paid $25,000 for what I'm about to do to you. But that 
was for a man who wanted it-or thought he did-

He slipped a finger through the steel ring at the end of the 
chain that hung from my neck-

He licked his other hand and put it on my throat, kneading 
and exploring with slick fingers. The choker pulled tighter. I 
felt my windpipe flatten. 

"Don't be frightened," he whispered, How could I not be 
frightened-he was strangling me. The chain pulled tighter 
and tighter. My throat grew numb under his fingertips. I 

could not breathe. My paralyzed body convulsed. 
Then-I heard a rattling of metal and saw his right hand 

pull away. The choker dangled free from his forefingers. I felt 
myself being lifted up-a sensation of weightlessness and 
vertigo-the room fell and whirled around me. I tried to 
scream with horror, and couldn't. I caught a glimpse in one of 
the mirrors-my body, stockstill within the blue light field
Michael standing aside-hold ing something in his hands
holding-my head-

I blacked out. Only for an instant, I think. Then I was 
looking up at Michael. He was holding my face between his 
hands. He sat in the throne-like cha ir, shoulders against the 
back, ass on the edge. My head between his th ighs. 

His briefs were gone. His cock loomed above my face. 
Beyond, his flat-muscled stomach, bunched into tight folds 
of flesh beneath the sculptured domes of his pees. His eyes 
on mine. The look on his face frightened me- a look of 
contempt and total control. 

"Stop twisting your face up, Bill . It makes you ugly. Cock, 
Bill. My cock. Look at it. " 

It hovered mover me, white and thick. It was perfect, like 
the rest of his goddamned body. Not as long as mine- eight 
inches-but thick, enormously thick, tapered slightly at the 
base. The head was huge, a fourth of the entire shaft. The 
skin was pearly white and transluscent, smooth as glass, 
showing deep blue veins within. The circumcision ring was 
almost unnoticeable, the color of cream. The shaft looked 
hard as alabaster, but spongy and fat, as if it were covered by 
a sheath of rubbery flesh. I could feel its heat on my face. 

"My cock, Bill. Taste it." He rubbed myf ace all over his 
meat. I felt its fullness on my cheeks and nose, big heard 
pressed against my eyes. 

"Lick it. Lick my cock, Bill. " And I opened my mouth-yes, 
able to move now-and stuck out my tongue. He slid my 
drooling mouth over his meat. Flattened my tongue against 
the bulging shaft, ran it around the beveled edge of his 
cockhead, allowed me to probe into the deep slit at the tip . 

He pushed my face onto his shaft and filled my mouth with 
cockhead. It came back to me, my old days as a slave, when 
this was what I craved from other men, the privilege of feeling 
their meat warm and solid in my mouth. I realized he was 
trying to pacify me-giving me something big to suck on to 
make me forget the shock of what had just happened-or 
what I imagined had happened. 

I rolled my eyes up and drew on the massive beauty of his 
chest and arms the way my mouth was drawing on his mas
sive cock. My throat had grown thick with saliva-I tried to 
swallow, found I couldn't, just as I couldn't speak-realized I 
wasn't even breathing . The accumulated spittle oozed 
around my lips and ran like lava over his shaft. 

He pushed my face all the way onto his cock. There was a 
bruising pain as it entered my gullet, as if he were shoving a 
beer bottle down my throat. I retched, and spattered his balls 
and thighs with spit. I was gagging, but not choking-how 
could I choke when my breathing had stopped? 

His hips never moved. He forced my head up and down, 
driving my throat onto his shaft and pulling back till my lips 
caught on the ridge of the head. 

He fucked my face that way-using it like cored melon or a 
pillow-it seemed like hours. He took it slow, pleasuring 
himself, as if he were alone in his room masturbating . In and 
out my throat, with slow luxurious strokes. Then bursts of 
violence-pushing my face into his groin, flattening my nose 
against his steel-hard belly, grinding deep and hard, making 
my throat convulse and ripple around his shaft. Juices ran 
from my stuffed mouth ulntil his lap was slick with spittle and 
precum. 

My mind settled in to a profound calm. I was aware, alert. 
But there was a sensation of timelessness, disembodiment. I 
was outside any normal dimension, as if, freed from breath, 
freed from my body, I was beyond panic or pain. 

He coaxed me through clenched teeth, voice low and 
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mammoth chest heaving so I knew he ws close-"lt feels 
good down your throat, doesn't it Bill? My cock in your 
mouth. What you really wanted from me, what you need. To 
have your throat crammed with meat. Yoiu're a born cock
sucker, Bill." He would get close that way-I could feel his 
cock spurting precum-then pull me off till I had only the 
head, hold off, catch his breath. And start over again. Until 
my jaw hung open like a broken hinge. Until his surging tube 
of meat felt a part of me, and I couldn't tell where my throat 
ended and his thick shaft began. 

He got close again. Pulled my mouth off his cock. Held my 
head up by a fist in my hair, his other fist around his cock 
making slurping sounds. The shaft glistened in candlelight, 
thick glaze of spit. He stroked himself haltingly. His hips 
bucked gently. On the brink. 

His eyes were almost closed. The pupils flashed like sparks 
between the narrowed lashes. 

'Tm gonna come now, Bill. Yeah." He hissed with pleasure. 

"My cock is gonna shoot. You want it in your mouth? Sure 
you do. The big leather boy wants my come in his mouth. 
Then beg for it, Bill. Beg me to shoot it down your fucking 
throat." 

I tried. My lips couldn't even shape the words. I flexed my 
jaw, twisted my tongue and curled my lips like a spastic. 
There was no sound except the hollow gurgling of the 
mucous in my throat. 

Michael yelled, and pushed my face onto it, down to the 
base. It jerked in my throat like a startled snake. His fingers 
bit into the base of my skull like pincers. A wild animal roar 
filled the darkness. I instinctively tried to swallow as the 
pumping started. His come clogged my throat, backflushed 
into my mouth. It tasted bitter and strong. 

He held me down on his pulsing meat for a long time. No 
need to pull out. I didn't need to come up for air. 

I looked up at his heaving chest, sheened with sweat, and 
his face, beautiful and composed except for sudden 
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moments when his eyebrows drew together and he whim
pered like a puppy having a bad dream. At those moments his 
cock would give a little jerk. 

He pulled me off at last. My mouth and throat were so full of 
spittle and bitter semen that it ran like slag over my chin. 
Thick ropes of mucous were strung from my lips to his big 
soft cock. 

He put my head on his shoulder and held it there while he 
recovered. The sweeping fluids ran from the corner of my 
mouth onto his chest and down to his crotch. 

Straining my eyes to one side, I saw a reflection of my body 
in one of the mirrors, still frozen in the cocoon of light. Where 
my head had been, only darkness. I felt a dizzy fear, but it was 
muted by the dim light, the unaccountable sensation of free
dom, and the memory of his cock. Vaguely, I knew that fear 
would serve no purpose. My only hope was to trust him. 

At last he opened his eyes. He saw that I was looking at my 
abandoned body. 

"It's true," he said softly. "You're not crazy. It's no illusion. 
You're here, your body is there. It's one of the things I do." He 
took a deep breath. My head rose and fell on his chest like a 
cork on a wave. 

"You can handle it, Bill. I knew when I first saw you . Des
pite the armband on the left. Despite the heavy come-on. You 
know how to give a man what he wants. How to give in, even if 
he's handing you pain, degrading your ego. Well this is what 
/want, Bill. This is what turns me on. I'm going to do what 
I want with you. You've got no choice. 

The room whirled around-weightles~ness again-then 
settled. Michael was standing over me, big cock slick and 
half-hard above my face. He had placed my head on the 
chair. I could smell steamy sweat, where his ass and thighs 
had rested on the wood. 

"It will help," he said, "if you think of it as another man's 
body." He walked to the center of the room and circled the 
headless body immobilized there. I glanced around; the 
chair was set so that I couldn't catch a reflection of my face. 
But I saw my body in all four mirrors, in the round. There was 
no bloody stump where my head should be-only the 
smooth, natural depression inside my collarbone. 

It was a beautiful body, I had to admit. I suppose anyone 
who has seen his body hJrden and fill out from hard work 
becomes a narcissist. It was crazy, something was wrong in 
my head that I could look at it and feel detachment. At the 
time, I did not realize that. I was where Michael had put me. 
Some strange psychic zone. 

That body turned me on. The hairlessness showed off my 
muscles, as Michael had said it would . Everything looked 
larger, fuller. Especially my pees, big mounds of sleek mus
cle. The nipples, normally buried in swirls of hair, stood out 
from the edges like cones, begging to be touched. And my 
cock and balls-hairless and chained-they looked unbe
lievably huge, but not commanding; exposed and vulnera
ble. Do it, I begged silently. / want to see it crawl. I want it. 

Michael stooped and took hold of the glowing blue hoop 
on the floor. He did not pull it up and over my shoulders, but 
sideways, through my legs, as 1f the hoop were nothing but 
light. 

"Yeah, another man's body," he crooned. "Hairless and 
nude." He flicked one of the erect nipples. The body flinched. 
He circled around. "Fantastic ass. I like the way the tan line 
frames those buns." He slid a fingertip over the crack. I saw 
my cheeks tighten-and felt it-in a way-far off. A ghost 
sensation, the way an amputee might feel a lost limb. Like 
being in tow places at once. 

He stood beside the handcuffed body and looked in my 
eyes. He lifted one arm at the elbow, eyes locked with mine, 
and grabbed one of the hairless nipples between finger and 
thumb, pulled down until the captive body was forced to 
bend sharply at the waist. 

"A slave's body, Bill. A big hunky stud in handcuffs. How 
shall we use him? We can do anything we want. Things you 



haven't dreamed of." 
Michael took two tit clamps from the box on the floor. I 

groaned inside when I saw them. He had chosen the broad 
metal ones with powerful springs and teeth like electrical 
clamps. The ones I used only on my most advanced and 
jaded partners, and then only as a severe punishment. 
Michael approached my body. It stood relaxed, unsuspect
ing. He squeezed my pees and kneaded my nipples, until I 
saw my stomach draw taut and my chest rise in silent 
offering. 

Michael smiled. He placed one open clamp over my right 
nipple. Let it snap shut. 

Far away, I could feel the sharp teeth penetrate my flesh. I 
saw my body jerk wildly, tugging at the handcuffs, trying to 
retreat. But Michael slipped a finger into the chain dangling 
from my balls and held my body in check. He watched my 
chest spasm and writhe, touched his fingers to the knotted 
muscles in my arms and belly. Then he attached the second 
clamp. 

My body twisted so violently the cock chain snapped from 
Michael's knuckle. I watched the body stumble to its knees, 
scramble up and stagger blindly into one of the mirrors, 
crazy with pain. 

Michael picked up the riding crop and walked with long 
slow strides to my crouching, trembling body. He raised the 
leather high above his head and slashed it across my 
shoulders. 

My body jerked, spun, rolled away-staggered to its feet, 
tripped over my pants on the floor, rose desperately, ran itno 
a wall-turned and took a defensive stance, hiding its sting
ing shoulders against the wall . Tits clamped and cock hard. I 
could not understand that-not yet. 

Michael followed slowly and stood a few feet from the 
cowering victim. He looked at the crop. Looked at my chest, 
muscles in high relief, tense with pain. He touched the crop 
to my shaft. My body flinched. Michael squeezed his rising 
cock. Then he raised the crop and laid it backhanded across 
my stomach. 

I saw my body double over and run, reeling with pain and 
confusion, trying to escape. Michael followd it patiently 
around the room, taking his time.stroking his thick white 
cock and wielding the crop. Like a hunter, exhausting his 
trapped game. Playing with me. 

As last the pain-wracked body collapsed kneeling in the 
center of the room. Shoulders against the floor, heaving
ass thrust in the air. 

Michael stood over the broken slave body. He slowly mas
terbated as he beat my ass with that damned crop, blow after 
blow, until the pale buns were red and blistered. 

Michael discarded the crop, grabbed my body by the 
clamps andf forced it to stand. In the reflections I could see 
every mark, the long red stripes across my shoulders, the 
back of my legs, my stomach. My cock-a slave's cock, rock 
hard after the beating. Veins pounding, slit dripping fluid. I 
suddenly knew why-the body craved it-but so did my 
head, watching, crazy with excitement at the spectacle. Two 
places at once. Masochistic victim, and sadistic observer of 
my own humiliation, wanting more. 

Michael played with the clamps-twisted, pulled the hard 
flat muscles into sharp peaks, and watched my body twitch 
and heave. He pulled the clamps off, one at a time, and tossed 
them away. He caressed my body, watching the skin writhe 
when hie fingertips brushed over the tender stripes. 

He cocked his head and flashed me a cryptic smile. "Good 
slave body. Takes it well. Ready for whatever's next. Shall I 
fuck it?" 

He rubbed his hard cock against mine. "Sure. Give him 
what he wants. But do it my way." 

He hooked his finger through the dangling cock choker 
and pulled it taut. Tighter and tighter. The chain sank in to • 
the gathered flesh, my cock bulged until I thought the skin 
would burst. I knew what was about to happen, and mv mind 

plummeted deeper into the numb stupor that was its only 
protection. 

Michael licked his free hand. His saliva seemed to glow 
with blue light. He worked his wet finger mysteriously 
around my cock and balls. I saw his lips move, as if he were 
whispering inaudibly. The thin chain flashed with blue flame. 

-Then the chain slipped through. He dropped it quickly 
and raised his hand to lift my genitals free. He held the nine 
inch shaft by the ballsack in his right hand. In its place was a 
smooth hairless swelling of flesh between my legs. 

Again I tried to scream, though I knew it was hopeless. "I 
said, don't twist your face up like that," he growled. He swung 
the disembodied cock and slapped me across the face with it. 
It stung sharply. My eyes welled with tears, making the can
dlelit room swim and sparkle. 

My mind was sinking. I longed for unconsciousness. But 
his voice pulled me back. 

"It'll stay hard," he said. He was rubbing thick lubricant 
over my cock. A dim sensat ion of pleasure somewhere below 
me. "All the energy of the spell holding you is focussed in 
your cock, like a powerfu l conductor. But I have a warning 
for you . When you come-when your cock ejaculates-you'll 
break the spell. You will stay in whatever condition you're in 
at that instant. So unless you want to stay in three pieces, 
you'd better hold off." He smiled, and slid my cock through 
his f ist. "Of course, you won't have much control. " 

He returned to my body and gave it a whack with the cock, 
wielded like a dildo, across the thigh. It jumped like a startled 
an imal. 

He dug the nails of his left hand into my right nipple, pulled 
the body, headless, sexless, up onto tiptoes. He stepped 
forward and rubbed his cockhead against the denuded 
stump where my cock had been. My body responded 
instantly-thighs parted, hips rocking back and forth . The 
body rubbed its groin against the blunt tip of Michael's cock. 

He bent at the knees, lowering his cock and breaking the 
contact. And my body followed blindly. Dropped off tiptoes. 
The hairless groin sank down and searched for Michael's 
cock, found it, rubbed itself on the silky know. Humping, like 
a bitch in heat. 

Michael folded smoothly to his knees, settled his ass on his 
ankles. His hard cock pointing up like a missile. The hand
cuffed body spread its knees and squatted deeply, craving 
more contact. 

Michael licked his middle finger and rubbed the tip over 
the sleek spot between my legs. My body, squatting, swayed 
back and forth, barely kept its balance. Once again, I sensed 
what was to happen. The unbelievable. The unthinkable. 

There was no sign of an opening in the place where my 
genitals had been. Just a bald swelling, like the ball of a 
shoulder. But as I watched, Micahel slowly, gradually buried 
his finger in the flesh. He began to slide it in and out. My body 
begged for more. 

He turned his head, shot me a quick glance. His face was 
slack, lips parted. Eyes flashing with triumph. As if to say: 
See what I can make you into? See how badly you want it? 

As he finger-fucked me, he reached around with his right 
hand and began to push the cock-my cock-into my squat
ting ass. The nine inches all the way to the balls in one shove. 
He preseed his palm over the crack to hold it in. 

My hips squirmed on his finger, pushed back onto my 
cock. Michael removed the finger, and my groin tried to 
follow, ready to abandon the cock up its tor more of his hand. 
Again, I could see no opening there. 

But when he grabbed my tit to pull my body forward and 
down, his cockhead slipped inside. And my body squatted 
deeper, desperate for it, until Michael's thick shaft was com
pletely swallowed. 

Michael grasped and rolled his big shoulders with plea
sure. Closed his eyes and hissed inaudible obscenities. Or 
incantations. 
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And my body-the body he had handcuffed, beaten, 
clamped-decapitated, emasculated-subjected to some
thing unspeakable and inhuman-it rode his fat cock, rode 
the shaft he held up its ass. Mindless but hungry. More a 
whore than a slave. More animal than human. A creature of 
dark magic. His creation. 

I was thankful that body had no head. It gave me a way to 
fool myself. To say that it was not me. 

There was a sudden ghost sensation, more vivid than the 
others-a flash-as if I felt my cockhead rubbing against his, 
deep inside my bowels. It joled me, like two charged wires 
touching. I felt feverish. The lights dimmed. 

For a long tim emy consciousness came and went. My eyes 
would flicker open, glimpse grappling bodies, hear Micahel's 
sex-charged groans. Scenes in the mirrors: Michael's beauti
ful ass, fucking wildly, my legs wrapped tight around his 
hips-Michael on his back on the bed, my body on its knees 
above him, fucking itself on his cock while he pulled on my 
tits-My body, shoulders on the b&d, Michael standing 

between my drawn back legs fucking with long strokes while 
he used my hard cock like a blackjack, across my stomach 
and chest-

After a long blackness, I felt Michael's hand slapping me 
awake. I opened my eyes and saw a cock before my face. But 
not Michael's cock. A bigger, coarser instrument knotted 
with thick veins and streaked with rectal mucous. My throat 
filled with fresh saliva. I opened my mouth-

-then realized it was my cock held before me. I closed my 
mouth, recoiling from the insanity of it. 

"Go ahead." I heard Michael's voice above me. "It's not as 
pretty as mine, but it'll give you what you need. Go ahead. 
What's wrong? Don't wanna taste shit? Come on, you've 
made plenty of guys suck it after you've screwed 'em. 
Besides, it's your sh it, man." 

I looked hard at the cock. I had seen it in mirrors of course, 
even in photographs. But now I saw it as my slaves had. Huge 
and pulsing, inches from my lips. And I knew why men had 
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grovelled for it. Knew the power that made them crave it. I 
opened my mouth and moaned silently. 

Michael laughed and shoved it down my throat. Rammed it 
in and out, the way I would have. I discovered how it felt
exactly how it felt. I remember the riding crop trick in New 
York-the hot afternoon with the sixpack when I tied his face 
to my crotch and kept my cock down his throat for four 
hours-coming, pissing, coming, pissing. Now I knew why 
four hours had not been enough for that cocksucker. 

I felt pleasure in my cock as I sucked. Almost like 69'ing, 
sucking and being sucked. Two places at once. 

I squeezed my throat around the huge dick, milking it, 
savoring the pleasure I was giving and receiving. Then 
Michael spoke. 

"Remember, Bill. When it shoots, the spell breaks. And if 
that happens while you're still in pieces- there's nothing I 
can do to put you together again. " He kept sl iding it in and 
out my throat. 

My blood froze. I stopped the undulations in my throat, 
stiffened. 

"Come on, Bill. " His voice was low and evil. "Your cock's 
close. Been close for hours. The balls are way up in the sack. 
Come on," he teased, ramming it hard and fast, " make it 
come. Work your throat like a good cocksucker. Don't you 
wanna know how it feels when you shoot in some guy's 
mouth? Must be good-I bet they always come back for 
more. Don't you wanna taste your own come?" 

I looked up at him and pleaded with my eyes. He kept 
sliding the big dong in and out-I felt it expand, the way I 
always do when I'm on the verge-

I clamped my teeth down on it , hard, to stop the stroking. 
Michael laughed. "Okay, I believe you." He whipped the 

spit-streaked plunger from my th roat and tossed it on the 
floor. I heard it land with a heavy thud, and felt ghost pain in 
my balls. 

He picked up my head and carried it to the center of the 
room . My body was lying on its side on the floor, exhausted. 
Michael squatted, placed my head on my shoulders. Wet his 
fingers with glowing blue saliva and stroked the connection. 
I felt warmth flow from my neck to my chest, my hips, my 
legs. Thank god, whole again-almost. 

I spent a few minutes coughing and swallowing convul
sively, cleraring the juices that clogged my throat. Michael 
undid the handcuffs and pulled me to my feet. My legs were 
shaky, there was pain everywhere. But it was wonderful to 
feel anything beneath my neck. 

Michael stretched and yawned. "Shit, I'm beat," he said. 
"Been fucking you for hours, baby." He pinched one of my 
nipples, making me throw my head back in pain. "Came in 
•you twice while you were out. Once in your ass, and once
well, you saw. Think I'll take a shower and get to bed. " 

"But-" I looked at my cock on the fl oor and quickly looked 
away. 

'Oh yeah," Michael said. "That. Go ahead and take it. It's 
yours." 

My chest knotted with horror. "Please," I whispered. 
"What did you say? I cou ldn't hear you." 
I lowered my eyes-caught a glimpse of the bare flesh 

beween my thighs-shut my eyes tight. 
"Oh please, Michael. Let me have it back. Oh please, for 

God's sake-" 
I felt a heavy slap across my face. Knew it wasn't his hand. 

His deep voice above me. "That's no way to beg."' 
I kep my eyes shut. 
"Get on your knees and beg with your mouth." 
I knelt and took his soft meat between my lips. My face was 

wet with tears. 
"Make me come again, Bill. It won't be easy. Three times is 

usually my limit. Show me how good you are. Show me how 
good you suck cock. Make me-come, and I'll let ·you have it 
back. That is-if you don't shoot first." Slick flesh on flesh 
above my head. He was holding my hard cock and stroking it. 



I sucked, and tried to think of nothing but his cock. He had 
taken me back to my days as a novice, before I had made my 
muscles like steel and gained the confidence to give orders
made me regress to the days when it had been my role to give 
poleasure to other men. When a night of sex meant I would 
suck and crawl and say thank you when I was punished. I had 
never thought that any man could reduce me to that again. 

Slowly, slowly it hardened, until the beer bottle thickness 
gorged my throat. It was not so easy this time. I choked, 
gagged, felt my lungs collapse, dry heaved- but I never let 
go. Forced my throat onto him over and over, strangl ing 
myself. 

"Better than your cock, isn't it, Bill?" 
Yes, he was right. His cock, so thick, so flawless, it was 

better. 
He began to moan and twist. He was close. I was going to 

make it. 
Then he pulled out. Held my face off, fought off his 

orgasm. "Not yet," he whispered, "not yet. " 
He tortured me that way. I brought him close over and over, 

sucking desperately, using every trick I could remember. 
Then pull out. Make me start over. All the while working my 
cock. 

"Think about it," he crooned. "WHat happens if I make you 
shoot first. You'll be what you are now, forever. Might not be 
so bad." He reached down and stroked a finger over my 
sexless groin. An incredible flash of pleasure, unearthly. I 
jerked back and wh impered around his shaft. 

"You'd be my slave, Bill. Real ly my slave. You 've been 
playing that game for years, but this is real. I'd own you-or 
own your cock, which is the same thing. You'd be mine. You 
could never show yourself to another man like that. Have to 
come crawling to me for sex. Maybe I'd be in the mood . 
Maybe not. And you've seen the kind of games I like to play." 

With that nightmare in my head, I sucked cock like I had 
never sucked before. Gave him my last ounce of energy.Wor
shipped him like the primal fo rce he was. Sucked and sucked 
and sucked- r 

-And finally heard his roar above me. Felt his meat stiffen 
and pump. Tasted bitter semen-and at the same instant, my 
hips began to jerk. I was coming, in response to him. Too 
late-

Then felt his hands on my crotch-blue fire-
-And when it was over, I was whole again . Michael pulled 

out his shaft with a pop and collapsed onto his throne, chest 
heaving. He looked worn out and happy. I was topo drained 
even to hate him. He made me stay on my knees. Just as well. 
I was too exhausted to stand. He forced me to lick my come 
from the floor. Made me kiss his feet. 

I looked up at him. After long minutes I caught my breath. 
The numbness seeped out of my head. Wrecked as I was, I 
had to ask something. 

"Michael , what you did-what you do ... I don't know what 
it's called, don't know if it has a name . . . But what ... what-" 

"Something you're born with ," he said. "There are others. 
I've met three in my lifetime, heard of more. We keep our 
distance from one another. Don 't get ideas about learning it. 
I've studied, learned the ancient laws, found new ways to 
focus my power. But either you have it-and know it-or you 
don't. I knew that you dian't when I first saw you. The tan is a 
giveaway. You like sunlight far too much. I can't teach it. I can 
only share it." 

He pushed his big toe into my mouth. "So if you ever want it 
again, you know where to come. You'd be crazy to ask for it , 
though. I like danger. The poss ibili ties-the games-are lim
itless. Sooner or later .. . " 

He pulled his toe from my mouth and pushed my face to 
the floor with his foot. " Now get out. I'm tired of you. " 

I staggered naked to my room. It was dark outside. I must 
have spent eight hours in his room. I closed the door and 
crawled into bed. I saw the leather strap on my right arm. I 
wanted to put it back on my left, but I was afraid he would 

know somehow. 
I heard Michael in the h~llway, then in the shower. He was 

singing happily, basso profundo, as I dropped off to sleep. 
Sunday moring I woke up sore and stiff. My ass ached and 

there was a lilngering fire in my groin. I hoped he had not 
damaged me inside. The marks he had put all over my body 
stung beneath the sheet. My tits were raw. My arms ached . 
My jaw ached. 

I stared at the ceiling and thought about the night. Per
vesely, my cock began to harden . 

There was a knoc~ at the door. I stiffened with fear. "Who is 
it?" 

"Sharon." 
"Oh, Come in." I pulled the sheet up to hide my ctiest. 
She entered with a tray of food. "Michael said you were 

under the weather today. I thought I'd bring you something 
to eat. " 

"Thanks. Just set it-on the dresser. I'll eat it later." 
"Okay. You do look pale," she said maternally. Then she 

looked puzzled and frowned. I saw that she was looking at 
my armband, on the right now. Or was it my hairless arms? 

"Well ," she said, "I'll check on you later. Call if you 
need .. . " Her vo ice trailed off. 

I ate the poached eggs and sou p she had brought. I noticed 
that my pants and wooden ,ocker were by the bed. Michael 
must have returned them. I cr inged to think he had been in 
the room while I slept. 

I tiptoed to the bathroom to put ointment on my welts and 
take a long, painful crap. It felt like I was shitting my guts out. 
There was blood, but not enough to worry me. Then I 
returned to my room and slept like a dead man till dusk. 

Later in the evening I went to the bathroom again-dry 
heaving this f ime. As I was leaving I heard someone in the 
hallway. I could not bear to see Michael again. I cracked the 
door and looked out from the darkness of the bathroom. 

It was Michael's blond friend, Carl. The regular visitor who 
used to live in my room. Who had no interest in me. Whose 
pants seemed to have no bulge at the crotch. He was wearing 
a tank top. His tanned arms and chest looked smooth and 
hairless. 

I went back to my room and tried to stay there. But I had to 
know. 

I crept up the stairs to the trapdoor. Heart pounding, I 
opened it a few inches, turned my head sideways and peered 
in. 

Michael was seated in his throne. He was wearing only his 
white tank top, stretched tight across his pees and loose over 
his flat stomach. His half-hard cock rested like a club on the 
chair between his thighs. 

The blond was kneeling naked before Michael , back to me. 
"Not tonight, Carl. I'm bushed." 
"Pleae, Michael, I need it. Now. So bad. It's been so long." 

He was rubbing his hands between his legs shamelessly. 
" I said not tonight ." Michael's voice was hard. 
The man leaned forward and licked Michael 's cock with 

long strokes. He was sobbing. 
"Hell , alright," Michael grumbled. He rose and walked to a 

dresser, fat cock swaying. He opened a drawer and took out 
something wrapped in blue sil k. "Just a simple round 
tonight ," he said. 

He returned to the kneeling blond and unwarpped the 
object. It looked like a big, slick dildo. I knew it was not. 

"Stand up and face me, stupid. " 
Carl stood and turned. I could see his front now. I saw the 

smooth, sexless flesh between his legs. 
I closed the trapdoor, ever so slowly. The blood pounding 

in my head sounded like thunder. 
That night, under cover of darkness, I moved my things out 

of the house on Beauchamp Street and went to a motel. 
Occasionally I have felt an urge to see Michael again-a 
glimpse of his broad shoulders, from a safe distance, would 
do. But I have never returned. I 
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They had met and talked - just talked - for hours. Their 
fantasies were unending and indescribable to those who 
weren't on those special wavelengths. Their separate lives and 
memories had played like scenarios. Each day - week - year 
were like pages from a book played to the fullest but dif
ferent; different costumes, scenes, words. Like games people 
play; rules, the same - but different. "You're red, I'm black, 
I'm white, you're . . . I deal, you deal . .. My move, your 
move . . . You be the pawn, I'll be the rook . .. You be the 
victim . . . I'll be the crook . . . " 

It was a plush New York apartment, decorated with impec
cable taste. Danny Richmond knew about such things, having 
ripped off enough of them. His appreciation of good taste 
made him leave the apartments as neatly as he found them, 
minus, of course, the valuables he took. 



BY LEN H4RIUNDTDN 
It was dark, but his pen-flashlight was sufficient enough to 

light his way. Quietly, Danny looked around the apartment, 
just to make sure no one was · there - asleep - hiding. He 
checked the bedroom. Empty. A door to another room was 
locked. He couldn't quite figure out what the room was, but 
dismissed it as unimportant. 

Damn! This is easier than the last one, Danny thought and 
commenced to scurry about looking in drawers, a jewelry 
box, and stuffing anything that might be of value inside the 
knapsack he held. 

At the bedroom closet he reached up for a shoebox, certain 
that it contained the more important pieces of jewelry the 
owner didn't wish to leave out in the open. But as he brought 
it forward something tripped him below and the shoebox, 
plus a small pile of magazines, came tumbling down upon him. 

"Shit!" he exclaimed and started to clean up the mess. But 
the naked men caught his eye. The handsome faces, the entic
ing poses, the sleek bodies. Danny paused and caught his 
breath. Not thinking, he flicked on the bedside lamp in order 
to better see the discovery. He brought the magazines ove r to 
the bed and started flipping the pages. "These," he whi stled, 
"weren't bought on the newstand ! " 

The sexual acts were too numerous to mention - too mind 
boggling even for a man of the streets . Sucking and fucking -
twosomes, threesomes and more. If the nude torsos wore any
thing it consisted of chains or leather. Dann had to gasp at 
the fist-fucking and golden owets ·. and in 
the willing victims. 

The more Danny read, t 
came. He couldn't help bu 

is cock grew, fifhting the 
notice the door opening an 

ick footsteps toward the ,lig 
he fuck are you?!" the ma 

"I'm Al," he spat, "but you can call me sir!" 
Danny's pants were next to go - his shoes and finally his 

shorts were ripped off him. Remarkably, during this entire 
time he had kept his thick hard-on. " So you like it," Al 
grinned and took a firm grip on the cock. He squeezed harder 
and harder. Danny was in agony and tried pushing at the fist 
which held him like a vise. / 

"Stop! Stop!" he cried out. 
"I'll stop," Al spat and yanked him to his feet. He pushed 

him across the room toward the closet. Then he grabbed 
Danny's arms behind his back. Danny could feel the snap of 
cold metal around his wrists. He was twirled around to face 
the man and slapped across the face again. "Now, bitch, you 
will shut yer fuckin ' mouth and obey!" 

"Listen, Al ... " he started to whine. 
Al dug his fingers into the side of his neck and gripped, 

Danny's collar-bone, forcing him to his knees. "Do you 
understand ?!" 

" Ye . . . yes, " he cried out. 
"That's better," Al smiled for the first time. He let go 

and moved his hands to the zipper of his pants. Danny's eyes 
widened as Al quickly produced the hairiest cock Danny had 
ever seen. He knew what was coming as the prick was aimed at 
his lips. As the cock entered his mouth his teeth grated across 
the skin and he almost gagged over the urine smell. 

Wider and wid!,[ Danny's mouth opened as the cock en
tered him a little af~"time as if Al were taunting him with the 
thick tool. Then the "'' essor held firmly to the back of his 
head and shoved. Dan choked and gagged as his mouth 
filled with Al's hard-on. 

"Yeah man," Al groa his eyes closed, head falling 
back on his shoulders as if in me hypnotic trance. "Jeeze. 

at it - ooh - good - mmmm ... " He started to ram in 
out of the mouth with el speed. Danny tried to 

le free, to release his mouth fr the rough prick which 
· aod h~,, • .,, . .,,i t. But it was use-



the head and getting larger as they extended down the shaft. 
Al stood above him, his big prick dangling in front of 

Danny's upside-down face. The boy could barely make out the 
dildo and the grease Al was applying to it. He couldn't see the 
man reach between his spread legs, but he could feel the cool 
dong as it was moved up and down his crack. 

"Know what's comin' dontcha bud," Al chortled. 
"Listen, man," Danny started. "I can't ... " 
"Man?!" Al shouted and pressed the dildo at his asshole 

where it immediately started to spread open the puckered 
hole. 

"Sir ... SIR," Danny cried out. "I ... agh ... PLEASE!" 
"Please, what?" Al demanded and slowly inched the rub

ber dong inside/.. stretching Danny until his hole was five inches 
in diameter. "l'lease let you suck my cock? Please let you 
swallow my cum?" 

"NO - NO," Danny kept repeating, trying to struggle from 
the chains that held him. 

"Just relax you stupid cunt!" Al commanded. "This prick's 
going all the way in - then I'm switching it on and yer gonna 
suck my wang. Get it?!" 

"Wha ... " Danny started but quickly found his mouth full 
of Al's cock. He started to suck - hard - anything to offset 
the a~ony he was feeling. But the more he sucked, the more 
the vibrator was shoved up his ass. He could feel every vein, 
every bump scraping his insides. 

"Ahh - ooh - that's good sucking kid. That's it - yea -
all of it." He moved forward. "Get under there and lick those 
balls - ooh - nice." Soon, Al was vibrating with the juicy 
mouth working him over. Danny winced as the rest of the 
dildo's ten inches was shoved inside him. But by then he was 
starting to get used to it. 

Al flicked on a switch and Danny froze momentarily. The 
dildo wasn't just vibrating. It was moving in and out of him, 
fucking him and with each thrust a small electrical shock 
swept through his body. It hurt, but the pain couldn't com
pare to the sensations he was starting to feel - the jolt to his 
bowels, the tingling in his balls, making them contract with 
each thrust. 

By now Al was too engrossed with his slave's mouth to care 

what Danny was feeling. He left the imbedded dildo and 
turned around, producing a small key from the wide leather 
belt around his middle. With it, he unlocked the handcuffs 
around Danny's wrists. Then he reached down and brought 
his captive's upper torso up between his legs. 

"Suck me, suck .me!" he told Danny, holding his head with 
one hand and ramming his prick past Danny's lips with the 
other. Then he grasped the boy's head with both hands and 
started fucking his mouth. Al's hips gyrated back and forth, 
back and forth, in and out with lightning speed. "Jesus shit -
goddamn - suck that ... fuck in' Christ! Lick it! Lick it!" 

Danny was in a stupor. Hanging from the ceiling, bent at 
the waist between Al's legs, a ten inch electrified, fucking 
vibrator up his ass, and his own hard-on begging for attention, 
he closed his eyes and let it all happen . He licked at Al's shaft 
up and down and around as much as he could in his position. 
The large hairy sac of nuts pressed against him and he eagerly 
took both in his mouth, tonguing and licking and sucking. 

Again Al turned around, still holding Danny between his 
legs. He bent over until his ass was completely exposed to 
Danny's face. "Eat it! Suck it! Get in there and rim the hell 
outa me!" 

Danny inhaled the heady aroma and plunged his mouth 
between the asscheeks. To get more leverage, he reached up 
and held onto Al's hips. The vibrator shifted inside him, the 
electrical thrills making his cock jump with each spark. He 
encircled Al's asshole with his lips and began to suck with 
such intensity, that his master groaned and swooned with 
intense pleasure. 

"Gees," he moaned. "More! More! Don't stop! Ahh ... " 
He peered at Danny's prick' and started licking at it. The ass 
rimming intensified. He took the head in his mouth and 
swallowed the cock in one motion. Danny started to buck as 
Al sucked on him. His head was reeling. The fucking and 
sucking he was getting was too much. He plunged his own 
tongue past the puckered lips of Al's asshole. 

"Great, bud, great," he spoke and licked at Danny's cock 
and balls before returning to suck on it. 

"Yeah, yeah" Danny slurred. His balls were tingling from 
more than the slight electrical shock of the vibrator. He was 
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going wild with these sensations and lathered Al's rear with all 
the spit he had. Then he took a chance. Still holding onto a 
hip with one hand, he inched the other toward the ass crack. 
Slowly he inserted a finger. 

"Oooh - mmm," Al moaned. He grabbed hold of his own 
cock and started beating his meat. Then Danny inserted a 
second finger. "Hey, bud!" Al said. "I don't take no shit up 
my ass." 

"Sure sure, 11 Danny said but kept his fingers where they 
were. "Hold me up," he told Al. The man let go of his own 
cock, reached beneath him and grasped Danny's sides. Then 
Danny took hold of the man's big cock and started to _stroke 
it In moments, Al was hotter than ever. He started sucking the 
boy's cock again. Danny stroked faster and faster, Al sucked 
harder and harder. Danny's two fingers started pushing in and 
out of Al's wet asshole. This time he made no protest. Danny 
even thought he backed up a little to take even more. 

Both males were sweatin$ from every pore in their body. 
Their heated up frustration intensified by the second. Danny 
jacked off Al like lightning, gripping the prick harder and 
harder. He was rough and Al liked it. He started squeezing the 
man's balls. A third and fourth finger slipped inside the 
asshole. 

Al was not protesting. His lips and teeth ate and scraped 
Danny's cock! With one hand he reached to grip and squeeze 
the sac of nuts. 

The sex partners were delirious, neither could hold out 
much longer. Danny's mind flashea from the pleasure up his 
ass to the pleasure at his crotch. Al was going insane, choking 
himself on the long stiff organ, needing to swallow the jism -
feeling the strong fingers jack him off, squeezing his balls -
the other fingers splitting open his asshole. He didn't want to 
stop Danny now - even if the boy's fist entered him which 
wasn't impossible since he had four fingers and a thumb inside 
him up to their knuckles. 

"Jees - ooooh - Christ," Danny cried out, his body 
wriggling then tensing, wriggling then tensing. "Shit - piss! 
... I'm ... " He tensed his body, feeling the vibrator go wild 
up his ass as he shot the first wad of cream deep into Al's 
throat. His own fist jacked the man even faster. The second, 
third shots left him. His fingers plunged even deeper up Al's 
ass, pressing against the prostate gland. 

"Holy shittttt," Al slurped the cum as his own ejaculation 
started - shooting out and landing all over Danny's belly and 
legs. 

"Fuck!" 
"Christ! 11 

"Take it!" 
"Suck!" 
Both kept exclaiming as each cum seemed to never end. Al 

kept sucking, Danny kept jacking. Each was determined his 
partner wouldn't have any left. In minutes, neither one did. 

Later, Danny was lowered to the floor, the ceiling chains 
still attached to his ankles. Al had to get a couple beers and 
Danny lay there, examining his torso and the bruises which 
were beginning to develop in various areas. His ankles were 
smarting somewhat from the pressure that had been put upon 
then, but all of this was unimportant compared to the excite
ment he had experienced just minutes before. Al had taken 
him through one of the most memorable times he ever had. 

The apartment owner returned and handed Danny a beer. 
Both took long swallows and sat staring at each other. 

"How ya feelin'," Al grinned at the boy. 
"Fine," Danny returned, but had to reach down to rub 

his ankles. 
"So, you're a pro, huh? You make a livin' rippin' off shit?" 
"No ... " 
"What!" Al scowled, knowing a lie when he heard it. 
"Okay, okay," Danny gave in. "Yes ... yes, I do." 
"That's what I thought," Al relaxed, then started to laugh. 

"After all, it takes one to know one." 
"Huh?" Danny looked at him, holding his breath momen

tarily. "You mean ... " 
"Uh huh," Al said. "But I've decided to retire; too risky in 

my old age. Know what I mean? Reflexes aren't as sharp as 
before - not as fast. Need someone to do it for me. A real 
sharpy who can double as my slave." 

"What?" Danny frowned, realizing what Al had in mind. 
"Listen, bud, I'm a solo all the ... " Abruptly, he was stopped 
as Al rose above him and started to pour his beer over Danny's 

body. "Hey! Stop it, stop ... " 
"Don't talk shit to me, bitch!" Al told him. "You liked 

what we just did. Now yer gonna need it because nothing 
else is going to satisfy you!" He reached down and started 
pinching Danny's tits. "Right? Right?" 

"Yes, yes," the boy responded as he tried to escape the 
pain being applied to his nipples. 

"That's better," Al said. "But I think you should be con
vinced I mean business." With this he unlocked the chains 
from around· Danny's ankles and started to drag the boy across 
the room. 

Before he knew what was happening, Danny's upper torso 
was bent over a rather hiih, leather covered table. Attached to 
each leg was a single chain-length handcuff. First his legs were 
spread and attached at the ankles. "Don't," he started know
ing full well what was going to happen . "Listen! I'll do it! 
I'll do what you want! Only, don't ... " 

"Shut up!" Al spat. On the wall were various wooden 
paddles - some large, some small with and without holes, a 
few with studs in various sizes and shapes. He took one down 
and -whacked Danny across the ass. 

In shock, Danny made no sound, just held his breath. 
Again Al hit him. This time Danny cried out. Again. Again. 
But as he continued, the cries lessened. 

"Love it, don't ya'?" Al demanded. 
"Ye ... yes ... " Danny had to respond. His ass was soon 

numb. His cock was rock hard. 
Quickly, Al moved behind his captive. He pointed his 

greaseless prick at the asshole and shoved . 
"Oooh," danny moaned as the cock invaded his dry hole. 

It hurt but by now he wanted it inside him. His senses were 
whirling. Al was taking command of his entire being. Soon, 
he wouldn't be able to stop him. 

Al's breathing increased as his upper torso lay over his 
captive. With a grunt he imbedded the bowels with 10 inches. 
Without waiting he started ramming in and out of the tender 
butt which had minutes before been fucked by the electric 
dildo. He reached beneath Danny with both hands and grab
bed the boy's cock and balls. With each thrust of his own 
prick he squeezed Danny's nuts harder and harder. With each 
thrust he squeezed Danny's cock harder and harder, bending 
it, digging his nails into the loose skin and the tender piss 
head. 

"Yer my salve, aren't yah," Al gasped into Danny's ear, 
each word puncuated by a hard thrust or increased manipula
tion at the boy's groin. 

"Ye ... yes," Danny responded, his own breathing becom
ing more excited, eratic as it was forced out by the heavy 
body atop him. 

"Yer gonna do as I say, aren't yah?" 
"Y ... ye ... yes ... " 
"Love it, don't ... " 
"Ye ... " 
"You'll never get away ... " 
"Ye ... no!" 
"Don't ever think you will bitch, whore! I know a cop 

in this precinct ... hahha! I fuck him every Wensday. He'll 
bust your ass with one p one call from me, understand?" 

"Yes ... " Danny answered. "Shit - fuck! I'm gonna 
shoot ... " 

"Christ!" Al cried out too. "I'm gonna fill yer asshole 
with my burning shit!" He hammered at Danny's rear, grind
ing his crotch, scraping it with the coarse black hair. 

In a split second Danny was shooting his jism beneath the 
table crying out as Al rammed him hitting some nerve within 
his bowels that sent shockwaves throughout his body, staying 
there as his cream flooded his asshole. 

"Take it, bitch - slave ... Oooh, yeah ... oohh .... 
mmmmm ... " 

"Yes, master," Danny spoke voluntarily, meaning it this 
time. 

Al extracated his prick from the receptive asshole. He 
released Danny and they both lay on the floor - too ex
hausted to move. 

Minutes later, Danny got up. 
"Hey!" Al said. "Where you going?" 
Danny turned around. "To bed. I'm pooped you old 

cunt." 
"Hey, listen," Al grinned up at him. "How about doing 

the cowboy bit tomorrow night?" I 
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IN THE BRIGHT LIGHT OF DAY, ALFRED'S GHOST 
story had less credibility. Still, I could remember my own 
feelings when I had gone into the castle by myself, when I had 
been alone in the dungeon at night. The appearance of a 
specter within any of several dozen niches and corners of 
darkness ·would not have seemed out of keeping with the op
pressive silence ... the archaic solemnity. I had been fully cap
able of conjuring such an image in my own mind, I thought, 
and I wondered if that could be the answer to the present 
situation. If one person in the group thought he saw a ghost, 
when he actually saw only some motion in the shadows from 
an unsteady light source, his insistence could communicate 
itself to those about him. Well, no use forming theories ... 
have to see for myself ... 

Bert had slept in the other guest room in Alfred's cottage, 
while his companions had returned to the village during the 
night. Jim and I were sipping our second cups of coffee when 
my uncle came out to join us. He was dressed in an old pair of 
jeans, with a wool shirt and a thick belt of browth leather. He 
was wearing a pair of heavy mountain-climber's boots, laced 
up under his pants legs. He started to smile in greeting, but his 
expression suddenly hardened and the hand he had extended 
toward me dropped to his side. He was staring at Jim. "My 
God!" he gasped. "What happened to you?" 

My uncle's sudden shift attention stifled the warm rise of 
excitement 1 'd felt at first sight of him. Of all the men I had 
ever met, Bert aroused the deepest, most intense complex of 
emotions. He had instructed me on S&M - verbally, both in 
person and by letter, but he had always held me at arm's 
length. I had never seen him other than fully clothed; much 
less been permitted to sample the skill and the warmth I 
credited him with having. I couldn't even be sure exactly how 
he felt toward me, though I hoped he had more regard for me 
than our blood relationship required. Jim hadn't answered 
him, and Bert remained poised in his posture of shocked sur
prise, his darkly handsome features creased with a worried 
frown. 

"You should have seen him a couple of days ago," I said to 
fill the void. 1 'd forgotten that my uncle had no way of know
ing what had happened in his house. The worst of the swelling 
about Jim's mouth had gone down, but one eye was partly 
closed and the bruises were turning a nasty yellow-green. 

" Sit down and I'll tell you the whole story," Jim said 
gently. 

Absently, Bert patted my shoulder, never taking his eyes 
off his houseman's features as he slipped into the chair next to 
mine. There was an almost puzzling degree of incredulous dis
tress in his expression, and this made me speculate further on 
the true relationship between Bert and Jim. I had always been 
aware that they were more than merely employer-and-servant, 
but neither had ever enlightened me beyond the obvious fact 
of their being friends, as well. It was a secret they shared only 
between themselves. 

Jim began to recount the happenings from the time of 
Bert's departure. My uncle listened without speaking or break
ing his pose of intense attention. When Jim reached the part 
where I came into the picture, I suppl ied a few additional 
details, each of us adding our own evaluations in conclusion. 

"The bastards!" Bert whispered . "The rotten bastards! 
But ... you haven't any idea what they were looking for?" 

"Just Charlie's tale about jewels," I replied. 
"Jewels!" Bert gestured helplessly. "I never had any jewels, 

and if they were as well informed as they obviously were, they 
damned well knew it!" Another thought seemed to strike him 
and he broke off sharply. He turned toward me and his deep 
brown eyes seemed to search my face - intently, for several 
seconds. He looked back at Jim. "Is that all ... Charlie told 
you?" he asked. 

"That's all," Jim said simply. 
I sensed some secondary meaning in this exchange, possibly 

a guarded communication that I wasn't supposed to under
stand. Whatever it was, I knew better than to ask. Bert leaned 
back in his chair, almost relieved, although Jim was still re
counting the damage and loss of his furnishings. My uncle 
stopped him with a wave of his hand. "Everything's insured," 
he said. "The important point is that both of you are still 
alive." 

He'd looked first at Jim, then at me as he said this, and I 
was sure he meant to include us both in his statement of con
cern. Jim went to the stove and started to prepare Bert's 



breakfast, while my uncle remained silent and thoughtful 
beside me. Puzzled uncertainty continued to plague me. 
There seemed a hidden communication throughout much of 
the previous discourse, this impression becoming stronger the 
more I thought about it ... tones and expressions, as well as 
the actual words. While Bert had kept his face completely 
under control, the color had drained away when Charlie's 
name had first been mentioned. His anger had been directed 
largely at the skinheads' abuse of Jim and myself, I thought; 
and his few subsequent remarks had continued to discount 
whatever concern he might have for his material loss. None 
of this seemed out of keeping with his personality as I knew it; 
yet the subtle essence of some hidden truth continued to elude 
me. It was much the same sensation I had experienced in the 
taxi, when I had tried to mentally reconcile the behavior of 
the London thugs. Only now I was wide awake; none of my 
nebulous, half-dreamed structures would fit. 

Bert remained silent for a long time, stirring his coffee 
without seeming to see it. He finally drank most of it, and I 
stood up to refill the cup. As I did this, I glanced out the 
window. Alfred was in the shed behind the cottage. He had 
filled a coup re of buckets with coal and was now in the process 
of moving some firewood closer to the back door. 

"I wonder," Bert said thoughtfully, " ... wonder if there 
could be some connection . .. what happened in London and 
this nonsense at the castle .. . " 

"I'd thought the same thing," I added quickly. 
Bert continued to concentrate for several seconds more, 

shook his head and forced a smile as he glanced up at me. 
"Can't be," he said at length. "I can't see any possible con
nection." 

Alfred came in shortly after this, carrying an armload of 
wood for the kitchen stove. Crisp, cold air billowed in around 
him and in the daylight he seemed more his old self. " Ah!" 

he exclaimed brightly. "Did all of you sleep well?" 
"As well as could be expected," Bert replied dryly. 
"You found nothing ... ?" 
"Nothing," my uncle assured him. "Until I see this ghost 

for myself, I'm afraid I shall have to remain a bit skeptical," 
he added. 

"The castle has long been rumored ' to have its ghosts," 
Alfred said. He tossed the wood into a large box behind the 
stove and poured himself a mug of coffee. He dragged a chair 
up to the table and set it between Bert and Jim. "I can tell 
you only what I have seen," he began with a sigh, "and I must 
admit my own confusion. I have been caretaker for a long 
time, as you know. I have heard and seen strange things be
fore, but never any ghostly evidence that could not be ex
plained in some other manner. Not until the two experiences 
-1 have already related." His gaze swept the table, including 
all of us. "Both with the tourists and with the boys that night 
in the basement, I know I saw something ... what, I am not 
really sure. But I can assure you it was more than imagina
tion." 

"But before that," I asked, "what would you have said to a 
ghost being in the castle? I mean, were the things you thought 
you heard or saw - were these enough to make you feel there 
might really be something ... supernatural?" 

Alfred pressed his lips together, looking at each of us in 
turn. I had the feeling he didn't want to speak if any of us 
were going to laugh at him. Reassured by our serious expres
sions, he continued. "Let us say, these were the first times I 
became aware of something when there were others present. 
There have been other times ... not many, but now and then 
there have been ... things ... sounds, shadows where there 
should have been no shadows." He spread his hands and 
grinned. "Who is to say? I have always refused to believe, and 
I have always before found some plausible explanation. But 



now? I don't know," he added softly. "I just don't know." 
"Well ... I mean, if there's supposed to be a ghost, who 

would it be? Mad Ludwig?" I asked. I remembered my own 
fantasies and how I had imagined the spirit of the deranged 
king hovering in every darkened corner. 

"No ... no, much before Ludwig's time," Alfred answered 
slowly. "As you know, the castle was built by a bishop who 
lived during the time of great wars . .. when Jeanne d' Arc was 
leading the armies of Charles against the English. This was an 
age when the Church sold such titles, and the young man was 
probably no more instructed in the rites of his office than 
you or I. When Ludwig remodeled the castle - that would 
have been a little over a hundred years ago - he did away with 
many items which would have told us more of the former 
owner. But the existence of the dungeons, extensive as they 
are, implies their original use. 

"According to local legend, the young bishop was a very 
unpleasant man. He maintained a small army, and he brutal
ized the villagers if they failed to pay their taxes and to fulfil I 
their other obligations ... servile labor and so forth. As a 
result, the parish priest delivered a sermon against him - a 
very brave thing to do in those days. He inflamed the people, 
however, and following the service an _acolyte led a proces
sion of villagers up to the castle walls. It was to have been a 
peaceful assemblage, to deliver a petition which the old 
priest had written , out and upon which each villager had made 
his mark. The bishop invited the acolyte inside, apparently 
with all cordiality. The youth never came out. 

"The villagers waited about until nightfall. But it was 
winter, you see, and it became very cold. Gradually, the group 
broke up and all but a handful went home. It was these few 
who remained who carried back the tale of horrible, agonized 
screams seeming to come from the very stones of the wall. The 
cries became so dreadful they frightened the simple peasants 
and they, too, fled down the mountainside. It was later told 
that the bishop had subjected the acolyte to a series of ter
rible punishments and had finally sealed his living body into 
some hidden recess. The body was never recovered, so the 
story goes, and to the best of our knowledge it is still some
where in the castle. The young man's ghost is supposed to 
walk the halls at night, and legend maintains it will continue 
to do this until the remains are laid to rest and a proper ser
vice is read over the grave." 

"Didn't this ... ghost ever bother Ludwig?" I asked. 
"It is said that the king, in his madness, used to speak with 

the specter and to walk the .walls with him at midnight. The 
story was repeated by several people at that time, all claiming 
to have seen them together." 

"More likely they saw him with one of his tricks," I mut
tered. 

"Or he deliberately played his charade to frighten the 
curious and keep them from disturbing him," Bert suggested. 

"Every castle has its ghost," Jim remarked. "And people 
expect it. They get very imaginative. Don't you think that's 
possible in what's happened here?" 

"I wish I knew," said Bert. 
"I am convinced it is more," Alfred concluded. "As to its 

really being a ghost, I cannot say. Whatever it is, we must 
continue to search until we find the answer." 

It was late in the afternoon when Kurt arrivea with Edgar 
Harris. Kurt did not seem greatly changed in the several 
months since I'd seen him. If anything, the lines of arrogance 
were more deeply carved into his handsome, aquiline features. 
Like Bert, he appeared a little tired, but he still radiated the 
same aura of sexuality I remembered . We had parted on a 
note of anger - on Kurt's part, at least. He had accused me of 
trying to run away from myself, and had called me a coward 
for going home at my father's insistence. Our affair had been 
stormy, at best, but the physical aspects had left a pleasant 
memory in their wake. I had been anticipating his arrival, and 
I moved forward to greet him when he entered the kitchen. 

Much to my chagrin, Kurt's face remained impassive. His 
expression was stern, his gray-blue eyes appraising me with a 
cold, clinical lack of emotion. He had allowed his jet black 
hair to grow a little longer than it had been the previous sum
mer; it now framed t/,e tanned, weather-roughened skin of his 
face, hardening his features and making him look older than 
his twenty-five years. 

After pointedly greeting the others first, Kurt acknowledged 
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my presence with a brief, formal handshake and immediately 
turned to introduce the man who accompanied him. "This is 
Edgar Harris," he said simply. 

I took Edgar's hand warm and slightly moist from having 
been in its glove. I don1t remember exactly what we said ... 
the usual mumbled formalities. While I hadn't thought about 
it before, I suddenly realized that until this moment I had 
been in a state of frozen emotion - only partially thawed by 
my physical closeness to Jim during the night. I had gone 
without sleep for so long, my body seemed to have lapsed 
into a dreamy lethargy where nothing about me was com
pletely real. Other than my minimal participation in the 
morning's discussion, I had not offered much by the way of 
conversation and my thoughts had been largely centered on 
my uncle. I had allowed myself to drift into the well-estab
lished, comfortable pattern of imagination. My deepest desire 
was centered in him, would be until the day I had the chance 
to make the scene with him. But this was such a long-stand
ing, seemingly unobtainable goal that it had ceased to blunt 
the attraction I might feel for another. Now, as Edgar's fingers 
closed about my hand, I felt the shell of dazed indifference 
give way. 

I don't know if Edgar was aware of the effect his touch 
had upon me. If he did, there was no sign of recognition in 
his speech or manner. Even after we were all seated around 
the kitchen table, however, his physical proximity continued 
to exert a tidal force on my emotions. He wasn't the most 
handsome guy I'd ever seen, and he certainly wasn't any kid. 
I would have guessed his age to be about the same as my 
uncle - thirty-five, maybe a trifle less. He was tall - about 
Kurt's height, but with a heavier build and a lighter coloring. 
His face was almost craggy, his eyes so dark and wide-spread 
they gave one the impression of serene, masterful intelligence 
- competence. I was sure his body would be hard and supple, 
despite the baggy olive-brown jumpsuit which effectively 
concealed his potentials. 

I felt as if I had just awakened, and I was aware, suddenly, 
of the house being uncomfortably warm. The sun had beaten 
down all afternoon, blazing through a clear, cloudless sky. It 
was the kind of day when photographers took their pictures 
for tourists' postacards ... white snow as background for the 
towering, black-green pines ... mountain cottages with wisps 
of smoke curling from their chimneys. I felt a glow of kindred 
warmth toward my companions. Regardless of the circum
stances, it made me happy just to be with them. 

The only discordant note was Kurt's attitude. I sat at the 
table between my former lover and Edgar, trying to listen as 
the others discussed their various ideas. My attention had 
shifted to this man of strength and knowledge, and except 
when he spoke I found myself involved in an unµsually elab
orate, consciously directed series of speculations. For the 
most part, the rest of them were reiterating the same ideas I'd 
already heard. When their voices registered at all, it was in 
bits and snatches. My own thoughts upon the subject were not 
important enough to bother presenting. I didn't have any 
data other than second-hand; so far, the problem of the ghost 
had failed to touch me personally. 

Alfred was the most definite in expressing his doubts as to 
. the supernatural origins of the supposed spirit. It was either a 

series of unfortunate happenstances, he insisted, else a de
liberate hoax. Edgar tended to agree with him, I htought, but 
his experience in dealing with similar phenomena made him 
less willing to express an opinion. "There are many recorded 
cases which cannot be explained away," he remarked seri
ously. "I have come to believe in the possibility, at least, of 
certain psychic forces." 

'"And our ghost?" asked Bert. 
Edgar squared his shoulders. "I would prefer not to specu

late just yet," he said. His voice was low and deep, rumbling 
with a masculine vibrato that found its echo in my guts and 
which created a blush of warmth through my loins. I tried to 
force myself to pay attention, though my very decided at
traction to Edgar made it a losing battle. 

I listened to Jim, who was the firmest skeptic. "There 
simply is no such thing as a ghost," he insisted. 

While I was inclined to agree with him, I still remembered 
my own moments in the castle. I knew that the feelings I 
registered in Alfred's kitchen, surrounded by a group of 
friends and with the sunlight still filtering in through the 
window, were considerably different from the visceral reac-
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tions I would have inside the gloomy halls of Mad Ludwig's 
castle. 

I was most surprised by Bert who expressed a strange)y 
"objective" attitude. At least, that. was how he tern;ed 1t. 
"There are things we cannot explain or understand, jUSt ~s 
Mr. Harris already noted," he said. "I don't. like t~ admit 
being· foolish or superstitious, but I'm not go_mg to discount 
any possibility until we can definitely disprove 1t." 

"A most conservative position," said E_dgar wi_th a lau_gh. 
Everyone watched him expectantly, deferring to his expertise. 
"I have been fortunate enough " he continued, "to be given 
access to some of the most baffling situations that have hap
pened over the past twelve to fifteen years. I've been with 
several of the foremost authorities - if you can call them 
that - when they have been requested to investigate_. This h~s 
included everything from _the home of that moy1e Jtar m 
Beverly Hills to the castles m Scotland . . . P?lterge1sts m New 
England, in the Deep South. I've _also bee~ hire~ as consultant 
by various police departments, either to 1nvest1g~te_ allegedly 
fraudulent spiritualists or to help track .down criminals who 
have an involvement in one way or another with the oc~ult. 

"In most instances ... " He paused to emphasize _the 
"most" "In most instances we have found an explanation, 
either ·a natural phenomenon or a contrived hoax. In others 
... " He drew a deep breath and shrugged. "In others, there 
was simply no possible alternative." 

"And you will not fi nd one here," Kurt muttered. "There 
has been a spirit in this castle since five hundred years. He 
... it has only now decided to appear again." 

Jim started to argue with him, and they wer_e soon.deeply 
into a heated discussion. I found myself watching their faces 
and the faces of the others ... intent, serious expressions on 
all of them. Edgar shifted his po~ition, sli1ing hi~ powe_rf1;1l 
frame closer to my side of the chair. I wasn t sure 1f he did 1t 
intentionally, b-ut his thigh brushed mine and I almost bolt_ed 
at the contact. As before, if he had been aware of my in
voluntary response he did nothing to a_cknowl~dge it. He 
wasn't looking at me, and had alread y projected himself back 
into the discussion. 

I was getting bored with the whole scene by this_ time. 
They were going over and over the same ground, commg_no 
closer to an answer than when they started. Some of my im
patience may have stemmed from the unquestionable ~ttrac
tion I felt for Edgar. In any event, I found myself trying to 
visualize how it would be to play M to Edgar's S. I cast my 
thoughts back to the previous. su~mer, restructuring the 
events with my present companion m the place of Kurt. I 
saw myself on the block of stone, naked, spreadeagle with 
wrists and ankles secured by leather straps. The musty g~ay 
stone walls of the ancient dungeon rose around me. I tried 
to fit Edgar into the scene, to assess his naked strength and to 
form a mental picture of his muscular contours. He would 
have a black leather vest over the solid flesh of his chest, chaps 
that clung to his hips and allowed his genitals to swing free 
through the opening. 

But it didn't work. At first I tried to tell myself that Edgar 
didn't fit· it was only later I realized the lack was in myself. 
Defeated 'after several attempts, I surfaced mentally into the 
conversation. Kurt was defending his untenable position ... 
untenable in the bright light of day, I thought. I wondered 
how many of us would be as confident in denying the ex
istence of a ghost if we were in the darken~d castle, ~lone as 
I had been ... drained of the sexual lust which had driven me 
to enter the gloomy pile of rock to pretend I w~s a c~ptive, 
visualizing the masters as I brought myself to climax m the 
shadowy silence of the vault. 

I had formed these images so many times over the past 
several months, it had become almost automatic with me ... 
until this particular moment. Now my reflexes seemed to balk. 
Even the recollection of Kurt's first contact, when he had 
crept up on me in the darkness and seized my wrist - secured 
the one remaining extremity and turned my masturbatory 
fantasy into reality - even this did not provoke the usual 
stir within my groin. Instead, I found I was casting back to the 
more recent experiences in London, picturing myself in the 
extended bondage, suffering the abuse and humiliation_ which 
Charlie and his friends had heaped upon me. At the time I'd 
hated it, struggled' and fought against it. Now the_ th9ughts 
shifted perspective, created the warmth and swelling m my 
groin which the older pattern failed to produce. ' 

I saw again the form of my torme_n_tor, recalled th~ heavy 
power of his body ... arm muscles rising to press against the 
skin when his fingers closed about my balls or ~hen he m9ved 
me from one position to another. The pain of his unrestra1~ed 
usage ... the searing agony of his massive cock plunging 
into me the beatings ... even the pins ... 

I sudceeded in placing Edgar in Charlie's stead, though the 
form was nebulous and when I tried to see him clearly he 
assumed the aspect of the other man. I tried to place myself 
in the familiar position of subjugation, and t_o some ext~nt I 
was able to do it. I could imagine the dominance of e_1ther 
man - of Edgar or of Charlie; but the genuine experience 
tended to intrude upon the weaker ~tructure of my fantasy. 
Then I tried with Bert, long the subject of my projected de
sires. I put him into the setting of the bl°:ckroom and actually 
closed my ..eyes in the effort to feel again th~ mastery I had 
been willing to grant him from the day of our first meet!n_g. 

To a limited extent it worked, the firmly cond1t1on~d 
responses carrying me toward my mental goal. Beneath 1t, 
thou~h, buried in the d°:rkness of suppres_sed unknown, there 
remained a grating conflict. I had sensed 1t all before, but I d 
always refused to acknowledge it. Now the mea~ing came to 
me awkward and still unwanted. I groove on bemg M when I 
dre~m about it, but when I'm doing it I'd rat!7er play. the 
other side This much was not completely new; I d recognized 
it before." Yet the strength of my imagings had convinced 
me they reflected my genuine desires. What if they don't? 
What if the idea of being the bottom man is only a groove 
when I jack off to the picture of it? What if I'm really cut out 
to take the other role? 

I wondered if the same problem could have plagued the 
"exclusively" top men I'd known i~ t~e past:_ the real masters 
whose taciturn appearances made 1t inconceivable that they 
could ever harbor such ideas. I looked across the tab!~ at my 
uncle and found the suggestion impossible to reconcil~ 
outrageous, verging_ on sacrilege . . Yet the unwanted _image 
remained. As I continued to stare m unfocused percept10~ of 
the others I found I was trying to put each of them into 
the role of supplicant. With myself as master it didn'~ work. 
That was too gross a divergence. Instead, I stepped as1d~ and 
visualized the skinheads using them ... Edgar, Kurt, finally 
my uncle. It was unfamiliar ground, and with Be~t the pre
viously established concepts refused to_ break. With. Edgar, 
the problem also existed, but I sensed !t was fo~ a d1f_ferent 
reason. I simply didn't know what he d look like without 
his clothes. While my strongest memory of Kurt had always 
been as the master, there had been that one time ~hen the 
others had turned on him and placed the letters on his naked 
body. I had seen him strapped and chained, comp~ll~d to 
kneel and to go through the ritual ?f forced su~m1ss1on_. I 
placed him in the blackroom and I pictured Charlie standing 
over him. 

I wasn't used to playing out my fantasies ~s a voyeur. That 
was the first idea to strike me ... egocentrism? Probably, I 
thought. Shit, what else is sex all about? It all boils do_"';"n to 
self-satisfaction. Make it good for the other guy, _and tt II be 
better for you. The cops who'd broken up our little club at 
school ... they'd called me a spoiled brat ... or punk ... 
lousy memory! Forget it! I could already feel the ch1ll _a,nd the 
receding level of desire. That was a bummer, but its over 
... past. The Old Man took care of it. . . , , 

"Hey Wayne! Are you with us or not? ' Edgar s hand 
pressed warmly onto my thigh and his piercing black-brown 
eyes sparkled with amusement as he tur~ed to look at me. _He 
was smiling, laughing at my daydreaming ... lo~g, thick 
fingers only a couple of inches from the swollen evidence of 
erotic wanderings. 

"We were attempting to solicit your opinion," Bert re
marked sharply. He didn't really smile, though _he also seemed 
amused and his sarcasm had no real trace of malice. 

Ed~ar's hand had remained on my leg, warm and heavy 
until 1t rekindled the fading desire in my loins. I wanted to 
glance down, to assure myself my cock wasn't going to prod 
his fingers. I must have blushed, because he sudd~nly lifted 
his palm and his smile spread more widely across his features. 
"How do you feel about it?" he asked. . 

I shrugged. "I'd like to see for myself," I told him. 
"You may," said Alfred. "Tonight." 

(To Be Continued) 
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you know who's boss. Am expe
rienced, respectful of limits, and 
imaginative. You should include 
phone number and when you are 
available. Box 308B 

CALIFORNIA 
HUNKY 

SAN FRANCISCO AREA-Well put 
together pierced and tatooed M., 
new to area, 38, 6'3", 195 lbs., 
brown/blue; mustache, cut 6½", 

with heavy experience looking for 
serious Leather Master any race 25-
50. Uncut meat a real plus, C/B tor
ture, WIS, Whips, Ass work and a lot 
more just for opener. This animal 
into damn near anything with your 
pleasure his central focus. Have 
complete Leather and toy collec
tion waiting for you. No fats or fems. 
All photos get mine and immediate 
reply. Box 1283. 

WANTED BOYISH 
LOOKING 

wanting to please young man, 18-
25 who desires to be a real full time 
slave to an attractive fun loving, San 
Francisco area lumber-jack type, 
40, who is into paddling, piercing, 
shaving and continual training of 
his healthy growing, boot-.dog 
slave. Box B51 

SANTA CRUZ 
Aquarius, 52, 5'11 ", 190 lbs., white 
6¾". Knowledgeable, seeks lover & 
exhibitionist n ude house slave. 
Must be obedient and eager to 
please with a tight ass, a good cock
sucker, and rimmer. Good tit 
sucker, body hair will be shaved, · 
under 50. No role switching, no one 
night stands, drinkers or smokers, 
also no dopers, hustlers, freeload
ers or jailbirds. No photo no reply. 
Box 1298. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
ASS GAMES 

Spread eagled, maybe tied down, 
enemas, butt plugs, Dildoes, Vibra
tors, Spreaders, Hot oil, balls bal
loons and other toys. Maybe even a 
cock or a tongue ... Your hole 
and/or mine ... I'm 26, 5'10", 155 
lbs., Brown hair, green eyes uncut. 
Send a description or photo of your 
favorite toy & tell me how you like to 
use it. Box 1277 

Answering a Drumbeat ad is easy, but the few rules we have are hard and fast, 
so observe them or else. Seal your letter in an envelope on which you have written 
the box number in pencil. You can write the box number on the back flap of 
the envelope. Put your return addres~ on the envelope if you want the letter 

BORN TO SERVE 
This w/m bottom, 31, 5'1 O", 160, cut 
and pierced, is looking for the right 
top, 30-45, to serve life commitment 
is my goal. Into Leather, S&M, B&D. 
Gary, Box 16104, Long Beach, CA 
90806 

MASTER WANTED 
L.A. AREA 

arrogant goodlooking guy 22, 
brown hair, green eyes, with hunky 
body, seeks training and gu idance 
from a patient yet firm Master. You 
are experienced, assertive, uninh i
bited, indiscreet and into leather, 
levis, jock straps, S&M, B&D, Living 
orders, WS, ass eating and other 
hot raunchy games. Please Sir, 
break me in, and use me as you 
wish. Write with photo and letter if 
possible to Clay Randall, P.O. Box 
594, Montebello, CA 90040. Poss 
Rel/ with right Master. 

HOT M, 40, 5'10", uncut. Expe
rienced piercer or piercee, needles, 
S&M, C&B, Bondage. Most. far out 
kinky scenes in my fully equipped 
playroom. George Box 5641, Hunt. 
Bch., CA 94646 

SAN FRANCISCO 32, white dog 
slave seeking to be collared
/chained, caged, owned, by honcho 
to 40, i:jtable together leather Mas
ter/Lover. No heavy S&M, dope, 
filth. Photo & 'phone to Ken, 540 
O'Farrel St. #605, San Francisco, 
CA 94102 

SAN FRANCISCO MASTER 
~EEKS: submissive, white slave to 
take torture, B&D. Master is age 42, 
of German-Irish descent, 200 lbs., 
6'3", size 11 feet to step on slave, 
strong. Your limits respected. You 
can trust Master. Box 1332 

SAN FRANCISCO W /M, 6', 152 lbs., 
34, 8½" Hard, into having my cum
/piss stained jock sucked dry. 
Sweaty balls, arm pits, crotch ass 
and all to be licked. Into pissing into 
jock straps while being blown. Also 
into showing off my dick in public 
places that are discrete late at night. 
Will exchange jocks all over U.S. 
Photo in Jock and Phone # a must. 
Box 1292. 

SAN FRANCISCO, W/M 31, 5'11", 
170 lbs., enjoys hot times, groups. 
One to one. w/ s, FF (top), Leathe
r/Levi, Fantasies, phone, other., 
Prefer w/m 21-35, within S.F. Area. 
Photo & Phone gets response. Your 
fantasy is my challenge. Chuck Box 
A98 

WANTED 
W/M, Hot young (18-35) Topmen 
into B&D, S&M, W/S, Levis, 
Leather, Jocks, Master/Slave 
Games, face-sitting, fucking, ass 
play (no FF), and in need of head to 
toe service in hot masculine 
encounters. I'm a goodlooking 
w/m, 46, 6', 185 lbs., with trim beard 
& moustache and with brown hair 
and blue eyes, send photo. Box 
1320. 

BEARDED OR MOUSTACHED 
FACE-SITTERS WANTED. I'm 39, 
5'10", 140 lbs., bearded, and have 
no age or race restrictions. Write 
Horst Box. 101SF 

W/M, masculine, husky hunk 49, 
6'3", 235 lbs. , virile, experienced, 
wants macho studs near my size, 30 
plus only. Into tit play, body, con
tacts. Ohe on one possible. Califor
nia bodybuilders, cowboys, 
leather~en, etc. reply to Box 170. 

returned should there be some problem with delivery. Put proper postage on 
the envelope. Include 25¢ for each letter you want forwarded. Put the whole thing 
(sealed letter and fee) in another envelope addressed to Drummer. Letters not 
properly prepared will be destroyed. 

DRIIMMBR AD COPY (Please Print Legibly) 

15 Harriet Street• San Francisco, California 94103 
Anyone corresponding with advertisers must comply with 
all local , state and federal laws. No advertisements accept
ed from persons under age 21. Drummer Publications will 
not knowingly accept fraudulent, obsene, offensive or 
questionable advertising. 

Name ________________ _ 

Address ________________ _ 

City/State/Zip 
I declare that I am over 21 yrs. old and that the data in my ad 
is true and correct. I understand that no proofs of ad will be 
supplied to me for my approval and I waive all claims 
regarding accuracy of reproduction, due to mistakes or 
technical failure . I understand that Drummer Publications 
is in no way responsible for any transactions between 
myself and any person I contact through their publications. 
Signature _______________ _ My Ad is ____ words at 25¢ a word. 
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ITALIAN, 26, 5'10", 170 lbs., Hairy 
Chest, Very Attractive inexpe
rienced looking for a top man for 
FF, Dildoes. Your place, Phone. 
S.R., 6467 Van Nuys Blvd . #381, Van 
Nuys, CA 91401 

SAN FRANCISCO-SI M, 41 , 6'1 1", 
175 lbs., white, 8" cut , looking for 
some heavy scenes. Can endure 
much in eithe"r role and wants no
nonsense partner who knows what 
he is doing. If you 're a man, work 
me over. S&M, B&D, new ideas. 
Dork, 625 Post Street, #549, San 
Francisco, CA 94109 

TITS AND ASS 
LOS ANGELES. 40s, stocky hairy 
body, shaved head wants bun 
warmers and warmees for long, 
reciprocal spanking, tit-pinching, 
enemas, and more. Prefer mature, 
clean non-smokers who'd rather do 
it than talk about it, want to expand 
limits for both os us. Box 709 

S/M SAN FRANCISCO 
Looking for biker or leatherman for 
permanent relationships. P.O. Box 
4244, San Francisco, CA 94101 

HAR DASS UNRULY CANINE 
MUTT WANTED 

with thick, uncut cockmeat, hot
boililng, low-hangin',. cum-filled 
nuts by Black honchuo lustin ' to 
collar/leash, break/t rain as boot
dog toilet slave animal. Need 
boot/cock-hungry, piss-thirsty 
maverick hunk. Submit to C/ B tor
ture, crotch shaving, humiliation. 
White bootdog ONLY who needs
/ wants to be hogtied/ roped by its 
slave animal nuts and ridden hard 
needs write. Photo/ phone for 
prompt reply. Box 988 

OAKLAND. Need your cock and 
balls bound and tortured? I am the 
one who can do it for you. Write 
with details and photo to Box · 
19065, Oakland, CA 94619 

NORWALK$ looking for 18-30 who 
is willing to serve and can take what 
I dish out. I am 23, 5'6", 125 lbs. Box 
706. 

THREEWAYS/GROUP SEX 
San Francisco: Obedient slave and 
his hunky Master looking for hot 
levi/leather studs into threeways 
and group sex. Well-equipped toy 
chest. No heavy drugs. Your photo 
gets ours. Box 876. 

S.F. BLACK LEATHER/BOOTS 
Masculilne S, w/ m, 34, 5'11", 185 
lbs., dressed in full leather, looks 
hot and smells good. If you are a 
slender w/m under 34, like good 
music, a firm hand, a hard cock, 
have a job, then get on your fucking 
knees and write. Don't expect a 
long reply from me, I want to meet 
you instead. Absolutely no flabs, 
fems, stupids or hard drugs. Box 
854 

ASS-KISSING, boot-licking sexy 
stud, 5'11", 170 lbs., mid 30's likes 
to take crap from blond beast 
brutes who think they are King
Shit-On. Box 1327. 

------
Whipping Sessions wanted with 
leather/uniform men. Have expe
riehce both as bound cocksucking 
slave and as booted heavy whip 
wielder. I am uncut, thick cock for 
heavy sucking. Age 36, 175 lbs., 6' , 
bearded. Box 841 
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LATRINE DUTY 
San Francisco bottom, 36, 6'3", 165 
lbs., 8½" uncut, looking for white 
beergut leather m.aster for toilet 
initiation, use me-a·s a latrine, piss
soaked jocks sucked dry, also into 
levis and leather, bondage, shaving, 
recycled beer from cheesy uncut 
cocks. Box 562. 

PIGS WANTED 
San Francisco. Two hot pig 
farmers, both w/m. S: 37, 5'8", 140 
lbs., 7" cut. M: 40, 5'11 ", 155 lbs., 8" 
cut. Have sty, toys. FFA, WS, ene
mas, tits, ass eating and other 
games. Photo gets photo. Write 
Troy, Box 31701, S.F., CA 94131. No 
scat. 

EXTRA-HUNG 
S.F.: Is that you, buddy? Is your 
dick extra-long and/ or extra-thick? 
If you're ever been told "it's too big," 
and you know that it IS a whopper, if 
you're frustrated by dudes who 
can 't handle you , then you want to 
meet me. I'm 29, 5'11", 160 lbs., ex
porno actor, hunky, gdlkg, hot ass,. 
insatiable appetite. And if you're a 
young, super-hung horny dude, 
into fucking a hot ass with that meat 
of yours, plus any other raunchy 
action (except FF) write with a pie. 
I'm for real, man. Box 100. 

SAN FRANCISCO: Particular Mas
ter, 32, seeks 19-22 leather, levis & 
barefoot type for bottom role in 
light S&M sex, traveling companion 
into outdoors activities, possible S 
role toward 3rd parties with master
ful supervision . Box 789 

HOT HORNEY 
HAIRY HUNKY HUNG 

L.A. AREA: 46. 5'9", 179 lbs., brown 
hair, blue eyes, 8.,., uncut. Into light 
S&M, B&D, jocks, leather, WS, TT, 
FF, JO, fanta::; :rips. Open to most 
nfw scenes. Will answer with phone 
and photo. Box 349 

HOT & READY IN L.A. 
Scandanavian rnan , 33, versatile 
(very), good body, good looking. 
Enjoy 3-ways and groups also. 
Levis, leather, jocks, grease, out
door scenes. Good men and good 
sex get same. Box 853 

KINKY FIL THY HOT 
31, 5'7'', 130 lbs. , w/ m looking for 
hot, totally uninhibited guys who 
enjoy mutual play. Am mostly Mas
ter, but can switch with right person 
or play both simultaneously. Into 
S&M, B/ D, W/S, scat. Leather, wet 
and raunchy Levis and jock straps, 
outdoor scenes, exhibitionist. 
Active FF, to give, receive or both. 
Spank ings, whippings, boots, some 
rubber. Ready to explore any other 
experiences. Box 162. 

WANTED! 
BIG MATURE TITS! 

P.O. Box 69, Desert Hot Springs CA 
92240. 

SAN FRANCISCO. Master. w, 25, 
5'11 ", 180 lbs., visiting Frisco next 
summer. Want to meet willing slave 
into prolonged bondage, rope, mild 
S&M, C&B restraint. Young, trim, 
goodlooking slave to show me the 
city by day and at night submit to 
bondage. NO drugs, fats, fem, scat. 
If too much body hair, it will have to 
come off. Send photo. Box 683. 

DRUMBEATS BEATS 'EM ALLI 

A DRUMBEAT AD 
GETS FAST RESULTS 

SAN FRANCISCO MASTER, 41, 
5'9", 140 lbs., experienced in bon
dage, FF, WS, boots, S&M . 
Respectful of limits, willing to 
experiment. Fully equipped game 
room. Box 239. 

SAN FRANCISCO. Hot bearded 
man, 39, 59, 6½, 160 lbs., cut, white, 
into bodybuilding, backpacking 
and disco. Enjoy leather, military 
and western attitude. Sexual inter
ests inlcude cock and body wor
ship, oil, movies, j/jo, enemas, 
rimming, WIS, sweat, spit, toys, 
rope art, occasional FF and B&D 
(novice but interested). No scat and 
limited pain mixed equally with 
affection . Prefer slightly dominant, 
adventurous but level-headed 
partner(s). No fats or fems. Answer 
with photo for HOT reply. Box 784. 

HAYWARD, S, 28, 5'11", 160 lbs., 
8½" cut, musculr, goodlooking, 
looking for attractive, well built 
guys who are versatile and respon
sive. No fats, fems, flabby, older, 
out of shape. Should have good 
build and be into leather, levis or 
uniforms. Box 402. 

SLAVE DANNY 
LOS ANGELES AREA, I am more 
beautiful in bondage than in free
dom, and I will submit to tortures, 
piercing, shaving, photography to 
you, Sir, or to groups. I need a Mas
ter to be pleased with and proud of 
me. Box 35. 

Super-hot, goodlooking, hung 
young stud seeks other S studs for 
challenges in top position . Travel to 
S.F., NYC, and Chicago often. I am 
a master who is into other masters. 
Men who can hllndle competiton 
are welcome. 26, 6', 165 lbs., dark 
blonde, moustache, 8" cut. For the 
hottest, try the hottest. Box 674. 

ARIZONA STUD TRAVELS for hot 
scenes, 6', blk/brn,m bearded, 
crew-cut, hung, w/m, 30's, 165 lbs. 
Seek topmen to meter out heavy, 
bizarre punishment, meatotomy 
and other C/B/T as well as other 
semi-ultimate trips, including deep 
FF and and the rest of your individ
ual desires. The best practitioner 
will eventually get it all. Reply with 
phone, please to: Boxholder, P.O. 
Box 26042, Phoenix, AZ 85068. 

S/M CIGAR SEX 
Hot, masculine w/ m, 28, smokes 
and turns on to cigars. Gets into 
light B&D, TT, VA, Leather. LA area 
preferred, but will answer all. Box 
334. 

Selective Sadist requires muscular 
masochist. Object: mutual satisfa
citon. Me: w/m, 38, 6-'1 ", 190#, 8" 
uncut, inventive. You: ready for new 
adventures. Photo please. Box 817. 

OROVILLE, 34, 6' , 180 lbs., brown
/brown, looking for master who 
loves leather as I do: feel , smell, 
taste, sight. I need humiliation, WS, 
hot j/o, feel , smell of warm/hot 
leather, scat and piss. I need the 
right man. W.R. Fiedler, Rt. 2 Box 
2498, Oroville, CA 95965. 

SAN FRANCISCO HOT S, 30, 
5:10", 150 lbs., 8½", looking for 
young intelligent macho bootlick
ing cocksucking slave into tit tor
ture, B&D, FF, W/S, or anything else 
I order. Applications will be consi
dered with photo. Ken, Box 695. 

L.A. FILTH 
Tough, hard, beer-drinking, cigar
smoking, foul mouthed dirt dude 
with rank armpits. slimey asshole 
and a cruddy uncut cock wears 
greasy, rotten , stinking boots, 
socks, jocks, I-shirts, levis and 
leather. Digs spitting, pissing, shit
ting , puking, sweating and farting . 
Gets off with chains, tires, concrete, 
mud, tools, rubbers and oil. Box 
294V8. 

SAN FRANCISCO M, 5'5½", 140 
lbs, 40, new to leather world, seeks 
w/m, 25-40, to show the way. Must 
respect limits; no scat, shaving or 
piercing. Box 783. 

CHAIN ME UP 
For the weekend . Don't let me see 
your face. Shave my head before 
you hood me. Cover my shaved, 
belt-marked body with piss & hot 
wax. Give me nothing to eat but piss 
& cum (maybe even my own). I need 
imaginative Master who respects 
my limits. San Francisco, 44, 6', 170 
lbs., w/m. Box 640. 

SAN FRANCISCO MASTER to 
work you over. Hairy, bearded, 
crew-cut erotic painter into total 
oral/anal play. Solid 210 lb. ex
coach expects obedience, digs 
worship. 6½" cut, blue eyes, 5'10" 
sexual athlete, 52, wants macho 
partners who know how to serve. 
Only mentally & emotionally stable 
jocks seeking total involvement 
need apply. Relationship, including 
role-switching possible with right 
MAN. Strong preference for hairy, 
red-headed , tatooed truckers and 
bikers looking for good hot times , 
South of Market. Mellow scenes 
possible too. Enjoy men of all ages. 
Willing to train novice. Respects 
limits but am firm . Push as far as 
partner's experience permits. For 
inspection and interview, reply with 
frank letter and recent photo. Box 
493. 

LOS ANGELES, M, hot young 
animal-w/ m, 25, 6'1 ", 155 lbs. 
Wants wild leather/ levis stud to take 
this punk to the limit in S/M, B/D, 
Wax, Cuffs, Collars, and Heavy GR. 
Come work this punk's ass. Box 
997. 

SAN FRANCISCO MASTER, wants 
submissive slave to take B/D tor
ture, C/ B torture. Master is 6'3", 200 
lbs. , 42, German-Irish descent, Size 
11 feet , strong, handsome. Can be 
sterm father to so. Slave of Nordic 
or Celtic descent desried. 
Wrestlers, swimmers, weight-lifters 
desired. Master will respect all of 
your limits! No marks. You can trust 
Master. Box 1279 

SF BAY AREA-27, white, 
blond/blue, new to leather scene, 
like to watch the action. Let me 
watch you make it work, make me a 
convert. Box A47 

RASSLIN'/FIGHTIN' 
Fightin ' Topman , 28, strong, very 
hairy, and MEAN thinks S.F. tops 
are cockless wimps afraid to put 
their asses on the line in an all-out 
fight! If you think you're man 
enough to prove me wrong, let's 
tangle. No-holds-barred brawl to a 
definitive submission finish. And 
after I've whipped your worthless 
yellow ass, I' ll stuff it with my cock 
and/or fist. Send challenges, pho
tos to Box 816A. 



HOLLYWOOD 
M. 44, 5'6½", 130 lbs., willing to try 
anything with the right Master. 
Prefer S/M, 35-55 in leather, levi, 
jockstrap. Box 392. 

LOS ANGELES, M, w/ m, 34, 5'7'', 
smooth, slim, good body, 125 lbs., 
intelligent, goodlooking m looking 
for intelligent S. I NEED to serve my 
man and expect eventually only the 
limitations my Master has for me. 
Especially like to serve others for 
you. I need to be me to properly 
serve YOU . Box 280. 

LEATHER TEDDY BEAR 
Clean cut, All American, blond guy 
available to be possessed and col
lared by one very special Master, 
who is dominant physically and 
psycholog ically and will teach his 
novice slave how to serve him affec
tionally . The bear is 33, 5'11" , 180 
straight-acting, intelligent and 
totally presentable, as much at 
home in Brooks Bros. as in bon
dage. No hard or rough stuff. Tom 
of Finland type a plus. San Diego 
area but relocation possible. To 
claim your bear respond to Box 998. 

I want a hot, no-holds-barred, 
rough-ass time with someone who 
can be my Master and live up to it! 
Am bored with "green horns" ! Hope 
the right hunk will contact me. 
Prefer Macho Blacks or Espanol. 
Box B13 

S/M, HOT, 
Handsome, experienced leather 
master seeks together man to serve 
me as slave and MC buddy rider., I 
am W/M, 28, 5'11 ", 130 lbs., black 
hair, mustache, blue eyes, 8" cut, 
double LEO with insatiable sex 
drive. You are W/ M, 24-45, good
looking, 5'5" to 5'11" , hot hungry 
ass for long hot sessions, willing, 
loyal, submissive nature, trim beard 
and mustache preferred. Must be 
employed or financially independ
ent. The kind of slave I want I can tie 
down to the seat of my motorcycle 
and warm his ass with my belt and 
fill his hole with mastersjuice and 
then fuck the hell out of his asshole 
with my hot experienced. hands. 
Think you can seve a real Master. 
Then submit-a respectful letter of 
experienc with photo and phone to 
Sir Calvin Martin, P.O. Box 1481 , 
San Francisco, CA 94101. Limits 
respected. 

BLACK MAN 
40, 5'7'' , 128 lbs. , looking for man 
21-?, to train to my specifications. 
Should be 5'6" to 6' , 120 to 180 lbs. 
Into kink & raunch & capable of 
blind obedience. Body should be in 
good shape, age, race & endow
ment unimportant. Uncuts with big 
feet have preference. Require 
recent photo with letter detailing 
your capabilities. Box 852. 

Experienced San Francisco slave, 
white, 24, 5'8" , 155 lbs., seeks 
serious leather Master for training 
in bondage and bootlicking, water 
sports and whipping . Box 994. 

LOS ANGELES AREA SOUTH 
Goodlooking, 38, trim and hot. 
Experienced, moustached, bar
tender and waiter would like to 
work at your next party or just hear 
from you leather/ levi fuckcuddlers. 
Will travel to New Orleans, D.C. and 
NYC in '81 . Your photo gets mine. 
Box B61 . 

SCATMAN LOADED 
for sloppy pig out scene. Get 
stoned with hot good looking built 
w/m 36 who digs smooth bods with 
well-packed buns. Box 1695 495 
Ellis St., S.F. 94102 

SAN FRANCISCO, Muscular, Big 
dick, butt, Daddy seeks same for 
hot times. Must also have hot recep
tive rear (FFA questionable), must 
like spanking, titwork, some bon
dage, dildoes, piss up your butt, 
and a nice ripe asshole for eating. 
I'm 33, 5'9" , 148 lbs., well-endowed 
and uncut, hairy, hunky, intelligent, 
nice man. I also like to kiss & cud
dle. Do you? See Issue #35, Tough 
Customers, "Bay Area Daddy." 
Send photo & frank letter will get 
prompt reply. Kent, P.O. Box 5171, 
S.F. CA 94101 . 

SAN FRANCISCO-w/m, 32, slim, 
trim beard, 6'2", 160 lbs., m but can 
be versatile, new to scene, willing to 
learn. Into dudes who take care of 
their bodies, enjoy light S&M, B&D, 
some WS, 3-ways, and have lots of 
fantasies. Not into FF, scat, heavy 
pain, Box B10. 

LOS ANGELES slave, 43, 6' , 165 
lbs., with large C/B's digs receiving 
C/BT work, S&M, leather/levis, etc. 
Box A68 

SAN FRANCISCO BOTTOM 
Goodlooking, responsib le w/ m, 23, 
5'10", 170 lbs., 8%", Sol id, Looking 
for tough , loving leather man, biker. 
I love leather, wet suits, hoods, 
gloves, hot rough sex . Man to Man. 
Light S/ M. Leather bondage a must. 
I need friendship and a firm hand. 
All letters answered. Photo please. 
David L., P.O. Box 2544, San Fran
cisco, CA 94126 

S.F. LEATHERMASTER 
38, 6'5", 185 lbs., 6½" uncut, black 
hair, mustache, wants slave with 
beard or mustache who does a 
good blow job, rimming and licking 
crotch & balls for life of obedience 
and servitude, into B&D, TT, CBT, 
MD (mad doctors), witchcraft, 
leather and rubber. FF optional. No 
scat or WS. Live-in a possibility for 
the right person. No overnights, 
fats, fems, olds. Send pie to Box . 
A44. 

I LIKE LEATHER! 
I also like levis, boots, and ? Am 
5'9", well-built, male Asian. An 
emperor does not expect to repeat 
an order; neither do I. If you are a 
guy interested in the S&M scene 
and like· leather, too, let's get 
together. Send a recent picture of 
yourself and a small introduction. 
Box A51. 

GERONTOPHILES 
et al: Corrupt early 50s, articulate 
tongue, kind but ruthless, even if I 
care. Knowledge of autohypnosis 
and sex. Send photo. No fats or 
hardcore drugs. Can you rise to the 
occasion? Box A52. 

ARROGANT 
smelly, abusive Master (W, 32, 
5' 11 ", 186 lbs., beard) and his per
sonal slave-dog and toilet (W, 32, 
5'9", 180 lbs., beard) invite meet
ings and correspondence with pigs, 
latrines, Tops, bottoms, voyeurs, 
exhibitionists, and adventurours, 
animals to explore all extremes. 
Box A65 

LOOKING FOR NICE PEOPLE who 
like to play with drapery cord, arms, 
legs, and whatever. Use me as the 
drapery hook and thread me any
way you like. Marcus 213/863-5818 
or Write Box 59146, Norwalk, CA 
90650 

Applications for full-time, live-in 
slave now being accepted. I am a 
30-year-old, independent contrac
tor, bodybuilder, dominant and 
sadistic. You are 20-30, submissive, 
honest, not afraid of hard work, 
long hours, and heavy pain when 
deserved. You tow the line and I'll 
treat you right. Mail photo, list of 
experience, and sincere request to: 
955 Oak St., San Francisco, CA 
94117. 

EX-RANCH HAND 
loves horsemen, cowboys, troopers 
and deputy sheriffs with full discre
tion. Corrals, stalls, barns, tack 
rooms, saddles, rawhide and ropes 
turn me on . Greater S.F. Bay area
/Monterey Bay area. Willing to 
travel California & neighboring 
states. Need stockade detention, 
stake-out, immobilization. Over 32 
years. If you are in authority, write 
with photo to Box 832. 

S.F. PENINSULA-Goodlooking, 
young m in 40s, white, top man, 
5'9", 155 lbs., cut, seeks goodlook
ing, well-built, masculine S/M, 27-
40, for intense asshole sex 
(including FF). Will also fuck your 
face, use abusive language, and 
experiment in water sports. Prefer 
men into snow skiing or other con
structive interests. Could consider 
as a roommate. Photo preferred. 
Reply Box A50 

SAN FRANCISCO, SM, 33, 5'8", 
135 lbs., 8" cut, goodlooking, hard
edged Libran into Top/bottom 
trade-offs or one-way clashes with 
serious leathermen intent on hot 
bondage and belt sessions; bodies 
in leather and toys in hand, we'll put 
tits, cock and ass to their proper 
use. Skip the bull shit, forget the 
scat, tune in to the head and the 
body and let's explore. Photo 
brings photo. DRUMMER Box A56 
or c/o Jay, 795 Buena Vista West, 
#4, S.F. CA 94117. 

SF LEATHER STUD 
Big Master wants your tight ass & 
body for my sadistic pleasure, 
White, 31, 6'1 ", 29" waist, 42" chest,' 
180 · lbs., hairy muscular body, 
bearded/tattooed. Masculine 
slaves into S&M, leather and being 
fucked who know their worthless
ness and how to please, need only 
respond. Must have facial hair and 
handsome looks (no pretties) into 
piss, hot wax, B&D, pain, TIT, boots 
& cigars. Respect limits if good. No 
fats, fems, novices, and must have 
leather. Box A57. 

SAN DIEGO, Top, 40, 6'1", 195 lbs., 
into all scenes-tits, w/s, FFA. Have 
full equipment. Will train novices. 
Box A70. 

SAN DIEGO MEN! 
Two men, 38 and 39, seek contact 
with other men into fucking, fisting, 
WIS, jack-off, jockstraps, leather, 
and funky wear. Couples preferred. 
No fats, fems. No non-smokers! 
Box 895. 

TWO MUSCULAR TITMEN 
into giving and receiving tit train
ing, nipple enlargement, stretching, 
piercing, FF, genitorture, and other 
scenes considered . Private, iso
lated training room available. Your 
letter and photo get ours. Farmers, 
Box 262, Live Oak, CA 95953. 

PALM SPRINGS 
M, 34, 6'2", 180 lbs. , desires S who is 
dominant in mind as well as body. 
Levis/ leather a turnon. Box 902. 

LOS ANGELES, S, 45, 5'6", 135 lbs., 
solid , muscular, masculine stud, 7" 
cut; looking for masculine, slender 
or muscular man under 55, white. 
Not interested in fucking anything I 
wouldn 't walk down the street with. 
Box 667C. 

SIR! 
W/ m slave, 33, 5'11 " , 150 lbs., 7" 
cut, trim beard and moustache 
seeks Master for serious training. 
Am obedient, respectful , quick 
learner, goodlooking, masculine 
and need to be brought to my knees 
in service. Bob, 256 S. Robertson, 
#3089, Beverly Hills CA 90211 . Can 
travel. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
LEATHER MASTER 

38, needs B&D slave 21-35, for total 
servitude. Must like TT, Whips, 
Heavy Bondage, etc. Live-in possi
ble for right slave. Have well 
equipped play room-send photo 
and frank letter to Sir John, 742 #0 
Castro St., San Francisco, CA 
94114 

LOS ANGELES: I dig licking your 
big balls and swallowing your hot 
cum. Am 38, 5'7'', 140 lbs., 7" , neat 
bod. Will fulfill any fantasy. Box 
975. 

WANTED! 
Slave to receive mild B&D, torture, 
from former high school educator. 
Any age, any size ok. German & 
Swedish types desired! Wrestlers 
ok. Box A35. 

WKAT IS RUBBER? 
Rubber shirt, rubber pants with 
dildo, rubber face mask, catheter. 
Let's rubber together and see. W/M, 
37, looking for anyone interested in 
above. Box A42. 

Hairy guy Into raunchy jock straps, 
WS, and heavy leather. Digs having 
his crotch licked and his boots 
pissed on . Am 6', 155 lbs., 8" white, 

•32. Photo in jock strap and leather 
jacket a must. Box 967. 

SAN FRANCISCO w/m, 41, 6', 170 
lbs., wants action not talk. FF (top), 
whipping, fucking, sucking , heavy 
tit work. Box 677. 

SENSATIONAL AND FREE 
out of this world servicing for mus
cular top studs any race, especially 
orientals and blacks. Punish my red 
hot buns or fantaytic mouth job. 
You'll go crazy for more, nothing 
like it. Absolutely discreet. Orange 
County, Los Angeles ... Write your 
thing I'll phone or reply ... Box 
1366, Don 't miss this super 
servicing. 

THE TOILET 
$1 Flushes an applicaiton. $3 
Flushes a Tissue Sample. $10 Flu
sheses a Full Roll with or without 
your own listing. Write: John H., 433 
Douglass St., San Francisco, CA 
94114 
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HOUSE/SLAVE 
SAN FRANCISCO live-in full time. 
21-36. Prefer short, muscular 
blond, but if you are ot, convince 
me you are good material. Room, 
board , training, hard work, feww 
privileges. You will be ringed, 
shave, stripped, exhibited, used. 
Must work out in guy regularly, diet, 
no smoking to develop into top 
quality material. Your decisions will 
be made for you and you will expe
rience good care. Serve several 
masters. Dedicated only. Call (415) 
864-7646 eves. Keep trying or write 
Box 1000, DRUMMER. 

JAPANESE MARTIAL 
ARTS EXPERT 

and Karate Teacher, M, 30, 5'7'', 140 
lbs., Seeks goodlooking W/M lover 
with same interests and lifestyle. 
Also into Zen, BB, Leather and 
Good sex. Sincere and discreet 
only, Write with photo. Box 1367 

PERMANENT MASTER NEEDED 
BY obedient slave, w/m, 38, well 
experienced in B&D, S&M, have 
well equipped play-room and 
extensive leather equipment for 
Master's pleasure-please Sir, send 
orders (with photo-thank you, Sir) 
to Max, 742#D Castro, San Fran
cisco, CA 94114 

LOOKING FOR YOUNG HOT MEN 
WHO NEED $$$, Seeking men to 
serve as Host for visitors to L.A. 
area. Must have place for visitor to 
sleep. Pays well (see our ad coming 
to California) . Send 2 photos, one 
nude or shirtless with info about 
your self to: Steven & Friends, P.O. 
Box 59146, Norwalk, CA 90650 

LOS ANGELES, A muscular , 
chubby thick/set masculine, dark, 
black man about 50, is beautiful 
erotic to me. Affectionate Greek 
active W/M, 39, 6'1 ", 175 lbs., seeks 
relationship. I'm bearded blue
eyed, slightly effiminate, intelligent, 
talkative, love opera. Informative 
letter and frank photo appreciated . 
No dirty talk ... Libra Box 60851. 
Los Angeles, CA 90060 

WANTED TO HIRE: 
GOOD BOTTOMS 

Private club needs husky, hard
working, dedicated bottoms to 
work nights as towel boy, shine 
boy, pool boy, attendant or any
thing we tell you to do. Serve obe
diently the hottest men in town at 
the hottest club in town. Call 
respectfully to 415/864-3877 days 
or 415/864-7646 eves. Be humble. 

MARIN COUPLE 
bot 45 seek slave without limits. 
Must surrender his body com
pletely to be chained whipped, tor
tured, shaved fucked, pissed on, 
pissed in, pierced, humiliated, 
degraded and then just possibly 
loved. Serious only, no fantasies. 
Will answer all replies with photo 
enclosed. Box 679 

ATHLETIC BLOND 
L.A., 6'3", 180 lbs., 38, masculine, 
hot rear seeks slim/skinny buddy 
18-28, no beard. Box 60851--:M, 
L.A., CA 90060 

_LOS ANGELES AREA; W/M, 5'6", 
128 lbs., 28, Hot. Seeks patient mas
ter for training novice. Must respect 
limits. I desire to serve. No pain or 
drugs. Exchange photos, ideas. 
Box 1399 
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NICE YOUNG MAN looking for 
open minded, creative friends. For 
friendship-no limits-no hang 
ups. Steve (213) 863-5818 

Training, Controlled Behavior. 
Slippery Dick, Novice, cut/uncut, 
hot, used-ok. Proper request to Sir, 
Box 1103, Los Angeles, CA 90068 

KENNEL MASTER NEEDED 
by dog-slave, 35, for obedience 
training. Turn me into your DOG. 
Box 1378 

SAN FRANCISCO PASSIVE W/M, 
greek, 51, 5'8", Seeks active greek 
with place to submit my slim body 
clad in panties, etc. for you to tie, 
whip use tit clamps and teach me 
the joys of C&B work, being FF'd, 
and piercing. P.O. Box 6285, San 
Francisco, CA 94101 

DON "MASTER OF LEATHER" 
shown Drummer Rides Again offers 
professional services fee starting at 
$75.00 per session. Very Handsome 
blond, hairy-chested, 6', 165 lbs., of 
man . Experienced/imaginative. 
Best equipped mirrored playroom 
including sling, stockade, suspen
sion & more. Bondage, W/S, FF, 
C&B Torture, Wax, Shaving, Dil
does, butt plugs, Tit work, spank
/paddle/flag, electricity. Fantasies 
& Fetishes. Super light to super 
heavy. Private/discreet, novices 
welcome. Limits respected and 
hopefully expanded. Call Master 
Don (415) 584-9341 . Honest, safe, 
trustworthy. 

COMING TO CALIFORNIA? Need 
a place to stay and someone to 
show you around. Well for $250 a 
day you will get a place to stay and a 
nice young man to show you the 
sights. Some meals are covered ,n 
that price. Send $2.00 for more 
information to: Steven & Friends, 
P.O. Box 59146, Norwalk, CA 
90650. We will send you all the info 
by return mail. 

HOT SLAVE NEEDS STRICT 
MASTER 

SAN FRANCISCO HOT slave, 33, 
6', 148 lbs., looking for master to 
train this no good slave to serve him 
and who ever else he desires. Into 
all scenes but need a master to 
expand this slaves training in all 
areas but I can take whatever you 
can dish out to this slave. Will relo
cate for right Master, if he can prove 
to me that he can handle a rough 
slave who has always turned his 
masters into slaves, so all You Hot 
Masters get off your fucking asses 
and order this fucking slave around 
to see who will own me for life. You 
must be able to fuck me up and beat 
the hell out of me and not stop even 
if I want you to. Please Sir write this 
piece of shit. Will answer all who 
sound like a Master for Me. Box 
1419 

SAN FRANCISCO HANDSOME 
NOVICE, 27, needs help learning 
the joys of S&M pleasure. Am 5'10" , 
very hairy, husky lbuild, 8" cut, 
novice. Want 25-35, experienced 
5'10" or over, caring , patient 
teacher preferred. Blond, brown 
eyes, LEAN ... Box 1289 

SAN FRANCISCO ASS EATER 
W/M, 39, 5'10", 140 lbs., wants to 
worship moustached or bearded 
Topmen's cocks, balls & assholes 
under his toilet seat. No age, weight 
or race restrictions. Box 1344 

HOT & HORNY 
young white male looking for good 
times & hot action . Prefer 25-45, 
well built man who knows how to 
give it & love to take it. I'm 23, 5'10", 
good build and versatile. I like hot 
people and hot times. If you want a 
great time, send your picture. Box 
B57 

OAKLAND W/M, 42, 5'7'', 165 lbs., 
Army Officer looking for slave into 
B&D and/or S&M. Willing to con
sider live-in for room, board & allo
wance. Prefer under 25, caucasians 
only, clean shaven. Respect limits. 
No fems, Fats. Box 1342 
SAN FRANCISCO M, Scorpio, 
young 50s, bearded, looking for S, 
30s, or older, experienced and 
interested in exploring tits, ass
striping, C&B restraints and related 
action with a view to meeting regu
larly and seeing where we can go 
without living together. I am 6'2" 
and 190 lbs., like to be dominated 
by short, wiry types who like to do it 
to someone bigger. Technique, 
experienced and attitude are 
important, race and nationality are 
not. Write Box B17 

HOT YOUNG MAN LICENSED 
and bonded will prepare your tax 
returns. Mail your short forms and 
W2's with $6.00 to Gary Johnson, 
13031 San Antonio Dr. Suite 115, 
Norwalk, CA 90650 and your filled 
out return will be mailed back 
within 7 days. 

HOT, HUNG & HAIRLESS TOP 
Young blonde looking for hairy 
hemen into wrestling, jockstraps, 
j/o scenes and Hot action. Can't get 
enough. Box 1322 

MASTER JOHN 
TALL 64 handsome aggress e soft 
spoken Man with S.F s most com
plete workroom looking for slender 
dudes into full S&M action Must be 
clean, intelligent and anxious to 
serve a reasonable but demanding 
top man. For interview send des
cription and phone number. Box 
1403 

SAN LUIS OBISPO AREA 
Leo bottom, 26 (lk 21) 58½", 125 
lbs., brn/ brn, 6½" cut, big balls. 
Need to be bound in leather & 
ropes. Into B&D, light S&M, 
C&B/Tit Work, toys, Scat, FF, Pierc
ing or Injury. Rural setting a plus. 
Box 1408 

AM 6'4", Brown hair, Blue eyes, 
Moustached, 190 lbs., I've modeled. 
looking for warm contact, Brain and 
Body. Box 1413. 

COLORADO 
DENVER COWBOY 

needs Leather/Levi Master. P.O. 
Box 18595. Denver, CO 80218 

DENVER AREA 
Loves to be bottom. I like a11 forms 
of sex and enjoy it most out of 
doors. Am 33, 5'8". 150 lbs. Well
built men 20-45 who like head jobs 
and hard fucking write Box A25. No 
fats. 

DENVER, COLORADO W/M, 45, 6', 
175 lbs., Submissive Male seeks 
meetings with other males who 
enjoy Bondage. Race and age 
unimportant. I have a desire to 
please. No drugs or pain, will 
answer all who send picture and 
phone number. Box 1409 

CONNECTICUT 

NEW HAVEN 
26, 6', 170 lbs, br/br beard seeks 
introduction, guidance to rubber 
scenes. Prefer older bearded, 
paunchy, avuncular. Correspond
ents only, okay complete discre
tion . Box 1310 
SM, 45, 6'3", 190 lbs., 8" cut, well
used ass; looking for tall, well built, 
well hung studs. Box 965 

RASSLIN' 
Young, hot, muscular stud, 5'7'', 
140 lbs., seeks jocks for rasslin'. 
Box B28 

EXPERIENCED LEATHER 
MASTER 

Looking for Leather/Levi, S&M 
slaves. Those who want a dominant 
Master into Leather, Bondage and 
many other interesting sexual 
scenes. Send me your application. 
Acceptable applicants will be 
trained to explore new adventures. 
If you are experienced send me 
your application also. Box 437. 

STAMFORD S with bull whip 
requires total obedience. Have 9½" 
to forcefeed your mouth or ass. 
Only interested in real men over 20. 
Box 579. 

MUSCLEMEN ONLY 
HANDSOME, broad shouldered, 
hairy men with large biceps and 
hard pees up for wrestling, mas
sage and friendship with go_odlook
ing bright young man with slim 
semi-muscular, tight body. Write: 
Larry, 504 Orange St., New Haven, 
CT 06511 

HARTFORD GWM, 6'1", 165 lbs., 
mid 3o·s, moustached is into suck
ing cum crusted jeans, hairy arm
pits, tits, fleshy navels and cut 
cocks. Can travel. Big, beefy guys a 
plus. No S&M, drugs or weirdos. 
Box 1412. 

HARTFORD, 35, W/ M, 5'6", 135 
lbs., seeks w/m, any age for father
/ son type discipline. Make me sub
mit to bare-assed spankings across 
your knee with strap or paddle. Box 
1417 

DISTRICT OF 
COLUMBIA 

NEED TO BE CONTROLLED? 
S. 6 51 , 185 lbs., will train slave any 
age with good body, firm buns. 
Masculine looks a must. Box 704. 

WASHINGTON, DC AREA. M, 38, 
5'11", 160Ibs.,30"w.,white6",run
ner/weightlifter. Well-built, lean, 
muscular. Interested in similar S for 
erotic S&M, B&D. Box 215. 

MD, DC, VA areas 
Two Bodybuilders-S, 6'1", 172 
lbs., 36, 7½; M, 6'1 ", 175 lbs., 32, 
8"-both well built. Into S&M, bon
dage, discipline, heavy tit work, hot 
masculine guys. Interested in one
on-one, three-ways, or groups. 
Reply with photo if possible and 
phone. Box 36 

WASHINGTON DC AREA W/m, 40, 
5'11", 175 lbs., bl/bl, seeks w/m 
partner 25-40 with facility for D&D, 
enemas. Can travel Wash.-NY. No 
fats, drugs, scat. photo requested 
P.O. Box 23867, Wash DC 20024 



FLORIDA 
Want to eat from your dog bowl and 
feel your riding crop. If you have 
uncut thick cock, hanging balls, a 
hairy ass for me to eat from , and you 
are very strict in your demands, 
please contact me. I am 39, 5'10", 
184 lbs., 9" uncut. Box 735. 

TRAVELING TO ST. PETE & WEST 
COAST AREA W/ M, 30s, Hairy 
body, clipped beard, 155 lbs., 5'9", 
would like to contact kinky men into 
Wf}, Tit worsh ip, FF, and or mild 
S&M or B&D, Am an imaginative 
person. Will be in area late March 
and April. Write now so I will have 
enough time to reply. Your photo 
gets mine. Box 840 

MIAMI, Two SM Men want to meet 
others seriously interested in the 
idea of mental, physical and spirit
ual self improvement through Bon
dage, Discipline and various acts of 
humiliation. Only those who hon
estly wish to explore this idea need 
reply. P.O. Box 651038, Miami, FL 
33165 

FT. LAUDERDALE: Mascu line, 
imaginative, dominan t Master 
seeks together studs into FF. WS, 
bondage, S&M, C&B/T, piercing, 
shaving, for 3-way with in-house 
slave. Can administer heavy disci
pline but no permanent damage or 
Scat. Demand ing but considerate. 
Am 45, 165 lbs., 7 cut with big balls 
and big hands. Box 258 

SW FLA. S, Top, leather biker stud, 
39, 5'7", 140 lbs., crew-cut, con
struction worker, heavy-hung, digs 
masculine only humpy service bud
dies for long hot leather sessions. 
No fats, old men, etc. You get my 
attention if you are into leather, 
levis, boots, bikes, cigars, aroma, 
etc. Am dominant and aggressive, 
sane and sensible. Respect limits. 
Limited travel ok. Submit qualifica
tions and photo to Box 315. 

HOT ADVENTURES IN PARADISE 
Uncut 8 Sm, transplanted San Fran
ciscan, offers hot Key West action 
ot qualified visitors. Hard-bodied, 
hard-headed, hard-playing 35-
year-old welcomes other adventu
rous studs into exploring and 
actualizing our mutual fantasies. 
I'm attractive, intelligent, responsi
ble, muscular and mustached; it 
takes the same to turn me on . 
Blonds, big tits, interest in bon
dage, S&M, CB and tit torture, FF 
are plusses, but less important than 
a hot body and sense of adventure. 
Planning a visit to paradise? Reply 
(with photo if possible) to Box 792. 

SM, Pisces 
36, 5'8", 165 lbs., well built, white, 
6", knowledgeable, experienced in 
both roles to go as far as partner's 
experience permits. Partner should 
be well built, big, no fats , fems. Box 
009 

RED-NECK FIGHTER 
Muscular young gladiator slave into 
all types of figh,ting, wrestling, box
ing, etc. Tough, well-built fighters 
send challenges/photos to: Bud 
"Maciste" Becher, c/o 5260 N.E. 6th 
Avenue #B, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
33334. 

TALLAHASSEE w/m, 24, 5'9", 165 
lbs., wants to be trained to serve a 
master's needs. UL, uniforms, har
nesses. Box 474 

FT. LAUDERDALE. Part-time slave 
wanted by Scorpio, trim, athletic. 
Bondage, discipline, humilation, 
paddling. Novice or experienced. 
Must _have firm body, smooth ass, 
very little body hair. Must be intelli
gent, discreet, youthful. No fats, 
fems, phonies. Send detailed, hon
est letter with photo and phone 
number to Box 881. 

MIAMI, w/m, 42, 5'10", 160 lbs., 
blnd/ blu. Show off your tough hard 
body, with this goodlooking raunch 
Man. Into workout mates, mirror 
JO, Piss worsh ip, Sweat. Heavy 
dildo and Enema action sought and 
given. Tender young guys expertly 
taught how to be men. Write 
w/photo Box li47 

HAIRY MACHO MEN 
If you're into funky, hot, sweaty sex 
and are hairy, rugged, rough mas
ters, write me and tell me what you 
would do to me. This good slave 
can travel and can receive. Also 
specializing in WS, S&M, B&D, rim
ming, Fr and Gr with Mr. Right. Box 
59. 

Attractive, stable, Intelligent man, 
mid 20s, white, has been exploring 
sado-masochism several years; 
wants similar man to mid 30s for 
honest continuing weekend explo
rations. Must have come to an 
understanding that mutual explora
tion, support, respect, and care are 
requisite to building the trust and 
love central to any real sado
masochistic encounter. Not look
ing for one fantasy fuck. Honest 
only with a sense of humor should 
reply. Confidential and expects the 
same . Central/South-Florida. 
Prefer Top/bottom man. Box A37 

MOTORCYCLE COPS 
Muscular hairy stud, 6', 165 lbs., 
wants to correspond with motorcy
cle cops and other MEN into same. 
Only boot/breech/uniform enthusi
asts into disciplined scenes need 
reply. Discretion assured. Box 
111F. 

WEST PALM, W/M, 33, 5'8", 8½", 
200 lbs., Seeks handsome, Mascu
line and Muscular guys 22-31 for 
sex, friends, workouts. Possible 
roommate. Photo & Phone appre
ciated. Box 1313. 

Ft. Walton Beach W/M, 26, 5'10", 
135 lbs., Seeks other guys 18-23. 
Am looking for friends and possibly 
more, possible permanent relation
ship, not into S&M, B&D, fems or 
fats. Phone and Photo helpful. Box 
1375 

GEORGIA 
GEORGIA, GWM, Cancer, 29, 155 
lbs., 5'11 ", Blue eyes, hairy, moust
ache, goodlooking, active/passive, 
fr/gr, FF, Dildoes, three ways, ver
satile. Seeks like minded. Robbie, 
98 Peachtree Place, Warner Robins, 
GA 31093 

M, 26, white, 5', 10", 147 lbs., into 
rough fucking and fist fucking, piss, 
S&M, B&D, verbal abuse, leather, 
levis, boots. Seeks meetings or cor
respondence with aggressive Tops 
in USA, Europe, Canada, Australia. 
No fems, scat, scars, or blood. Box 
288 

A DRUMBEAT AD 
GETS FAST RESULTS 

ATLANTA MS, Aquarius, 34, 5'8", 
135 lbs., white, good body, level 
head, experienced. Looking for 
men over 25 into B&D, suspension, 
tit workouts and similar action. Able 
to take charge, but prefer not to. 
Respect for limits assumed, expan
sion by mutual consent. Box 714 

ILLINOIS 
BOOKLICKER 

CHICAGO, RINGED M, 31, 6'1", 
175 lbs., Needs Humiliation and 
abuse from strong willed cocky 
Master. Into suspension, bondage, 
tits, piss, rubber. Write: Wolf, 6636 
Newgard St. , Chicago, IL 60626 

W/M, 31, 5'11",seeks men intoB&D 
and humiliation. Men in underwear 
especially and longjohns. JWH, 450 
Briar Place #8K, Chicago, IL 60657 

HOT RAUNCHY 'SEX 
Bondage, fantasy, face-sitting, uni
forms, piss, shit, sweat, pain , humi
liation, leather, levis, smelly jocks, 
uninhibited sex. W/M, 35, 6', 160 
lbs., good face/body/voice, always 
top, but might switch o·r do mutual 
pig/pain scene with right man. 
From torture to toilets, boot camp 
to drunken buddies, it's all good. 
Let's explore. Travel U.S. Box B64. 

Discreet young slim bi. Neophyte 
wanted for gentle anal dildoes or 
enemas. Also will photo only the 
most stunning : tattoo, pierce, FF, 
W/S shave , dog, & outdoor 
scenes-for your use. Eric & Beth, 
P.O. Box A-3248, Chicago, IL 60690 

SPRINGFIELD, S, 54, 5'8", 160 lbs. , 
looking for slave, 21-50, white only. 
Am experienced, respectful of lim
its; but can be either extremely 
sadistic or gentle, based on slaves 
er>durance. Must be clean. Box 382 

Chicago, Aries, 29, 6'1 ", 200 lbs., 
muscular S, ddminant and knowl
edgeable, 7" cut. Handsome body
builder knows how to give orders, 
knows how to get service, and 
knows how to punish failure. Poten
tial slave should be submissive, 21-
35, obedient, and know his place. 
No fats. Box 418. 

CHICAGO SLAVE 
W/M, 27, 5'8", 165 lbs., will serve TV 
or Master. Take piss, cum in mouth, 
face sitting toe sucking any kink. 
Eat ass, suck cock. Swallow all. Box 
1326 

WANTED: Writer needs input for 
story tellin'. Der Fledermaus says 
my fiction lacks authenticity-so 
tell me the S&M "do's" and 
"don't's". Brian O'Hara, 4321 W. 
95th St., Oak Lawn, IL 60453 

Big young man, 21, 5'10", 234 lbs., 
br/br, looking for someone to teach 
me S&M and anything that can be 
enjoyable. Would like to learn how 
to be a slave and Master. Please 
send phone and photo. And let me 
know what you want to teach me. 
Dennis, Box 18, Roxanne Trailer 
Ct., Carbondale, IL 62901 

CHICAGO-FANTASY 
W/M, 28, 5'11 ", 150 lbs., Horny and 
Hot. Looking for some to 28. 
Poppers, smoke, suck, fuck, J/o, 
FF, W/s, act/passive. Single or cou
ples. Letter and photo to: Brown, 
3423 W. Drummond Ave., Chicago, 
IL 60647 

CHICAGO w/m, 38,S, 6'3", 180 lbs., 
8", seeks friends/slaves 30 or over, 
in good physical condition with 
level head. Box 894. 

HOT AS A PISTOL 
Chicago, hot as a pistol law student 
very handsome, 22 year old, black 
BB, 5'4", 125 lbs., I'm right & tough. 
Tired of the bar? Bath games? I'm 
into hot, athletic, white guys who 
know how to fuck and or be fucked. 
Into most scenes. Love worship
ping a nice body and love my body 
worshipped as well. If you're into 
hot body, a liberal and want to fuck 
with a man as it's supposed to be 
done, write me at 6214 N. Winthrop, 
#510, Chicago, IL 60660. Thanks 
Buddy 

NEED HAIRY-CHESTED SADIST 
CHICAGO: to work me over in 
heavy scenes for mutual pleasure. 
Cigar smoker a plus. Cock, balls, tit 
piercings: Fisting, Ball Busting, 
etc. , I am 6'1'', 190 lbs., 37 years, 
with 8½" cock. In good shape. Box 
1371 

INDIANA 
INDIANAPOLIS. M, 49, 5'10", 170 
lbs., 6½", white, inexperienced. Will 
make up in obedience what I lack in 
experience. Seeks sincere, under
standing and knowledgeable Mas
ter to bring out the best in me. Will 
try anything once. Can travel to sur
rounding states. No blood and no 
scat. Photo please. Box 833 

GENERAL MAN WANTED 
Black male, 22, 5'11 "., 138 smooth 
body bright nice looking, sincere 
guy seeks generous man capable of 
compassionate carrying and in a 
position to offer help to a special 
person, school future, will travel, 
discreet, age-color not important 
please submit letter and photo 
(retd) S.H.C. P.O. Box 44775 lndia
napolis, IN 46204 

IOWA 
IOWA MASTER, 6', lean, white, 
seeks permanent slave for com
plete physical & mental training, 
naked bondage & submission. Must 
be lean or muscular, hairless in 
body and ready for slavery in mind. · 
Send photo, application, & phone 
to Box 979. 

KANSAS 
KANSAS CITY MASTER, Affec
tionate Scorpio uncut 8", 5'8", 145, 
solid, prefer small slim white 20-40, 
Greek passive, Fr a/p, Live in 
lover/slave who needs to be owned, 
possessed for permanent 
relationship-with no hang ups
Respect limits. Box 1318 

KENTUCKY 
MASTER SEEKS SLAVE 

Lexington, S . . 38, 5'11 ", 175 lbs., 
experienced in all scenes. All limits 
considered. Must have firm body 
and have your head on. If you are 
ready, write now. Box 986, Lexing
ton, KY 40588. 

LOUISIANA 
MONROE, 33, white, 6' , 175 lbs., 
seeks w/m, 25-4p. Am primarily M 
into father/son type discipline with 
bondage. Will assume S role for 
proper M. Box 332 
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MAINE 
Have a fantasy? 

Want it to come true? Two bearded 
dudes from northern Maine woods 
into all scences: groups, FF, WS, 
J/O, tit and ball torture, bondage, 
voyeurism, smokes and aroma; 
ready for hot, kinky action. Come 
visit, write or call. Your photo gets 
ours. Les Quebecois sont surtout 
les bienvenus. Box 796 

PORTLAND, SM couple seeks third 
or other couple in Portland ME. 
Master is 6'1", slim, uncut and 
demanding. Slave is 5'10", cut and 
pierced. Box 1329 

MASSCHUSETTS 
Bl-WHITE SLAVE 

31, will serve all. Dig poppers, jocks, 
groups. No FF or scat. Write Box
holder, Box 683, Methuen, MA 
01844 

HIDE TANNING: NEW ENGLAND/ 
NW/M, 5'9", 34, 150 lbs., seeks to 
hear from you if you need to have 
your hide tanned and attended to. 
Disciplined and understanding. 
Also seek contact withother 
tanners in search of new hide. Box 
1407 

CAPE CODE, S, 52, 6', Taurus, 
200#, well muscled, tough, uncut, 
into B&D, W/S, shaving, FF, and all 
kinds of anal entry, enemas and 
other sports. Seeks white slave, 18-
40, totally submissive, for pro
longed long-term service. No 
drugs, fats, or fems. Must be able to 
endure moderate to heavy pain , ball 
torture, tit piercing, prolonged 
immobilization, butt abuse, body 
whipping. No crybabies, softies, or 
thrill-seekers need apply. I am look
ing for a serious slave who craves 
punishment, abuse, humiliation, 
and expects nothing but pain, tor
ment, and discomfort in return. Box 
790. 

EXPERIENCED TOPMAN 
46, 5'9", 160 lbs., seeks UL partners 
over 25. Beards or moustaches a 
plus. Box 721 

BOSTON; Bearded w/ m, mid-30s, 
versatile and imaginative, 5'9", 155 
lbs., uncut, hairy body; turned on by 
tit work, w/s, ass work, and foot 
licking. Seeks men of same inter
ests. Willing to expand. Box 840 

MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE-ANNAPOLIS AREA, 
S, 38, 5'1 O", 170 lbs., Bearded, 
hung, goodlooking,firm but under
standing. Seeks slaves for long sex
ual sessions in equipped den. All 
scenes, other tops welcome to 
share slaves. Letters with photo 
gets answered. Box 1410 

White male, 45, 5'5", 160 lbs., Bot
tom looking for top. No scat, FF, or 
dope. All else ok. Blacks or whites. 
Max Gertson, 9 Manchester Place, 
Silver Spring, MD 20901 

BALTIMORE or Washington DC 
area. SM (eifher role), into UL, WS, 
CBT/T, B&D, strap, FFA, no scat. 
Apply with picture stating desires. 
Frequent visitor to Chicago, L.A., 

· S.F. Box 855 

HAGERSTOWN. W/M, 35, 6'1 ", 170 
lbs., bodybuilder looking for other 
masculine well-built bodies. Must 
be totally male. Box 36 
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NOVICE 
BALTIMORE AREA, M, 5'11", 180 
lbs., 6" cut, seeks sincere under
standing, experienced and knowl
edgeable master to bring out ability 
to serve. Am w1l11ng, obedient, and 
eager to learn. Some US travel. Box 
128. 

BALTIMORE AREA. M/S, 5'8", 160 
lbs., interested in meeting locals or 
in general for active relationship. 
Into most anything. No fats, fems, 
beards, moustaches a plus; hairy 
body a plus. Must have intelligence 
and ability to swing both ways. Wil
ling to bring out and teach. Box 855. 

RUNNER/BODY BUILDER 
DC-MD-VA, 37, 5"11", 160, 30" 
waist. Rugged, well-built, lean, 
muscular, defined, together, feel
ing, human. Interested in similar 
physical masculine type only. S/M 
if erotic. Photo exchanged. J.W., 
Box 55029, Ft. Wash. P.O. Oxon 
Hill, MD 20022 

MICHIGAN 
DETROIT W/M, 47, 5'8", 175 lbs., 
SM, B&D, Solid and very hairy all 
over. Bottom/passive for lots of 
bondage/disc. Particularly enjoy 
dundgeons, jails, cells and barns in 
bondage. Like grass, poppers, etc., 
enemas, dildoes, greek a/p, french 
a/p ... All kinds of fettishes. No 
scat, and sometimes piss. No smok
ers and light drinkers. I have lots of 
toys and can entertain and wel
come visitors especially from out of 
state. All races please, Sirs. Chain 
me up and rape my ass or gang 
bang me. Box 1290 

DETROIT White, hard-muscled 
topman , 33, 5·9 ·. 155 lbs .. looking 
for stud under 40, top bottom. to 
serve as right hand man in disc1-
plilne sessions with butch slave, 22. 
Let's belt his tight buns, ride him at 
both ends, soak him in piss, and 
enjoy a beer as he worships our 
bodies in gratitude. Have sling, also 
video equipment for voyeuristic 
cameraman. Photos, exchanged
/ returned. Box 899 

BARN BOY NEEDS FARM KEEP 
ADONIS, 6'2" , 190 lbs., white, 
smooth muscular body seeks keep 
from handsome farmer or rancher 
in echange for labor. Some farm 
experience. Will go anywhere. Dis
cipline, restraints, hard dirty work, 
ragged clothes, gruel, filthy quar
ters sought. Box 1377 

METRO DETROIT Hot bearded top 
wants equally hot bottom for 
"DRUMMER" type scenes. I'm 31, 
5'1 O", 155 lbs., 6½ cut, Experienced. 
You must be masculine, and ready 
to please and serve me. Role 
switching possible for right stud. 
Box 1402 

MICHIGAN Bl-MARRIED MEN's 
Support/Social Group. Detroit
/Pontiac area educated, responsi
ble, sincere, husbands/fathers: to 
form a close relationship with sim
ilar guys. Confidentiality, discre
tion assured and expected. Send 
infor, request for personal interview 
to P.O. Box 624, Pontiac, Ml 48056 

MASTER understands your needs. 
Time for talk and time for action. 
Thumb area professional. Michi
gan. Tom Proctor, Box 104, Cass 
City, Ml 48726 

SLAVE NEEDS TRAINING 
White male, 26, 6', 160 lbs., 8", into 
oral service. Western types, feet, 
will beg to serve well-endowed 
Master 18-35. Write Steve, P.O. Box 
123, Roseville, Ml 48066. Photos 
answered first. White or Black. 

INTIMATE FRIENDSHIP. Y W Bi M 
6', 170 lbs., handsome, virile, hung, 
married, educated professional 
seeks similar area guys (Detroit) for 
mutual stimulation-mind/body
versatile. No fats, fems, S&M, kinky. 
Send info, description, photo to 
Box 624, Pontiac, Ml 48056 with 
SASE. 

TAYLOR, MS, Capricorn, 24, 5'10", 
165 lbs., white, 6 'h", novice. Eager 
to learn from and submit to the right 
S. Will serve Master totally. Box 261. 

ROCHESTER, S, 6½, 5'10", 160 lbs., 
white, 8", firm Master with well
equipped dungeon seeks obedient 
slaves. Willing to train submissive 
novices. Into S&M, B&D, W/S, and 
more. Write: Robert, 1030 Adams 
Road South, Rochester, Ml 48063 

SOUTHFIELD, 46, 6', 160 lbs., Ger
man S, muscular, 7" uncut; seeks 
novice who would be interested in 
exploring and growing; with limits 
respected. No drugs, fats, fems. 
Hairless body, tight physique a 
plus. Box 468 

MT. CLEMENS AREA, w/m, 58, 
6'5", 180 lbs., looking for M 18-28 
for Father/Son relatiol<'lship. I want 
to worship, spank when necessary. 
Prefer Live-In. Have nice apart
ment. Box 1316 

ANN ARBOR, W/M, 33, goodlook
ing, seeks real Masters who can 
handle a hot, horny slave. 6', 160 
bs. eed d1sc1pl1ne, bondage. sus

pension and anyt ing else to 
please. Wil l serve as only the best 
can. Dig FF, W 'S, B D, TT. anything 
else imaginative-especially in game 
room. Photo appreciated. Charles, 
2786 Glenbridge, Ann Arbor, Ml 
48104 

MINNESOTA 
TOILET FACE SITTING 

MINNEAPLIS, SM, Taurus, 31, 
5'11 ", 7", bearded Bottom for piss & 
scat. I love leather and kinky 
scenes, looking for filth freak. Into 
shaving, light S&M, B&D, tit work. 
Can also go top. Write Al, Box 476, 
Minneaplis, MN 55440 

MASTER WANTED 
Minneaplis: White, 25-yr., hand
some, masculine slave, 5'11", 150 
lbs., light brown hair, green eyes, 
dark beard-hot & horny, 7½", Leo. 
I am ready to serve-white-28 to 
40 years stud. I would prefer only 
tall, dark hairy muscular masters. 
Beards, moustaches, & big manly 
tool a plus. Let me serve you and 
worship you, obey you and love 
you. I dig al,l leather (gear & scenes) 
and am into body worship, j/o, dirty 
talk, posing, oil, cockrings, jocks, 
all boots & gym gear. I beg you
Please, Sir, help this hot, wanting 
slave find an owner. Letters to Box 
560 

MPLS. Would like to meet men who 
like to fuck, are into bondage. Cow
boys, truckers, all Men who are well 
hung and know what they want. No 
Fats. Box 825 

WANTED: 
UNCUT WHITE TOP MAN 

40-70. Grizzled, masculine white 
cocksucker must live with, worship 
and suck; one tough!, straight, non
reciprocating, obscene fuckin' son 
of a bitch. Full time, cowboys, 
farmers, lawmen, hard hats, others 
welcome, like boots levis, Leather, 
piss , THICK peckers , clean 
assholes. Will relocate . Photo
/ Phone. Box 1261 

MISSOURI 
S MONK SEEKS DISCIPLE M 

Leather master will instruct you 
using strict monastic obedience, 
humiliation, discipline, penitence, 
poverty, labor, silence, cloister, 
devotion. You will learn sign lan
guage, have name changed, head 
shaven. If you pass the novitiate 
you will be professed Usque As 
Mortem. You cannot serve two mas
ters. This is definitely a total com
mitment to eat my cock and drink 
my piss, not a pious meditation. 
Vocation to serve? Apply with aspi
rations and photo. Many are called 
but only one is chosen . Box 363. 

ST. LOUIS w/m, 6'1", 165 lbs., 8" 
uncut, very hairy all over, knowl
edgeable, masculine, dominant and 
aggressive yet quiet, straight
acting and appearing, seeks other 
hairy masculine dudes into mutual 
give and take working over cock, 
tits, balls, assholes with uniforms, 
jocks. No scat or·shaving. Any age, 
eager to explroe. Box 886 

Young slaves may apply to versatile 
6' bodybuilder (180 lbs.) for servi
tude stating qualifications along 
with photo. Various scenes possi
ble and rewards given for excellent 
service Located in St. Louis area. 
Box 159M 

ST. LOUIS W/ M, 40, 6', 158 lbs., 
Uncut. Cancerian Versatile, Hot, 
Good looking Macho Dude. Into 
most scenes except scat, FF and 
heavy pain. Enjoy worshiping a 
beautiful body and cock, servicing 
a cock completely, and I mean com
pletely. Looking for oversexed hot 
dude 21-45 who likes his cock roy
ally taken care of. Your photo gets 
mine. Box 64 

NEBRASKA 
HI BOOTED RANCHER 

52, 6', 190 lbs., Digs Leather, Travel, 
Photographs, wants leather booted 
Master to use me for this please. No 
Scat or FF. Will answer all. Del 
Johnson, RR Box 15, Mcleon, NE 
68747 

Cornhusker Maverick 
needs tamin', 5'4", leather-levi, 
hornier than hell, like my sex rough 
and hard, need a good Master. If 
you think you 're. man enough to 
break me. Box 496 

Master 56, 5'8", 150 lbs., Seeks 
slave 18-26, slim to learn and 
expand limits. Have toys for Cock 
and Balls. Box 1373 

NEW JERSEY 
SLAVE NEEDS MASTER 

NJ Only. Novice, 32, 5'10", 135, 
smooth, clean-shaven, needs tall 
lean Master. I'll try to please. No 
scat, heavy pain, scars, FF. BoxA28 



MORRISTOWN, S, 41, 6'2", 190 
lbs., white, 7" cut, hairy body. 
Quiet, natural, down to earth, not 
into game playing, mental or fan
tasy trips. Easy going but demand
ing and experienced no-nonsense 
type of Master but one who under
stands the value of TLC. Seeks the 
services of a good slave, especially 
oral, 20s to 30s, for weekends of 
possible permanent l ive-in relation
ship. Enjoy giving light workouts to 
a good body but will respect limits 
at all times. Willing to train novice. 
No drugs, fats , fems. Box 520. 

CENTRAL JERSEY w/m, 39, 6 ft., 
175 lbs. tattooed, bodybuilder, 
leather stud, Harley rider with fif
teen years experience as sadist with 
private game room wants to hear 
from willing slave sages 25-40; lim
its respected and expanded. No 
reply without picture, which gets 
mine. Write to P.O. Box 13, French
town, NJ 08825 

NEW YORK 
MANHATTAN, Black man. 50, 
seeks white, non fat slave who uses 
his submissive head for thinking, 
sucking cock, drinking my piss, 
wanting his tits tortured , enjoying 
having his mouth fucked and per
forming total oral service for my 
black cock regularly . A guy who 
gives me his greatest asset his 
head, in service, allegiance. Love 
and communion . Box 510 

WORK MY BALLS OVER 
anyway direction Larry Townsend's 
ultimate scene. Am experienced 
W/M, 40, 5'11", 150 lbs., Moust
ached also into nipples and FF. 
Mutual scenes with real man anim
als possible. Box 1368 

NEW YORK CITY W/ M, 28, 5'7", 140 
lbs., Clean shaven, Imaginative, 
seeks to be controlled by a Domi
nant top. I have a lot to learn and 
would like to meet someone with 
teaching ability 25-40. Box 1370 

YES SIR-NEW YORK SLAVE 
Danish Leather Stud 40-
Masculine well built , visit New York 
in May 81. Seeks Real Hot Action 
Leather Master for discipline and 
Leather-Rubbers sex. I have a 
strong sex drive, into Leather, 
rubbers, masks, chains, titwork, 
piss, smoking, poppers and trips. 
Like to be worshipped in your 
leather, and the aroma of leather 
and rubbers turn me on, let's find 
out how far this can take us. Like all 
kinds of sex and like to learn more. 
My master must be over 35. I am 
waiting for a hot letter. Box 1372 

SEX-agenarianl 
Libra, M, 6'3", 170 lbs., mid-60's, 
white-haired, blue-eyed man of dis
tinction type, would serve muscular 
masculine male of any age or race, 
who enjoys imaginative games with 
older man. Will do almost anything 
for right partner. Box 290X 

MANHATTAN, S, 35, 6'4", blonde. 
Have 6'3" muscular slave, 30. Am 
accepting applications for second 
slave. Must submit to heavy S&M, 
B&D and video taping. If you are 
young, muscular, and attractive, 
send photo with qualifications at 
once. Box 673. 

PIGGY RAUNCH 
Versatile NYC Chelsea w/m, Scor
pian, 33, 5'7'', 130#, 7" cut, for unin
hibited scenes. Heavy ass play (FF), 
L/L, WIS, scat, jocks, sweat, oil, 
shaving tits, c/b torture, boots, and 
socks with real creative men into 
role switching. Willing to explore 
new realms. No overweights or fats. 
Beards a plus. Include photo and 
scene. Box 703 

PUPPY SEEKS BULLDOG 
Hot Italian, 28, 5'9", 175 solid lbs., 
seeks beer-bellied brutes who 
enjoy a butch dog collared slave. 
Seek stocky, chunky, 5'7'' to 5'10", 
180 to 225 lbs., dominants who 
groove on service. Write with 
photo-returned-to P.O. Box3058 
Church Street P.O., NYC, NY 
10008. 

QUEENS, NYC, mature M, scorpio 
bottom man, 5'7", 145 lbs., hairy 
body, bald but bearded, seeks 
mature top Master for discipline 
and heavy titwork, FF, WS, scat. 
Jock straps, hairy bodies, black 
beards, stocky builds turn me on. 
No role switching or skinny 
blondes, Box 306. 

BUFFALO, w/m, 27, 5'9", 185 lbs., 
7" uncut, SM, Aquarian, seeks 
knowledgeable master into L/ L, 
who is respectful of limits. Am into 
S&M, B&D, etc. Master in tight 
leather, tall polished boots and into 
bikes are sure turn on . Are you 
ready to train me? Send photo and 
phone for prompt reply. Box 
404BNY. 

SUPER HEAVY S&M 
Way out and wild S&M given to hot 
young slave by brutal, well
equipped Master. Real m's send 
photo, age, experience to: (;3ox 12-
R, c/o Room 603, 147West42nd St., 
New York, NY 10036. 

BUFFALO. w/m, 42, 6'1 ½", 174 lbs., 
uniforms, leather, levis. Novice, but 
wants to learn. Will answer all, 
travel. Box 715. 

WRESTLERS 
STREET FIGHTERS 

28, 6'2", 190, w/m; Topman wants to 
meet submissive young dudes into 
no-holds-barred, LIL, jock, wres
tling. Also want to hear from other 
Tops into same. Box 804A 

LEATHER MASTER/SADIST 
35, 6'4", with 6'3" Muscular slave 
abuses, brands, Chains, Domi
nates, Enslaves, Fists, gags, hand
cuffs, I mobilizes, jams, kicks, 
lashes, manhandles, nails, orders, 
pierces, quells, Ropes, shaves, Tor
tures, uses, Videos, whips and X
V &Z, attractive youthful slaves. 
Submit Photo with detailed applica
tion. Box 673 

HOUSEBOY FOR SALE: 
Will take care of your home. Need 
owner with a strap who will keep me 
naked, chained, and shaved. Use 
me for Hard labor, abuse, total toilet 
and body service. Only serious 
minded over 35. NY, CT, NJ, Box 
1312 

NEW YORK W/M, 35, 5'8", 160 lbs., 
6" cut, medium build, seeks help to 
reach fulfillment as slave. Need 
strict but understanding Master to 
bring out ability to serve with body 
and mind. Not into scat or injury. 
Box 80 

NYC, W/M, 30, well built muscular 
guy with hard dick sticking out, 
hairy chest, full beard, sweaty jock 
and good body wants to hump up 
against a stout guy. Esp. fat, bald, 
swarthy guys in tight pants and over 
hanging belly. I want to smell your 
crotch, feel up your ass, and hump 
my hard dick against your gut. Box 
1330 

NEW YORK CITY 
MASTER WANTED 

by M 30, Generous call guy into 
boots, uniform, NZ, SS, SM, B&B, 
Leather, way out verbal trips, have 
good earnings want to share with 
big Husky man any age over 190 
lbs., Must be mean and street wise, 
cops-construction ok. Box 1324 

CAPITOL DISTRICT: W/ M, 34, 
5'8½", 170 lbs, beard thick, mascu
line, muscular and into rough 
leather sex. Have slave who will be 
used in sessions. Write with photo 
Box B55 

NEW YORK W•M . 28 . 155 lbs. , 6', 
Needs B.B. to 35 years to take 
orders and train my young Italian 
slave. Send photo/phone. box 1334 

NOVICE BLOND MASTER 
N Y.C., tall, slim, Good looking, 
Hung, Mid 20's requires totally sub
missive slave(s) for experimental 
bondage and training as dog slave. 
You will strip perform, beg to serve 
and obey in or out of bondage. No 
heavy pain trips, limits respected, 
just Humiliation, degradation and 
servitude. Especially like Latin or 
Italian types but all goodlooking 
young slaves considered . Also like 
to hear from other Masters. Box 
1321 

ATTENTION all hunky, smooth
skinned, collegiate-type bottoms: 
opportunityu to serve and submit to 
my hot, football-super jock master 
while I watch and worship. Expect 
heavy bondage, light S&M. Send 
respectful letter detailing your des
cription, experience, and limits, if 
any. Photo preferred. Southern 
Connecticut location. Box B31. 

NEW YORK, 36, Aquarius, blond, 
blue-eyed, good-looking ( clean
cut but not effeminate). W/M 
desires to service, relieve, and 
please macho MASTER Clint East
wood types. Not into heavy S&M or 
FF, but like to receive verbal abuse, 
W/S, and service dominant hon
chos who want service and relief. 
Turned on by leather shoes, boots, 
cigars, and male swagger. Willing 
to learn more about pleasing 
macho types. All letters welcome 
and answered promptly, ages 23 to 
50. Box 220-K 

UNIFORMED CIGAR SMOKER 
N.Y.C. Hot stud in uniform or full 
leather, 37, 6', 175 lbs., thick 8" cut. 
Short blonde hair, beard. Heavy 
cigar smoker, 1" nipples, tattoo, 
into fantasy scenes with well-hung 
men interested in boots, uniforms, 
motorcycle cops, S.S., toilet, FF, 
dildoes. Write with photos. Box 984 

WR ESTLE RS-LEVI 'S-S/M 
Mean, tough, vicious, ruthless stud, 
w/m, 6'2", wants to hear from same 
type dudes, all ages. Into no-holds
barred fighting, kicking, punching, 
and squeezing a guy's nuts, etc. 
Exchange info, ideas, or meet. Box 
804 

TATTOED & PIERCED 
43, 6'3", 165 lbs., interestd in open, 
masculine w/m, 30-50, not heavily 
into booze or drugs. Box 452 

S&M CLUB FORMING: New York 
City Area only. All ages welcome, 
write for free questionnaire and 
information. Occupant, 167 West 
80th Street, Apt. 4D, New York, NY 
10024 

BALLS, 43, 5'8", w, 155 lbs., Hot, 
out-of-doors type, together and 
creative. My sack hangs heavy with 
full hot nuts. If youa re into giving
/getting sensual pain to balls; let's 
let it on. Lots of equipment. A photo 
of your sack gets mine. Box 1286. 

SYRACUSE S&M COUPLE LOOK
ING for real levi and leathermen in 
the Syracuse and N.Y.C. Area for 
medium to hjeavy sessions. I'm 34, 
5'11", 150 lbs., Blond, mustache, 
top. He's 23, 5'11 ", 155 lbs., dark 
hair, beard, moustache, top & bot
tom. Our interests are Bondage, 
Piercing, Nailing, FF, Wax, Shav
ing, TIT, C&B Torture, , Whiping, 
WIS, Scat, Etc. Limits within Rea
son Respected. Letter & Photo to 
Box 2874, Syracuse, NY 13220 

NEVEDA 
JEFFA TANNA IN VEGAS 

I'm Dan's younger brother, and I 
won't disappoint you. Believe it. 
(702) 798-7643 

OHIO 
SLILM NOVICE 

23, Columbus desires manhan
dling, ws, boots, handcuffs, verbal, 
etc., from understanding big 
brother. Write with picture and tele
phone. Box 1331 

COLUMBUS, SM, 32, 6', 180 lbs., 7', 
Aries, intelligent professional, 
experienced. Seeks local friends 
25-35. I'm into bondage, Ht and C & 
B pain; have many toys and enjoy 
using them. Send letter with photo. 
box 730 

CLEVELAND BODYBUILDER 
Hot young white Master, 23, new to 
Cleveland, 6', 165 lbs., 8, excep
tional mind, meat, looks, body, 
would like to meet hot, USDA prime 
slaves and/or other masters in 
Cleveland area. Write with photo 
and phone and limits to SIR, P.O. 
Box 16416, Cleveland, Ohio 44116. 

MASTER WANTED-Age 30-45, by 
Novice in Dayton, Ohio. Should 
have average or nice body. Am 
Greek passive, French active, heavy 
into piss-drinking. Willing to accept 
fist from right person. I am 34, white 
male, professional. Travel to Chi
cago and New York often. Box 1405 

AKRON AREA, GWM, 55, 6'1", 190 
lbs., Trim, muscular, hairy desires 
relationship with similar Macho 
type. Enjoy sports, music, travel, 
active/Passive, French or Greek. 
Affectionate & loving. Frank Rose, 
4272 Leewood Rd. Stow, Ohio 
44224 or call 688-8164 6-10 p.m. or 
weekends Iii 11 p.m. Help right guy 
relocate. Over 40 please. 

CINCINNATI, MS/SM, Pisces, 28, 
6', 165 lbs., white, 6", novice. Intelli
gent, seeks mutual satisfaciton with 
friend/brother/lover 18-40 into light 
S&M, no fats, fems. Box A79 
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CLEVELAND, MS, 28, 6', 170 lbs. 
swimmer's build. Did you like play
ing cowboys and indians as a kid? I 
st ill do-I 'm into wrestling, being 
captured and tied up to please my 
captor. If you like games, write to 
Box 21192, Cleveland, OH 44121 . 

COLUMBUS, SM, Virgo, 40, 5'9", 
183 lbs., white, 6½" ; biker, leathe
r/ levi , mutual satisfaction for 
macho, sincere. straight-appearing 
butch types. No fems, fats , snobs, 
chicken. Box 365. 

DAYTON. S, 35, 5'11", 155Ibs., 
looking for part-time slave/ house
boy. Pay considered for the right 
guy who is as willing to work as 
pl ay . Goodlooking, demanding, 
considerate master; the slave 
should have average looks.be 
under 30, and into the head trip as 
well as the physical. Box 678., 

BOOT LOVER 
27, 5'7'' , 137 lbs., looking for neat 
guy into Frye Boots that wants me 
to lick them and cum on them. Box 
151 . 

HOT HORNY MASTER 
Goodlooking, heavy set Master 30, 
seeks slaves under 35, for training 
and punishment limits respected 
and expanded. Box 1311 . 

COLUMBUS, SM, 32, 6', 180 lbs., 
7", aries, intelligent , professional, 
experienced. Seeks local friends 
26-35. I'm into bondage, tit and 
C&B pain; have · many toys and 
enjoy using them. Send letter with 
photo to Box 20422, Columbus, 
Ohio 43220 

COLUMBUS M wants to learn to be 
a suitable slave; seeks a master who 
is discreet, white, cut, respects lim
its in a novice, into Bondage light 
S&M, Humiliation, camping/ fish
ing, l 'mwhite, 36, 5'11", 190Ibs.,cut 
and strong willed. Willing to travel 
in state. Not into scat, FF, Drugs. 
Box 1323 

CINCINNATI W/M, 33, 160 lbs., br 
hai r, bl eyes, beard, would like to 
meet guys 18-34, straight acting. I 
like music, bowling, walk ing in the 
woods, movies, nudity, action NO 
B&D, S&M. Mick, 11388 LeBanon 
Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45241 (Box 17) 

OKLAHOMA 
STILLWATER, 38, 5'9", 190 lbs., 
uncut, ex-police looking for other 
officers and ex-officers into polic
ing, police leathers, uniforms. hop
phoopers and cycle cops as a 
lifestyle. No fakes, overly fat, fems, 
or drugs. Discreet. Box 885 

MOUTH JOCK 
A unique trip. Let your big soft cock 
and balls be strapped into my sen
suous mouth pouch! Hunky cow
boy, 33 , 6'2", solid body, 7½, loose 
balls, into western wear, military, 
police uniforms, athletes. seeks 
men with similar interests. Box 
18441, Oklahoma City, OK 73154. 

OKLA. CITY, SM, white, 43, 170, 
5'10", good muscles, seeks willing 
hot men to 45 eager to experiment. 
All scenes considered with limits 
respected. Am eager to learn and 
teach . Prefer top but can be willing 
bottom. Beginners welcome. Dis
creet. No fats. Reply with photo to 
Box A53. 
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OKLA CITY SM, White, 43, 170 lbs., 
5'10" , good muscles, seeks willing 
hot men to 45 eager to experiment. 
All scenes considered with limits 
respected. Am eager to learn and 
teilch. Prefer top but can be willing 
bottom. Beginners welcome. Dis
creet. No fats, reply with photo. Box 
A53 

OREGON 
VERSATILE Top & Bottom man 
seeks GR A/P, FR A/ P in levis & 
boots. Bikers in leather okay too. 
No S&M, drugs, smokers. Enjoy 
wide variety of experiences but no 
painful or excessively kinky activi
ties. I am in 40s, hung, discrete and 
affectionate. If you lust for i'ife, I lust 
for you . Box A24. 

. HOT COP 
Wanted by handsome, unruly fugi
tive, 31, 150 lbs. , 5'7", Dave, Box 
998, Beaverton, OR 97007 

Portland bottom seeks dominant, 
aggressive top. Dig ass beating, 
humiliation, piss, rimming, toys, tit
work, kinky scenes. Am 31 , 6'2", , 
185 lbs. , goodlooking. Box 624. 

SALEM, 48, 6', 190 lbs. , Seeks 
younger submissive slim Salem 
area male for' bbedience training, 
spread eagled ass warming, tit
/cock ball work. Prefer novice. Box 
1325. 

' PORTLAND PIG 
Hairy M, 22, 5'10", 170 lbs., wants 
aggressive top to help expand my 
limits. Into W/S, FF, Toys and want 
to learn more. Box 1336. 

PORTLAND HARLEY OWNER 
w/ m, 40, into boots, breeches, 
leather, ru bber, wants to meet other 
big bikers with in 600 miles of Por
tland. Box 1328 

PENNSYLVANIA 
ANYONE WHO HAS WRITTEN TO 
BOX 802, and has not received an 
answer, is ordered to re-submit to 
Master's Company, Box 1448, 
Scranton, PA 18510 

MUSCULAR & MASCULINE S 
30, 6'1 ", 200 lbs., 8" cut, seeks 
instrument of suffering and service. 
You a_re a muscular straight
appearing M who needs to submit 
to the abusive control of an under
standing but strict and imag,inative 
Master. Send your letter of submis
sion with Photo to: Masters Com
pany, Box 1448, Scranton, PA 
18510 

PHU.ADELPHIA 
LEATHER MASTER 

40s, W/ M, 5'9" , 165 lbs., masculine 
& hung requires w/ m slave 21-35 
into S&M, B&D, WS. , Novices 
acceptable. Limits respected/ex
panded. Apply with respectful let
ter, photo & phone number. P.O. 
Box 11095, Phila., PA 19141 

PHILADELPHIA, S. Virgo/Scorpio 
42, 5'7", 160 lbs., White, 7", knowl
edgeable. Italian stallion , muscular 
and hairy, experienced to under
stand limits in all areas, Master 
seeks masculine, obedient slave to 
serve his boots, Leather and chains, 
will train up to 35 in S&M, B&D, WS, 
chainsbike and western, Leather, 
toys. Send letter of submission with 
photo and phone. No bullshit. Box 
052 

PHILADELPHIA. M, Cancer, 43, 
6'2", 210 lbs., white, 7" ; learning 
fast. Masculine weightl ifter with 48" 
chest, 34" waist. Bondage (steel 
and leather) and other experiences 
with clean mascul ine S desired . 
Box 023. 

HARRISBURG, M. 160 lbs ., 28, 
white slave looking for master, 21-
45, no fakes, fajs , fems, uglys. Into 
WS, B&D, jock straps, torn pants, 
verbal humiliation, public worship. 
Make me your dog with collar and 
leash. I will obey or else. Will go to 
NY, Philadelphia, Baltimore or DC. 
Box 959. 

PITTSBURGH, S, 44, w/ m, 6', 185 
lbs., hairy chest, 7" uncut. 8 year 
USMC. Into B&D, leather, levis. 
Wants masculine stud who under
stands submission and service, wi l
ling to give his body for my 
pleasure. Box 83. 

PITTSBURGH AREA MASTER 
45, 5'8", 155 lbs. , cigar smoker, ful l 
leather, requires submissive slaves 
under 6'. Ful ly equipped dungeon. 
Hot, heavy scenes . Want real sub
missive men, no phonies, fats , fems. 
Young novices considered for per
maneht servitude training. You are 
ordered to send photo and letter of 
submission to Master Boots, Box 
534, New Kensington , PA 15068 

FOOT SERVICE 
I know how to please. 5'6" , 32, 140 
lbs., w/ m, will worship your feet
/ boots. Moustache a plus , beards 
O.K. Box 705. 

PHILADELPHIA, S, 27, 6'5", 21 5 
lbs .• seeks obedient slave for ass 
action. boot worship and plenty of 
cock. Novice ok, but must be willing 
to expand limits. Submissive letter 
and photo a must. Box ABO. 

Imitate me into the ritual of your 
fantasy. String me up in bondage, 
pierce me, flog me, torture me, tor
ture my tits/ cock/ balls, fill my ass, 
piss in my face, let me suck your 
sweaty pits and worship your 
body-your cock , balls, tits, ass, 
feet. I am 6'1", 160 lbs ., lean, with 
trimmed beard and moustache. 
Respect my limits while you expand 
them. Not into scat. Box A72 

SCRANTON, M, Gemini, white, 47 , 
5'6", 154 lbs., 6", intelligent novice 
seeks understanding, affect ionate 
Master (any age) who will respect 
and expand limits. Am adventu rous 
and pretty solid. Any race okay. Box 
964 

PHILADELPHIA, S, Aquarius, 46, 
5'9", 165 lbs ., wh ite, 7" , knowledge
able Master requires wh ite stave 
under 35 into S&M, B&D, W/S, VA, 
enemas, tit work. Novice accepta
ble. Limits respected/expanded. 
Apply with respectful letter, photo, 
& phone to P.O. Box 11095, Phila
delphia, PA 19141 , or DR UMMER 
Box 209. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
SUGGESTIONS, SIR? 

28, 6', ·170 lbs., Brn/Grn, 6" . lnexp. 
but eager to learn. Have fantasies 
for 1001- nights. Box 1406 

ANSWERING AN AD' 
See instructi o ns o n the first ·page of 

· th is section. 

M, 25, white, 5'10", 145 lbs., into 
fucking and fist-fuck ing (receive 
ing) , piss, S&M (whipp ing, tit & ball 
torture) . bondage (spread-eagling, 
gags) , domination, verbal abuse, 
leather, levis, boots. Seeks meet 
ings/correspondence with aggres 
sive Tops/ Masters in USA, Europe, 
Canada, Australia. Box 288 

TENNESSEE 
TENNESSEE, Long, lean bi-sex 
stud digs other sh it-together men 
who know what they like and have 
balls enough to ask for it. Am tired 
of quick sex and bull shi t. Dig old 
fash ioned hands-on-man to man 
sex. Wh en two men respect, trust , 
and are comfortable with each 
other, anything goes. A man should 
give me what a woman cannot: man 
smells, Man tastes, and good deep ' 
man soundJ,. Like it long and slow 
with an honest buddy who knows 
he needs his mind and soul fucked 
more than his body. It's plain good 
to proudly share what you have with 
a man worthy of it. Prefer uncut, like 
me, with low hang ing balls. If 41 
years, 6 feet, 155 lbs., 7½", greying 
blac k hair , beard / Mou stache 
sounds good t'o you, get in touch . 
Am planning a West Coast trip the 
summer of 1981 . Box 61 

TEXAS 
EL-PASO SLAVE(S) 

required to service military topman. 
Should accept shaving, prolonged 
bondage and moderate discipline. 
Age unimportant, attitude is. Box 
256 

DIG J/O 
Hard, lean, long haired blonde, 
6'0", 155 lbs., 24, digs hot j/ o and 
body licking. Digs cum shot all over 
ass. Also dig on mutual ass-eating 
and long slippery make-out ses 
sions. Hard young (over 18) dudes 
only who dig j/ o. T.W., 4000 Hwy 
365, No. 231 , Port Arthur, TX 77640. 

BEAUMONT Young w/ m, 6'2", 30, 
blond hair, blue ey'es, Greek pas 
sive, French active, wants to meet 
sincere, masculine top man for pos 
sible relationship. Must be 30-45, 
honest, sincere, and trusti ng. Am 
will ing to go into B&D and spank 
ings. Please wri te to Jon, 6370 Col 
lege No. 4, Beaumont, TX 77707. 
Please include photo if possible. 

EAGER TO LEARN 
HOUSTON area w/ m, 32, 5'9", 150 
lbs.. willing to do anything for 
someone who will teach and train
.Like moustaches, trimmed beards, 
hairy chests and legs. Box 386. 

DALLAS COMPLETE MASTER 
36, 6', 165 lbs., sensat ional fist 
fucker, insatiable big cock, flex ible 
feet for unusual ass play, seeks 
slaves who are serious about their 
role and want a lifel ime in S&M. Box 
476. 

AUSTIN, W/M, 36, 5'8", 145 lbs., 
bearded. Into cut/uncut, light S&M 
L/ L, iockstraps, gym shorts, FF, bad 
fucking, d1ldoes, total ass involve 
ment. Will try uniforms, W/S, B&D, 
slave role. No fats , fems, scat, , 
blood, torture, or marks. Can be 
Top, bottom, mutual. Photo/ phone 
gets immediate reply. Box 751 

Continued p. 82 
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OKAY, HARRY, .• BUT 
REMEMBER. ONE. YE.LL 
AT ME "ll-4ROU<SH YOUR 
MliiGA~E AND 11 LL 
~ IT Ar-.10 S\-IOvE 

IT UP YOUf~ ASS
WIDE END 

FIRGT_I 
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HOW 
MANY J\l'\ORE 

"TIMES MUST I 1ELL 
You, DEAR HEART. 
1\-IIS 15 /\OT~UST 

ANO'll-teR RJCK-
AI...M '••· ll•US IS 

Af.JEPICf 

nus FILM 15 GOING 
70 6E A SENSATION. 1,'5 

GOING TO BE ""TI-E BIGGEST 
THING SINCE THE INVENTION 
OF SLICED &R~AD ... rr'5 GOINS 

"TO MAKE ALL THOSE OTHER 
6AR0ARIANS LOOK LIKE 

MARY POPPINS ... 

, •• ANO DON'T 
DO il-lAT TO YOUR 

DRESS, DE:AR ••. YOU1LL 
l UPSET TME: COSTUME 

PEPA~MENT ... "THEY 
ALREADY HAVE 6PcNT 
HOUR6 ARRANGING 
YOUR 01:SPL.AY ... 
TIME IS MON£Y. 

REMEMBER.' 

"TALKIN1 'OF' -~\CKS 
REMINDS ME', 11V.. GEEN 

SOC"TY PAGEE; OF, 'SCR\PT 
ANO I DONT GET ,o 
SCREW ANYONE-! l''VE 
GOiTA REPUTATION 

"TO PRO'TECT, MV FAN6 
EXPECT ME 10 HI\VE 
N\Y COCK UP ~ ASS 
IN il--1:" FIRST REEL.' 

PLEA5E1DEAR HEART, TI-415 IS A 
SOV'.ND MOVIE, .. A MULTI-MILLION 

DOLL.AR EPIC, •• A CA5r Of" 7140U6.61ND5-
A SPE"CIALLY WRITlEt-J MU~IC SCORE 
- NOT A SILENT ONE-REEL- QUICK\E 

6HOT IN A MOTEL SEDROOM 
7",4/.S /.S RE4L.. 

Nt::?///E-r/M.i ,'_/' 



TELL Me, 
HARRY. IF THIS 
15 TO BE "THE 5'X 
EPIC OF ALL TIME 

MANY 
CHANGE50F 
COSTUME 1() 

5HOWOFF 
YOUR BEST 
FEATURES ••• 

wrn-1 A CAST OF ™OUSANDS
HOW COME I DON'T GE'T 
TO FUCK ANYONE. r 

JUST LUCKY. 
I GUESS! , 

••• SWEEPING BATTLE 
6C£NE5 TO MAKE THE 

MINO BOGGLE ••• 
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NEW YORK AND BEYOND 
Manhattan leathermaster wi ll be 
traveling through the USA this 
summer with his slave and is ac
cepting applications from hot slaves 
either in NYC or across the coun
try. LF No. 673. 

Drummer's Tough Customers are 
just what the name implies, ready and 
w illing - but hard to please tops and 
bottoms. And there's nothing as up
front as a Drummer man, right? 
That's why these studs are here, to 
show you what they've got and to 
see if you're man enough to handle it. 
Want to join them ? Then let's see 
what you've got, stud. Send your 
black and white photos to : Tough 
Customers, c/o Drummer, 15 Harriet 
St., San Francisco, CA 94103. If it's 
good enough, you'll see it here. Photos 
cannot be retu rned. 

LA PLA VS TOUGH 
Jeffery Gee, who can be found 
hanging out at the One Way, shows 
his stuff for in terested tough studs. 

GERMAN MYSTERY STUD 
Our mystery stud this issue is 
from Germany, and on the other 
side of that 10 inch tool is a well
used, wet, slick hole. 

TALK FIRS T, THEN PLAY 
B&D, Light S&M, WS ... any 
other ideas? Frank, in Philadelphia 
will trade phone number with 
interested men. 



1808 
CLUE3 

FREE 
DOOR PRIZES 

EVERY 
MON.& TUES. 

/ 
/ , ,, 

A. PRIVATE MEMBERSHIP CLUB 
1101 MARKET STREU - SAN FRANCISCO 

,HONEl63-4QI DAI LY 6PM I A"4 
BRING VOUR OWN BEER 

(21 3) 760-9563 
MON THAU THURS 2000to0200H0URS 

f RI 2000 to 0000 HOURS 

SAT 1400 to <MOO HOURS 

SUN & HOLIDAYS 1400to0200H0U RS 

7864 SAN TA M O NI C A - 2 13 / 654-3252 

Los Angeles 

MONDAY 
Buck a Pitcher 

TUESDAY 
Free Pool 6 P.M. to closing $1.00. 

All the draft you can drink 
9 P.M. to Midnight 

SUNDAY 
Open at 6 A.M. 

NEWEST MEN'S BAR 

·~· v · .. . -~-,-
7bXAo 

OOILL~PAHY 

- 'I- - ./'-
- J- - ..., •• 

• 
.. ! - {_ -

10261/2 N. Highland Ave. NE 
Atlanta. GA 404/885-9122 . ''" • 

jA§JJ~!\ ~ 
I.Ill';/ ,,ff C,utro Slrf'd ! 

San Francisco 
Phone: 863-4777 

I ti ....,. II,. n, 

, ,. .i ., ,r. -

7,1, , ,. ....... , .•. 1,.. 

r::-:-:-M FD-
LOLJ ARTERL Y) 

America's most exclusive 
personal ad publication 

for Gay men. 

~ -. ,,.. 
• P•rson•I ads 
• Mall ordtir 
• Moct.lt,/masseurs 
• Community secliof'I 

40word ad $10 Free Quarterly with 
every ad. Send us your ad or send $8 for 

th& current issue mailed 1st class. 

Courier Enterprises 
1523 N. La Brea Ave ., Suite P 

Hollywood, Calif 90028 

Miami, Florida 
1001 ~Jf 2rid Av,; 



Would a 
Transfusion Help? 

ASK BETH 
H, R,,Jt I ,,. •• ,p 

Dt"ar Rt•lll If an rrtttion i, rauwd by • 
suddrn rusb of blood to tb• ~•i•. ro• l4n't 

• man "bo I, lmpotrnl br ru~d lly U'fUII • 
lllood lr• ndusloD~ - Just WoadrrlDI 

"io lmpoteft('r l' not rau....:I by th .. lark of 
blood It rom~ from thf" mmd Somf'tlm~ a 
p«>r;,nn ,~ 1mpotrnt bt"t'3U.'if' ht• fN•ls afratd of ..._ •• 
or l) h•arful 1h11 ht• l'an t pt.•rform adf'qualPI) 

BORED AGAIN 

Former rock star Little Richard is 
still taking his new act on the road, 
playing tent revivals across the coun
try. As part of his latest performance 
he crusades against rock 'n' roll, 
drugs, and homosexuality. 

Little Richard now wears his hair 
in a neatly groomed curly Afro and 
wears cream-colored three-piece suits. 
Gone are the bushy bouffant hair and 
the outrageous costumes of yester
year. 

The former entertainer is now a 
preacher with the Seventh Day Ad
ventists and sings several songs during 
the service, often "It Is No Secret 
(What God Can Do}" and "Precious 
Lord," subdued gospel tunes. 

Some highlights of his new act 
include the following : 

"All homosexuals are not bad 
people. A gay fellow will do you a 
favor before anybody else will. 
They're good people, but a lot of them 
don't know that what they're doing is 
wrong. Some of them think they're 
born like that, 'cause I used to tell 
people I was born like tl1at. But if 
l 'd been born like that, I wouldn't 
have been named Richard. I would 
have been named Ethel." 

Another example of Little Rich
ard's clarity of mind was his comment 

on San Francisco: 
"This is the biggest unnatural area 

in the world. There's more unnatural 
affection up here than anywhere in 
the world. You don't know who 
you're talking to. If there are any gay 
people here tonight, don't you get 
mad with me. I am still your brother, 
but ... I am not here to compromise 
with Satan." 

The entertainer also expressed his 
happiness at the fact that Jesus had 
"died for me" in spite of his being a 
homosexual. 

At the end of the sermon Richard 
called upon members of the audience 
to come forward to dedicate their 
lives to the man who had given up 
his life for them. 

Then, after the offering and the
benediction, Little Richard sold cas
sette tapes that tell the story of his 
conversion. The title is From Rock 
'n' Roll to the Rock of Ages. They 
cost $10. 

Some witnesses to this performance 
wondered if Little Richard and the 
born-again Bob Dylan are sincere in 
their conversions or d·ust, as in the 
past, giving the au ience what it 
wants. 

Or perhaps, even more sadly, is 
this the only way these former stars 
can keep their fading careers alive? 

IGNA 



GOLDEN GUYS 2 INTERLUDE 2 

LeSALON& 
THE DIRTYOL" 
FRENCHMAN 
HEATUPYOUR 
BURNERS WITH 
THESE RED·HOT 
MACHOMAGS! TANLINE PERFORMANCE 

1 

RIVET 2 BATHHOUSE BAL LI N' SPIKE 2 MEN OF WESTERN MAN 

NOW THI;: FASTEST SELLING LIQUID 
AROMA®s IN THE WORLD! . ..,, I DEALER 

INQUIRIES 
, INVITED! 

., 

; I •• • 
---------------------------------------------------------NOW CHARGE IT! LE SALON IS ACCEPTING MASTER CARD AND VISA FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE . . 

LE SALON, 30 Sheridan St., Dept. D., San Franc isco 94103 

Rush me the following hot machomags: 
0 The Hard O Men of Western 

Lesson 
0 Paragon 1 
D Paragon 2 
D Ma,ke 
D Strap 3 
D Hard Men 

Man 
D Performance 
• Spike 2 
0 Force 1 
D Bathhouse Ballin' 
D His Big Brother 

0 Rivet 2 
D Tanl ine 
• Kip Knoll 
D Golden Guys 2 
D Interlude 2 
D Lance 

PRICES: $8.50 per mag, 3 for $24, 6 for $44.50, 12 for $86.50. 
Add .75 per mag for postage & handling. 
Canadian residents add $1 per mag for postage/handling. 

• 

Chal'!le Mv: • VISA CARD • MASTER CARD 

Card No. ----------------------
Interbank No. ______ Expiration Date ______ _ 

I am enclosing my check/m.o. for$ ___________ _ 
(Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.) PLEA~E PRINT 
Name ______________________ _ 

Address 

City/State/Zip 

I am over 21 years of age 
(signature) 

Offer void in Tenn. & Texas. Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. 

0 I'm enclosing $3 for the hot new '81 LE SALON brochure •.. 
and rush it! 

Visiting San Francisco? Stop by the LE SALON store at 1118 Polk 
St. Visiting Amsterdam? Check out LE SALON's sister store at Korte 
Nieuwendijk No. 22. Not the biggest, just the best. 



Dear Mr. Larry To wnsend: 
I wish, Sir, to continue a relationship 

as viable in the fu ture as it has been over 
the past six months. Sir, as a white slave 
with a black Master, what strategy would 
you deem respectful and proper for me 
to take, to diminish my black Master's 
seemingly subconscious but bitter cruelty 
against me for decades of historical black 
slavery in U.S. history? He is an educated 
and professional gentleman in all other 
respects. 

Respectfully, 
A slave, Sam, from LA County 

Dear slave Sam: 
My first inclincation is to answer that 

your proper role as a slave is to accept 
whatever your Master deems proper for 
you; and idealogically this would be the 
"purist" rep ly. From a practical stand
point, however, you must arrive at a 
mutually agreeable understanding with 
your Master if your relationship is going 
to be sustained. You, unlike his fore
bears, are a slave only so long as you wish 
to be. Somehow, you will simply have to 
tell him this, whether you do it yourself 
and accept your just punishment for 
speaking without permission, or whether 
you find an intermediary to do it for 
you - perhaps some friend of your 
Master's, preferably another topman, to 
whom xou might (respectfully) confide 
your dilemma. Of course, you indicate 
that your Master is a gentleman, and this 
always bothers me. A gentleman in his 
social and professional life is often 
harsher when he displays his true inner 
self. You migh t look into your own 
thought processes, too, and determine 
whether or not your black-white relation
ship is really the crux of the problem, or 
whether your Master might not simply 
be using this as an excuse to give you 
exactly what you'd get if you both 
shared the same skin tone. 

Dear Larry, 
As an avid collector of erotica, I have 

been a faithful fan of yours and of 
DRUMMER - and several other pub
lishers - for as long as any of you have 
been in business. What I cannot under-

stand is why all of you seem to be pulling 
your punches, so to speak, in printing 
pictures of W/S, FF, and real SM action. 
There used to be some of this material 
around (a/thoug_h never from either you 
or DRUMMER), but now there isn't. On 
the other hand, I see things that I con
sider much more "hard core, " showing 
oral and anal Intercourse, etc. Can you 
explain this for me? 

Avid Fan, 
Providence, Rf 

Dear Avid Fan, 
The answer is basically somewhat 

complicated on the surface, but much 
simplier if you look a bit deeper. All 
erotic material produced in the United 
States is created with one eye on the 
Post Office regulations, because the only 
way to make it profitable is to offer it via 
the mails, in addition to whatever other 
distribution means are available. Since the 
courts have never been able to define 
"obscenity" in terms that we lesser 
mortals can understand, it is almost im
possible to judge where the dividing line 
between "acceptable" and "prosecutable" 
lies. In a rather quiet and unofficial way, 
the postal authorities have done this for 
us. Although the law itself does not say 
so specifically, the enforcement authori
ties have more or less accepted the stand
ards of the American Psychiatric Associ
ation as their guidelines. Acts which are 
deemed "normal" are generally not 
prosecuted. This includes oral and anal 
sex, but condemns such things as W/S, 
scat, FF, heavy SM, bestiality, and the 
use of minors as models. There is no 
guarantee that someone won't get a hard
on for you and go after you for some
thing less, but the odds seem to be in 
your favor if you operate within these 
limits. Most of us prefer to remain con
siderably further within the "safe zone," 
and by doing so have been able to con
tinue to do our (and your) thing. We are 
now facing a new era, however, and 
things may become considerably tighter 
insofar as interpretations of our First 
Amendment Rights are concerned. Be 
thankful for what you're able to get, 
and don't give us a hard time for trying to 
walk the narrow tightrope. 

Dear Larry, 

who operate the clubs and baths are in 
the business to make money. I suppose 
that most of them have found that the 
younger guys make up the majority of 
their clientele, and a lot of these object 
to being forced to fend off the overly 
aggressive members of the geriatric set .. . 
forgetting{ of course, that they will 
(God wil ing) someday be in a similar 
situation themselves. But the bath/club 
managements are simply responding to 
the wishes (or perceived wishes) of the 
group they see as their bread and butter. 
I certainly don't have the answer for this; 
I don't think anyone does. Certainly, 
an "over 50" or "over 40" bathhouse 
isn't going to make it. Still, most cities 
of any size have place5 where age is not 
a barrier to admission. While these estab
lishments may not be your first choice, 
they are certainly better than nothing. 
Until some wiser man than I comes up 
with a better answer, best to take what 
you can get. Remember, in the years 
past, you have undoubtedly had your 
share of the prime meat that is now 
more difficult to get. 

Dear Larry, 
As a man who is very turned on by 

leather, I have recently acquired a full 
outfit including pants and a fitted shirt. 
When I wear it for any length of time, 
however, I get a terrible rash. I live in a 
small town where I don't know of a gay 
doctor, and I'm wondering if a person 
can be allergic to leather. Shit, that's 
almost like being allergic to yourself! 

Wouldbe Leatherman, 
Midwest 

Dear Wouldbe 
As one who has also suffered from 

skin allergies (although, thank God, not 
to leather), I can tell you that a specific 
individual can be allergic to almost any
thing - even if he seems to be the only 
person in the world who ever reacted 
adversely to that particular stimulus. 
In your case, it might not be leather, per 
se, but to just the particular material of 
your outfit. The chemicals used in cur
ing and dying leather can be quite toxic, 
so one or more of these could be the cul
prit. The only way you are going to find 
out for sure is to ?et an allergist to check 
you out, and if its important enough to 
you, you're going to take the time and go 
to a city where you can find a doctor 
who will run the tests on you . I don't 
know why you should be so fearful of 
admitting that you want to wear leather, 
anyway. It is not an admission of being 
gay or being into SM . 

I have been a sexually active man for 
all of my adult life, although I am not 
heavily into S&M. What I really enjoy are 
the baths and (when I get to a large city) 
the "sex clubs" which have sprung up 
over the last few years. Recently, I have 
been refused admission to a couple of 
these places because of my age. I don't 
think this is right. What do you think? 
Do we have any remedy, either legal or r---------------
by getting some one of our gay organiza
tions to make an issue of it? 

Dear Not Over, 

Over Fifty 
But Not Over the Hill 

Like every coin, this one has two sides. 
I tend to agree with you, not only in this 
specific situation, but in the general 
attitude of younger gays toward their 
seniors. Our community should begin 
to make some better provisions for its 
older members, although I do not know 
exactly how we might best go about 
doing it. On the other hand, the people 

PROMETHEUS FOUNDATION 
Gay inmates and young prisoners 

threatened with sexual exploitation, in 
institutions throughout the country, can 
benefit from the work of The Prometheus 
Foundation. You can help by joining the 
PenPal Group or any of several other 
vital programs. For information and a 
copy of FIRE!, the Foundation news
letter, write to : The Prometheus Foun
dation, 495 Ellis St., No. 2352, San 
Francisco, CA 94102. 
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Visiting San Francisco 
is the liveliest art of all. .• 

Cbnveniently located near 
the Performing Arts Center 
In the heart of The City . .. 

and rent ral to the hottest streets . •. 
CASTRO. POLK and FOLSOM! 

Sauna • Sunroof • R .. tawant • Loung .. 
Workout Room • PhoDM and T.V. 

Rai.. lrom S18.00 • V-.sa MC 

The Gough Hayes Hotel 
417 Gough SL San Francisco 94102 

(415) 431-9131 

SOUTHWIND 
MOTEL 

KEYWEST 
CLUB BATHSaLODGE 

IC 

Lodging facilities, beautiful tropical 
gardens, pool, nude sunbathing,._ and our 
newest addition, THE HOT TUt>. Master 
Charge. American Express or Visa ac
cepted. Private Club : Legal I.D. required. 
Membership available upon arrival at 
office. 
Phone 305-294-5239 or write ; 

Club Key West, Inc. Dept. J 
621 Truman Avenue 
Key West, Florida 33040 

Ill IUIT'S INN 
I ,-.. ii 1M Ulll 1IIIU111 

• Slffl WI m ,m n. IIHI 

Private Baths & Refrigerators 
Tropical Pool . waterfall & gardens 
Compl imentary continental breakfast 
Airport transPortation 

FRIENDLY ANO EXCITING !II 
1-MIII: In l,Ja • .. .._ 

<•>•·• 

, . ,. 
Ii,, .-., 
.. ' • 'i . •. 

WATER SKIING 
SUN BATHING 

FISHING 
BOATING 

SWIMMING 

• 

WRITE OR CALL FOR RESERVATIONS 

PO BOX HS 
CLEAR LAKE OAKS. CA 95423 

(707) 998·99 33 

OR 

1707 I 998 -1 415 

10 Eisenacherstrasse 
0-1000 Berlin 30 
GERMANY 

Berlin 
Tel.245544 
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THE EROTIC TRILOGY 
With the release in America of Arabian 

Nights, most of the civilized world has 
seen Pier Paolo Pasolini's much debated 
erotic trilogy, which began with The 
Decameron and The Canterbury Tales. 
However, these films are still banned in 
Italy, the filmmaker's native land, as is his 
controversial masterpiece, Salo. 

Even in America, the great film feast 
of the world, it has taken a decade for 
this trio of notable films by one of the 
world's most important filmmakers to 
play the silver screen. The Decameron, 
made in 1971, had only a few years 
wait - while the US standards for explicit 
film fare caught up with the rest of the 
world . This first film in the eventual 
trilogy was a fairly successful campus 
circuit player. Dovetailed with Fellini's 
Satyricon, these films of ancient amour 
and adventure would set the stage for a 
whole genre of films that ended with 
Cagilua - where the artistic vision had 
become completely replaced with the 

appeal for clinical close-ups of throbbing 
sex organs. 

Pasolini appeared in The Decameron 
as Gitto, the painter - and again ap
peared in The Canterbury Tales as Chau
cer, the author, establishing a visual 
reference to the creative process. Like 
the characters he portrayed,1. Pasolini 
was telling us that art is a renection of 
the artist; including his prejudice and 
whim. While he does not appear in 
Arabian Nights, he does provide another 
singular cinema reference, between the 
texture of Arabian Nights and his earlier, 
very highly-praised The Gospel According 
to Saint Matthew. 

Pasolini has used untrained actors (or 
rather turned the untrained into actors) 
in a great number of his films. He claims 
the device comes straight from his Marx
ist sentiments. In an interview with 
Geor~es Moraux, Pasolini once tried to 
explain his method of casting

1 
"Profes

sional actors all come from tne middle 

class and I cast them according (that is 
when I cannot find non-professionals of 
the middle class to fill the part). Non
professionals are proletarians and I there
fore cast them in the proletarian parts." 
His harsher critics has cried that Pasolini 
uses the working class youths of Italy for 
his films because they can be exploited 
as actors, and in the more explicitly 
sexual films, sexually exploited. Re
gardless, Pasolini has had the most suc
cess of any director in casting and work
ing with non-professionals. A quality 
that critics constantly find in his films is 
'innocence,' and it is the salvation for 
many film critics when dealing with their 
own bias over the sexuality Pasolini often 
employes. 

The Decameron was, for all practical 
purposes, a tame film. Nudity was far less 
rampant than in later works and sex was 
under sheets or slightly out of view, with 
The Canterbury Tales, Pasolini came 
somewhat closer to that legendary 
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medium of intergrating explicit sexuality 
with professional filmmaking. Yet, for 
that advance, Canterbury Tales is the 
most uneven, perhaps most unrealized of 
the trilogy. A handful of the historic 
stories are half-filled-out in period set
pieces that often do not appear to have a 
surface connection. The language, al I 
redubbed into various archaic English 
dialects, is almost completely undeci
pherable. Even the non-professional ac
tors and actresses lack the usual grace of 
face and form found in Pasolini's other 
films. 

The Canterbury Tales is a well-loved 
piece of literary history, taught in school, 
revered by English scholars. And like 
other 'precious' works - translating them 
to another medium puts the translator in 
potential firing range for overzealous 
critics. When Canterbury Tales was re
leased in America half the film com
munity expected to see it assailed for any 
number of reasons - primarily for the 
excual explicitness of some of the tales. 
However, the film garnered fairly good 
reviews, and some critics went to great 
length defending Pasolini's vision of 
Chaucer's original work. 

The Canterbury Tales is filled with a 
gaggle of young men who one must as
sume, were picked for their plainness. 
The landscapes are dusty, often billowing 
with dirt and grime. Alleged 'aristocrats' 
float through this landscape with skirts 
raised, and feet covered with earth. Far 
from the 'lusty' or 'bawdy' texture of 
Tom Jones, Joseph Andres, and Fanny 
Hill - Canterbury Tales looks like real 
time. 

The film is, however, very uneven and 
perhaps unrewarding for the enthusiast 
of the original tales. Like a number of 
Pasolini's films, it has an almost hand
held camera approach; not quite amateur
ish and not quite cinema verite. 

But the biggest accolades were saved 
for Arabian Nights, the final film in the 
trilogy (completed in 1974). Here Paso
lini went to a broader approach {filming 
in a number of middle eastern coun
tries) and a tighter narrative line. The 
stories are woven together, and we see 
each tale's resolution by the time the film 
concludes. 

Of all three films, Arabian Nights is 
the most rewarding. Pasolini gives the 
time and place the same look of authen
ticy he did with The Gospel earlier in 
his career. A number of Italian actors are 
evident from two previous films - but 
here allowed (or grown} into at least a 
semi-professional stance. But again Paso
lini relays on visual subtleties: land
scapes are left pretty much as they are in 
reality, attention to costume and pro
duction values is reduced to the barest 
necessities. 

A number of elements in Arabian 
Nights would have worked better with a 
larger budget. Mat scenes are almost 
primative, special effects are at the near 
beginning of the film medium encyclo
pedia. American audiences, teethed on 
the visuals of Star Wars, would find 
Pasolini's use of non-reality lackin~. But 
for the most part European cinema 
itself lacks the extraordinary budgets of 
US productions - in fact, most Euro
pean directors work within very small 
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production budgets, and the break-even 
point for a film requires a lot less than 
the American counterpart. 

Pasolini is at his most sexually explicit 
in Arabian Nights. What the viewer is 
treated is only fractions away from hard 
core. Although his last film, Salo, would 
explore sexuality in its deepest sense, it 
will remain for Arabian Nights to be the 
film that went the mile. 

Pasolfni is a director that must be 
considered in the context of his time and 
environment. He has done much to break 
the chains of censorship in Italian cinema, 
especially in dealing with homosexual 
the111es. By the time he made Arabian 
Nights, he could present homosexual 
characters and incidents and sexuality 
with a calm understatement that never 
needs external justification. Same sex af
fection is presented as natural as all 
sexual affection1 as an element that goes 
without saying in the cinema - which is 
a feat worth attention. Pasolini was a 
pioneer in the use of narrative story 
telling. His most stunning films, The 
Gospels and Salo, were works that pushed 
apart the medium of film making at every 
turn. In The Gospels he employed only 

non-actors and set them in a documen
tary landscape, and infused his retelling 
of the birth of Christ with his own 
Marxism in such a way that condemning 
the film condemned christianity. 

With Salo he went even further. Here 
Pasolini created the most original politi
cal metaphor ever witnessed in the 
cinema. The sexual equations of fascism 
are unequalled, as is the absolute visual 
power of Sa/o's imagery. Salo is an easy 
film to dislike, and an easy film to dis
miss. But it may well be the finest intel
lectual political film and the definitive 
political message. 

Pasolini's erotic trilogy suffered too 
much repression. What he created with 
,these three films is a personal artistic 
vision composed of lines and memories 
and images that related directly to the 
Pasolini psyche. As a cycleJ they con
nect in quiet ways; as rerlections of 
literary history they are subject to the 
whim of the filmmaker - and there is 
nothing so rewarding as seeing a recrea
tion of the familiar, as looking at life in 
a different perspective. 

- john W. Rowberry 



The above "Number One Man" poster is available on 23 by 28 inch slick poster stock with or without 
the Arena logo as follows: with the logo $8 including postage and handling; without the logo, signed and 
numbered by the artist, limited edition of 100 copies for $25 including postage and handling. California 
residents add 6% sales tax. Send money order to: "Number One Man," c/o The Arena of San Francisco, 
399 9th St., San Francisco, CA 94103. 
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"Australia: Where the men are men a~d the sheep are nervous," or so goes a popular adage from 
Down Under. These leathermen in a Sydney leather bar look pretty manly. Photo by Jan Provest 

No, this isn't New York or Chicago or Los Angeles or even San Francisco - but a popular leather 
bar in Australia. All the major cities in Australia are located on the coastline, because the interior 
of the country is mainly vast wasteland. Photo by Peter Langford. 
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MR. INTERNATIONAL LEATHER 
The 1981 Mr. International Leather 

Contest, an annual event hosted by The 
Gold Coast in Chicago, may be a disputed 
title this year depending on your na
tional origin. it seems that the country 
that gave us Patrick Brookes, Australia, 
is hosting its own contest this year under 
the same name. The Australian contest 
claims that their winner will be the Mr. 
International Leather. The Gold Coast 
feels otherwise, naturally, having origin
ated the contest in the first place. 

Patrick Brookes, who won the coveted 
title in 1980 in Chicago, is the first non
American to do so. The Australian ver
sion will be held in March of 1981 and 
is being advertised with posters of Patrick 
Brookes with Sydney's famous Opera 
House in the background. The Chicago
based Mr. International Leather Contest 
is usually held in May of each year. 

The poster being used to advertise the Aus
tralian version of the Mr. International Leather 
Contest features Patrick Brookes. 

DRUMMASTER GRAND OPENING 
Drummer's open-to-the-public bar in 

San Francisco, Drummaster, finally got a 
name after an extensive contest where 
thousands of potential names were sug
gested. Drummaster won out and the 
winner got a complete leather outfit 
tailored for his hunk body. The grand 
opening saw a wall-to-wall crowd. At one 
point, there was even an impromptu Kiss 
The Bartender contest (at right}. The 
bartender never told us who won. Photo 
by Rink. 



The popular leather disco in the nation's capital, all settled 
in to their new, expanded location, held the 1980 Mr. D.C. 
Eagle Contest with some very hot results. Winners were 
{left to right): Tim Creekmore - Mr. D.C. Eagle; Mike Wal
kowski - Second runner-up; Jim Rimeer - Third runner-up. 

COPENHAGEN:KAKECLUB 

You will get laid in Copenhagen. There's no two ways about it. 
Try to be celibate. Lock yourself in your room. Pull the covers 
over your head. It won't help. Someone will find you and you'll 
still get laid in Copenhagen. 

You can make things a little easier, however. Try starting 
your Copenhagen adventure at THE KAKE CLUB (pronounced 
"Cake," address Vestergade 4), Copenhagen's newest and best 
leather bar. 

The Kake Club, named after the famous S&M hero created 
by Tom of Finland, is located about three minutes from the 
cruisy Radhusplads (Town Hall Square). Squeezed rogether 
at the square's toilet entrance are Denmark's young hustlers. 
Thin denim jackets, high-fashion jeans; these fourteen to eighteen 
year-olds may delight a lonely chicken hawk, but if you want 
men - just walk on by. 

SOMETHING COOKING AT YOUR FAVORITE BAR? 
If there's a special event, or function et your favorite ber, let us 

know about it - it might appear in Barbeats. Photos should be glossy 
black and whites, and if possible all the major people in photographs 
should be identified. Send information and photos to: Barbeatsl 
Drummer, 15 Harriet, San Francisco, CA 94103. No photos cen be 
returned. 
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DALLAS. 5'8", 150 lbs., 27 years 
old, likes to be wrestled down 
roped and gagged by muscula; 
captor for total tight prolonged 
bondage and forced to submit. Can 
reverse roles. Box 734. 

HOUSTON MASTER, 45, w/ m 
5'11", 175 lbs., gentle but firm, ac 
cepting applications. Slave, you 
must be masculine , well
proportioned, obedient, willing to 
serve. Inexperience OK, you will be 
trained. Reasonable limits 
respected. Write sincere confiden 
tial letter. Ask what questions you 
have NOW. Include photo. Perman 
ent live-in possible. I can travel. Box 
633. 
DALLAS. 41 and out for kinky fun. 
Top guy 5'8", 130 lbs., nice looking. 
No scat, no fems, but lots of c/b tit 
and ass play; spankings; bond~ge; 
and w/s. Enclose photo. 18 to 45 
white only. Box 978 

COWBOY MASTER 
'!-'IM, 24, 170 lbs., looking for slaves 
mt~ heavy B&D, WS, C/B, boot wor 
ship or anything else I order. Ap 
plication with photo will be consi
dered. Box A17. 

HUNKY ORIENTAL, 27, seeks a 
slave or Master into piercing, bond 
age, shaving, ball play and more. 
Must be muscular and hairy. Send 
photo. Box 864 

FT. WORTH, SM, 47, 6'2" 195 lbs. 
7" uncut, German Aquari~s is look 
ing for slave. Should be knowledge 
able, c_lean, not into drugs, inter
ested in motorcycles, uni forms, 
boots, and leather. Not into FF 
scat, w/s. Box 059D ' 

BEEVILLE. Good top looking for 
good bottom. Maculine S, w/m 36 
5'10½", 150 lbs., Bearded, hairy'. 
muscular. Be my week-end slave. I 
e,:ijoy remote weekend camping 
trips. I have 4 wheel drive & boat. 
You must be 18-40, submissive 
slender. Lets find out what turns 
your lights on. Box 1317 

CHAIN GANG 
Need a rough and raunchy dude to 
make me work chain gang fantasy. 
Force hard labor, rough treatment 
dirt, strict discipline. Like to hea; 
real experiences of work gangs, etc. 
Details and photo gets mine. Can 
travel. Box 1314 

D~LLAS-SUBMISSIVE, hot, 
Th_1rsty guy seeks men into piss, j/o, 
spit, verbal abuse, dogs, and dirty 
fantasies. Enclose phone number. 
Box 1376 

DALLAS W/M, 5'11", 165 lbs. , 8" 
cock, mid 40s, Seeking dudes into 
mutual give and take working over 
cock, tits, balls, assholes, with 
Leather, chains, jocks. Need hot 
cowboys and truckers. No fats, 
fems. Eager to explore. Box 1374 

VIRGINIA 
W/M, 45, 6'2", 190 lbs., looking for 
Black Master, I am French a/p 
Greek p, Want B&D, WS, and th~ 
chance to spread for you and your 
Black buddies. Box 1404 

ALEXANDRIA W/M, 27, 5'8", 150 
lbs., H~ng, seeks Marine, DI type to 
strip, tte, gag, blindfold, torture my 
t1~s. C&B, and whatever else turns 
him on. Travel NY, CA. Box 1315 
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LEO-6', 48, 165 lbs., Dk. Blonde, 
Dk blue eyes Ruddy, tough beer 
drinking cigar smoker, ex-cycle 
cop, into tall boots, cycle cop uni 
forms-breeches, motorcycles 
(harleys), Horses, Leather Levis, 
Western and English riding gear. 
Barn and outdoor scenes, Kinky 
wild fun. Get off with oil, cigar, mud, 
axle grease, wax, chains, spurn, 
tires, spitting, drinking piss from 
boots and helmets. Turned on to 
truckers licking cum from 18 
wheeler gas tanks and wheels, sad 
dies and boots, J/O on boots, dig 
riding crops, ropes, Tattoos, jack 
room and stall scenes, amyl, smoke 
7 cut, SS types. Travel U.S.A., photo 
and phone gets first answers. Write 
boxholder, P.O. Box 5501, Rich
mond, VA 23220 

WASHINGTON 
CIGAR SMOKERS 

Hot muscular leatherman, 32, who 
smokes and gets turned on to cig 
ars wants contact with men of same 
interest. Will be starting an organi 
zation for cigar smokers soon. P.O. 
Box 20604, Seattle, WA 98102 

RASSLIN' 
6'2", 188 lbs., lookin' for some 
athletic competition in Seattle. Col 
legiate, pro, submission, no-holds
barred; I'll take ya on. Only serious, 
sweaty jocks need reply. Let's go a 
few rounds and get down! Box 815 

SEATTLE AREA, FF top and/or bot 
tom looking for good times. Loving 
fist, trained by the best. Enjoy men, 
not boys. Into uniforms, sports (if 
you know what I mean); am hot for 
truckers, cowboys and leathermen. 
Am 511 , 170 lbs., husky, 9 uncut. 
Box 698. 

WEST VIRGINIA 
HARPERS FERRY. 32, 6', 160 lbs., 
10 cut. Looking for w/m, 18-35, 
muscular and hairless preferred, 
nice ass, who wants his tits worked 
over. Box 736. 

21, 5'11", 165 lbs., blue eyes, blond 
hair. Looking for w/m, 18-35, nice 
ass, muscular. Box 1337 

WISCONSIN 
MILWAUKEE W/M, 28, 6'1'', 170 
lbs., 1 O", seeking Master/Lover 
relationship with w/m 18-29 yrs. 
Must be patient and understanding 
as I am new to this scene. Will 
arn;wer all with frank letter. State 
your demands and send with photo 
to Box 973. 

MILWAUKEE, M, 5'9½", 145 lbs., 
white, hairy chest, novice needs 
instruction in B&D, WS, S&M, etc. 
from Master who will show me my 
limits and respect them and teach 
me my role. No heavy drugs, fats, 
fems, scat. Photo greatly appreciat 
ed. Box 837. 

WYOMING 
Looking for macho partner with 9 to 
12" who wants to retire to the coun 
try. Spend a week or a lifetime rid 
ing, fishing, camping and srewing. 
Will take care of all needs. Send 
photo and frank letter to Box A43. 

HOW DO YOU SPELL HOT? 
0-R-U-M-&-E-A-T 

CANADA 
COP WANTED 

MONTREAL M wants to serve big 
cop. Likes jail, Dildoes, HAndcuffs 
Bare-ass spankings, Flogging'. 
Bondage, Fucking, Sucking. 
Box 974 

MONTREAL Oral slave( 48 white 
5'9", 165 lbs., gives complet~ mouth 
and tongue service to macho under 
35. Also into worshipping, WS, 
face_-s1ttmg, feet, V.A., humiliations, 
punishments, exposure. Robert. 
Box 974. 

TORONTO, m, Pisces, 5'10", 155 
lbs., 40, blue eyes, uncut, wishes to 
meet dominant S, 25-55, who is ver 
sat1le, respectful of limits, sense of 
humour. M has moderate expe 
rience, versat1 le, and into leather 
toys, boots, greeek a/p, WS bon 
dage, dlscipline. Have some' expe 
rience as S. No fats, fems, drugs, 
scat. Box B19 

ONTARIO, 26, 140 lbs., 5'8", 6½" 
cut, semi-muscular M looks for 
muscular, or well built masculine 
men under 40, well-hung , white or 
Black. Have real desire to serve 
have my asshole used. Box 473'. 

S, 45, 5'11", 150 lbs., slender, 
blonde, hairy, 8" cut, stern discipli 
narian, but considerate and 
respects limits. Seeks 18-40, , 
slender, under 5'1 O" prefer uncut, 
should be adventurous and willing 
to learn with the assistance of my 
personal slave. No fats, fems, scat. 
Applicants should be willing to 
experiment with mild S&M, B&D, 
WS, and toys. Box 238. 

SLAVE REQUIRED 
Put your body and mind in my expe , 
rienced hands and I will make all the 
decisions regarding both for your 
period of servitude. I insist on com 
plete surrender in bondage to my 
will. You provide me with humble 
service and I will give you the 
respect that service deserves. Learn 
what true freedom is by losing it to 
me for our mutual satisfaciton. All 
applications will be considered on 
the basis of information supplied in 
first letter. Master is 5'9"b 35, 140 
lbs., Bearded and short hair. Box 
1281 

CONTACT 

BAIL BOND AGENCY FOR SALE, 
asking $10,000.00. Call Gary (213) 
863-5801 or (714) 739-4000 

HOT YOUNG M, will prepare your 
taxes and do light bookkeeping , at 
his office or your place. Write or call 
for rates. G.S. Johnson-Licensed 
& Bonded, 13031 San Antonio Dr., 
Suite 115, Norwalk, CA 90650, 
213/863-8969 

BLACK AND WHITE 
MEN TOGETHER 

At last a nation wide group. Write 
BWMT-AA, 279 Collingwood, San 
Francisco, CA 94114 

GAY MALE S/M ACTIVISTS 
A forum for discussion, learning, 
support, dealing with the issues 
that affect the gay Leather-SIM 
community. Write GMS/MA, 132 W. 
24th St., NYC 10011 

CHICAGO: SLAVE TRAINING 
S&M, B&D, C/B & TIT work, GRK 
discipline, FF. 1000 sq. ft. of fully 
equipped plat-room. Limits 
respected. Private. Glen: 30, 57, 130 
lbs., 8½" call (312) 525-3341 

DUNGEON FOR RENT 
Chicago: 1000 Sq. Ft. of fully 
equipped playroom for private ses 
sions or small groups. Models avail 
able optionally. (312) 525-3341 

INTERCHAIN for men of Leather, 
Levis, S&M, Bodybuilding. For 
information write: Box 410, 132 
West 24th Street, N.Y.C., NY 10011. 
Answer Now! 

GRANTS FOR GAY ARTISTS 
Brochure on source information. 
Send SASE to WIAL, P.O. Box 9005 
Washington, DC 20003. ' 

INTERCHAIN FOR MEN 
OF LEATHER 

Levis, S&M, bodybuilding. 800 
members. For information write: 
Box 410, 132 West 24th Street, New 
York City, NY 10011 . Answer now! 

IF YOU BELIEVE 
Organized Religion is the greatest 
enemy of Gay liberation, we will 
send you a free copy of the GALA 
R_EVIEW published by the Gay Ath 
e1sts League of America. Write: 
Gala, Box 14142, San Francisco 
CA 94114. ' 

PARENTS AND FRIENDS 
OF GAYS 

If you are a gay parent, or the parent 
of a gay man or woman; you should 
be involved in our struggle for the 
rights of our children. Parents and 
Friends of Gays, Box 24528, Los 
Angeles, CA 90024. 

ELEGANT EXTRACTS 
The nationwide club for men into 
giving and/or receiving enemas. 
Send name, age to: Elegant 
Extracts, Box 449-D, New York 
City, NY 10014. 

GRANTS FOR GAY ARTISTS 
Brochure on source information. 
Send SASE to WIAL, P.O. Box 9005 
Washington, DC 20003. ' 

"THE TOILET" 
$1 Flushes an Application 

$3 Flushes a Tissue Sample 
$10 Flushes a Full Roll 

with or without your own listing. 
Write: John H., 433 Douglass 
Street, San Francisco, CA 94114 

B.F.D. of Mankato, MN-Please let 
us know where you are. Write Box 
356 

THE 15ASSOCIATION, INC. is San 
Francisco's private men's S&M Ira 
ternity. Clubhouse with two dun 
geons for all members. Regular 
S&M scenes held. Info & member 
ship application for $2.00 and SASE 
to: The 15, P.O. Box 99688, San 
Francisco, CA 94109. 

CONTACTS 
$180.00 Per Week Part Time at 
h?me. Webster, America's foremost 
d1ct1onary company needs home 
"Yorkers to update local mailing 
lists. All ages, experience unneces 
sary. Call 1-716-845-5670, Ext. 4070 

FOOT FRATERNITY 
A Fraternity for men who dig boots, 
shoes, barefeet, leather, levis and 
other clothing, who wish to contact 
others with the same interests. Over 
300 members. Write Fraternity Box 
3385, San Francisco CA 94119 



Looking for anything pertaining to 
Gladiators, like bronze statues, 
paintings, drawings, books.a rti 
cles, etc., with possiblity to pur 
chase same and also interested in 
meeting others with interest in the 
greatest S&M bastards in history, 
the gladiators of Rome. Also photo 
collector of tattoed studs. Box 992 

OBEDIENT PISS BOY 
Australian Master has piss slave 
available for discipl ine, training. 
Slave (35, 633", 11 stone) visiting 
USA 1981 . Would make good toilet 
to black or white Master requiring 
full body service, arse cleaning, etc. 
Box 983 

REAR FRENCHMEN OF AMERICA 
The Nat ionwide/ International 
organizat ion for men into rear 
French. Send name, age to: RFA, 
Box 537, New York, NY 10011. 

FOOTMAN 
The Nationwide/Internat ional 
organization for men into feet, 
socks, boots, etc. Send name. age 
to: Footman, Box 741-D, New York, 
NY 10004. 

Correspond with and meet guys 
who are super-endowed. Join my 
CLUB SEVEN/ELEVEN, America's 
largest correspondence club for the 
gay and bisexual male. Write for 
complete detai ls. Sam Harrison, 
Box 1049-AP, Sun Valley, CA 
91352. 

MAIL ORDER 
MAIL ORDER NOTICE 

The California laws now reads that 
anyone conducting a mail order 
business, or offering items for sale 
through the mail and using a post 
office box or mail drop service, 
must reveal in all advertising the 
address at which the business is 
being conducted . To advertisers: 
this address must be included in all 
ad copy. To readers: the address 
that appears at the end of a mail 
order ad is the address required by 
state law. Most firms will still prefer 
that correspondence be sent to the 
listed box number. 

TRADE SECRETS: 
TATTOO TECHNIQUES FOR THE 
ARTIST. $30.00 ppd (c) 1980. A. 
Lames; Hotline Temporary tattoo 
ink (patent pending) used in a real 
tattoo machine but unlike regular 
tatooing pigment lasts but a week. 
$15 ppd, 6615 Franklin Ave., Suite 
211, Hollywood, CA 90028. Void 
where prohibited by law. Must be 
21. 

QUAINTANCE PAINTINGS PRE 
SERVED on 24 brilHant color slides. 
Complete set only $25 P.O. RA 
West, 4494 Treat, Box 21377, Con 
cord, CA 94521 

TRAVEL SLING, strong Lt. wt., can 
vas w/leg strags w/this you can take 
it with you and play for hours in 
comfort. Send $58 to Taylor of S.F., 
1225 Folsom Dept #21, S.F., CA 
94103. Charge cards welcome. 

MFD QUARTERLY 
American's most exclusive per 
sonal ad publication for Gay Men. 
30-word ad and free copy of quar
terly for $10. Send us your ad, or 
send $8 for a copy of the current 
issue mailed First Class. Courier 
Enterprises, 1622 N. Fuller Ave., 
Hollywood, CA 90046. 

MENS EXPLICIT 
DETECTIVE ARTICLES 

Investigations with on the scene 
photos. Choose from: Kidnap vie 
tim, 20 years, 2-state rustling ring 
nabbed, room and board in bon 
dage, Good Father and Officer, 
trespasser caught red handed, 
never tease a He man. $5 ea. or 
3/$10. Immediate delivery inplain 
envelope. B. Sayers, P.O. Box 464, 
Millwood, NY 10564 

NO HOLDS BARRED 
Introductory offer: 20 photos 
(2½x3½" to 5x8) B&W action clo 
seups) of young college 
WRESTLERS for only $4 plus $2 
postage/ handling. Order today 
satisfaction guaranteed. Leland 
Wiegert Jr., 30327 Rhone (D), Ran 
cho Palos Verdes, CA 90274 

EROTIC BONDAGE PICTURES 
Mr. Nude Apollo in captive poses. 
Let me turn you on. Send $5 to Die, 
54 W. Randolph St., Suite 606-FT, 
Chicago, IL 60601 

ATHLETIC MODEL GUILD 
We are the oldest, largest photo 
graphy studio in the world . We have 
the largest catalogue nof stills and 
movies available anywhere. Thou 
sands of photographs and 
hundreds of 8mm films to choose 
from. Send $2 for the latest issue of 
our PHYSIQUE PICTORIAL maga 
zine and information on our other 
offers. Athletic Model Guild, 1834 
West 11th Street, Los Angeles, CA 
90096. 

FOOTBALL 
LOCKERROOM 

This is it! Candid movie of real foot ,,. 
ball players in footabll cage. See 
jocks shedding uniforms, take leaks 
and shower. It's real. No fake! Other 
films in Super 8-55' color are 
Marines-Navy, Swimmers, Gym 
nasts, Nude Surfers, Lifeguards, 
Wrestlers, Glory Hole. Each film is 
$25. Sets of 3x5 color photographsa 
re $25. Set of 50 photographs, 
including stills from films for $50. 
Free information with order. Extra 
information for $2. Sign if over 21, 
TAURUS PRODUCTIONS, Box 
3312, Santa Monica, CA 90403. 

WHAT FUN! 
MAILABLE ART BOOK 

Artist/photographer NUKI pub 
lished "LINES & IMAGES FROM 
OMAR KAYYAM," with 12 cock 
illustrations in a mailable art/boo 
klet of 32 pages at $2.95. Special 
signed/numbered edition $10. 
Write: NUKI, Box 9005, Washing 
ton, D.C. 20003 

THE EROTIC ART 
OF BILL WARD 

Seventy pages inlarge 8½x11 for 
mat on heavy coated stock of Eng 
land's leading erotic artist. Includes 
KING and DRUM cartoon series. 
$6.50 postpaid from: The Studstore, 
17 Harriet, San Francisco, CA 
94103 

DIRTY JOCKSTRAPS FOR SALE 
Hard, hairy hardhat has a ripe sack 
load of his stinkin', stained, oily 
straps for sale! All guaranteed 
wearable! These nasty fuckers are 
also perfect mouthgags for 
uncooperative slaves! Only $9 
each. Sent PPD in a heavy-dut bag. 
Pete, Box 11007, S.F., CA 94101 . 

EROTICA 
Cards, posters, reproductions and 
limited edition art books that show 
case exceptional gay erotica. To be 
put on our mailing list send three 
dollars to: PROPER EXPOSURE, 
246 Clinton Park, San Francisco, 
CA 94103 

If you would like to pick up the 
phone and have a hot young dude 
entertain you, get a copy of my 
SPECIAL BULLETIN. Describes 
over 250 male models and male 
escort services in 34 cities. Many 
are Colt, Blueboy, Target models 
who will be glad to pose for you for 
a fee. Phone numbers given for 
every listing. List updated monthly. 
For your copy, send $5 . to: Sam 
Harrison 641 North Myers, Bur
bank, CA 91506. 

MR. NUDE APOLLO, body builder. 
Have muscular buns with dimples. 
Send $5 for my private EROTIC 
photo set & letter detailing my 
modeling session. Can travel Dick, 
54 W. Randolph St., Suite 606-F7, 
Chicaqo, IL 60601 

a 

PROPER EXPOSURE 
is pleased to announce the second 
set of art cards in Charles R. Mus 
grave's "Genitals" series. Four 
oversized folded art cards (8½x5½) 
with envelopes . One dozen 
assorted cards, postpaid, is ten dol 
lars. Also: Nuki's "The Egg & He," a 
mini art book of this extraordinary 
photographer's erotic images is 
available for $1.50 postpaid. You 
may order either from Proper Expo 
sure, 246 Clinton Park, San Fran 
cisco, CA 94103 

MALE STIMULANT 
Egyptian Formula I is a blend of nat 
ural herbs having the power to 
recharge your battery, making you 
feel like a young stud . Many men 
get not only an increase of sexuality 
potency but clear minds and even 
weight reduction . Full refund if not 
satisfied after use as directed. 
Order today. Its the only body you'll 
ever have-ber good to it. Full 
months supply, only $12.95 P.P. 3 
months supply, $30.35 (save $8.50) 
6 months supply, $59.95 (save 
$17.75) Calif. res. add 6% Tax. RA
West, 4494 Treat Blvd. , P.O. Box 
21377, Concord, CA 94521 

Not your common garden variety LP record 
album, this delicious sound treat features 
"Fist" Goodbody, Prince of Pain, doing what 
he do~s best to one of his hunky studs. You'll 
hear it, but you'll find it hard to believe. And 
" Fist" does it every night. A SOUND EX
PERIENCE you will want to experience again 
and again, alone, with a friend or to accompany 
a scene. Buy a few -

Now! Stereo 
LP RECORD ............. 6.95 
or CASSETTE ............ 9.95 

HOT WAFFLE RECORD COMPANY 
7985 Santa Monica Blvd., No. 109 
West Hollywood, CA 90046 

Send me FISTS TRAVELING TORTURE SHOW 
D L.P. RECORD $6.95 D CASSETTE $9.95 

NAME 

ADDRESS-----------------
CITY, STATE, ZIP _____________ _ 

Over 21 signature required 

(California residents add 6% sales tax) 
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DOUBrEm 
~TROUBLE 

· TIT CLAMPS! 

516. 

Alli~ators maul from one 
direction .. . crocodiles zero in 
from another! 

Together, they EAT HIM UP 
ALIVE! 

A turn of the screw makes 
these cold-blooded brutes FULLY 
ADJUSTABLE. (Removable vinyl 
tips included) 
Send $16. to 
R. Phillips 166 W. 21st St. N.Y. 10011 
Send $1 . for n Torture Catalog. 1llustrated 

Any Size 
AAA - EEE 

5's to 15's 
Vibram - Plain 

or Spike Soles 
Thigh High 

(shown) 
$333.00 

Knee High - 18" 
$135.00 

ORIGINATED 
and developed by 

·rHE 

-5720 Melrose Ave. 
LosAngeles, CA. 

90038 
: . ; :. . 

MONTGOMERY LEATHERS 

Box 161, Agincourt, Ontario 
Canada M 1 S 3B6 

I ll ustrated Catalogue $3.50 plus 75,: 

postage. (Refunded on first order of 

$35 00). 

V ISA - CHARGEX - MASTERCHARGE 

Black leather 
Caps 

: . : . . . . . : ' . ' : 

. . . ' . ' . : . 
' I • I , I -' • . . ' . . 

'CHEVY 
PICKUP' 

by REX (P-3) 
16" x 20" GLOSSY STOCK 

$6 plus $1 Postage 

A Taste of Leather 
960 FOLSOM 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107 
(415) 777-4643 



INSTANT PRINTING 

1182 Folsom Street 
San Francisco, CA 94103 

41 5-552-4950 

14 Kt Go ld "FFA" Ear Ring 
gift bo xed Sl9. 95 ea. 

14 Kt Gold " S&M" Ear Rings 
gift boxed S29.95 pr. 

White or 'r'ellou. Gold Available 

Rich & Famous 
229 Seventh Street 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
Name _________ _ 
Address ________ _ 

City---------
State/Zip --------
M.C. o r VISA Card No. ____ _ 
Signature _______ _ 

The Hottest Western and Leather 
South of Market 

A..~v.,, ~~~1ER:~"'t« 

,(\ '<· 
~ <> C;,· 

-s-oM & 6'~ 
OPEN 6 A .M . DAILY (415) 621-9628 

Now Serving Lunches 
(11 :30 a.m. - 2 :30 p .m .) 

and Dinners 
(6 :00 p .m . - 10:00 p .m.) 

1188 FOLSOM STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO 9410~ 

415· 864·9141 

For the man 
who has been ... 

auwH•.~ 
Allll• W~ 

• ,, I 

I 
I •.... _. .... ,. 

poster size : 26"x20", uncensored 

C 
< 
u, -J: 
1-
J: 
t-
i 
u. u. 
0 
0 

by KENT 
Send : $8.00 + $1.50 postage to -

GG Productions 
P.O. Box 4186 

San Francisco, .CA 94101 

FIND 
YOUR 
LIMITS 

OPEN24HRS. 
975 Harrison 

San Francisco, CA 94107 
(415) 543-5263 



BIG DIil fROI 
THE NE THEY DEMAND 

All magazines have readers who vary in loyalty to their favorite 
periodicals. If they remember to, some readers will look through the 
current issue at the stand or store and if there is something that inter
ests them, will pick up a copy. The trouble with some gay magazines is 
that they can be read completely right at the newstand in a matter of 
minutes. Other readers will trade off one magazine for another with 
their freinds to save on what the cost of magazines is these days. 

However, there are some publications that have such a loyal follow
ing that its readers will promptly go to their bookstore and demand the 
new issue, raising hell if it isn't available. We know because we get calls 
from newstands and bookstores all over the country. We also get long 
distance calls from readers complaining that their dealer is out and 
wanting to know where else they can pick up the new DRUMMER. 
Now THAT is loyalty! ' 

DRUMMER has never pretended to be anything it isn't nor has it 
ever been merely a copy of something else. It is unique, and so is its 
readership. 

No matter what anyone else is selling them for, most of the back 
issues of DRUMMER are still available from us at their original cover 
price. Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, and 20 are sold out. Lip to issue 20 the price is 
$2.50, through issue 29 the price is $3, later than that it is $3.50. 
Add 50c for postage for each magazine. Hurr some of the copies are 
getting very scarce. 

START YOUR 
SUBSCRIPTION 

WITH ANY ISSUE 

-----------------------1 ffiUITmrrooTIU miillllrdlillOO 
1 ;:NT~~~~ti~n~urFF~E:N,A 94103 
I ~ 

Il

l D Dammit, I want my own subscription! Enclosed is a···~~-
$30. ($40 for First Class, Canada, or Mexico. $50 
overseas) 

D Send me a Six-Pack for $15. ( indicate choices) 

1
1 0 ;:;n~'see the;-;; MACH~closed is $6 .50. "'r· 

•D Send me info on The Leather Fraternity ($1 .00) / 

I ------ , II Name 'J" 
Address ~ 

I City ==========~~~~~~----__ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ lillM:R. 
I
I st

ate Zip THE SIX DO~LAR 
D 1amover21. ------------ MAGAZINE 

\ ✓ '-------------------------------~ 



DRUMMIR'S illOO(HIT~ 
COLORED NEEDLES 

It was an age when men honored 
the noble virtue of frivolity, when 
life was not such a harsh struggle 
as it is today. It was a leisurely 
age, an age when professional 
wits could make an excellent liveli
hood by keeping rich and wellbom 
young gentlemen in a cloudless 
good humor and seeing to it that 
the laughter of court ladies and 
geisha was never stilled. In the il
lustrated romantic novels of the 
day, in the Kabuki theatre . . . 
everywhere beauty and strength 
were one. People did all they 
could to beautify themselves, some 
even having pigments injectzd into 
their precious skins. Gaudy patterns 
of line and color danced over 
mens' bodies. 

- junichiro Tanizaki 
Donald Richie and Ian Buruma open 

their exploration of The Japanese Tattoo 
(John Weatherhill Inc.; 1980; 116 pages; 
$21.95) with this quote from Tanizaki's 
short story, The Tattoo, written in 1910 
and recalling an earlier age. The tattoo 
has been a part of Japanese culture since 
around 200 B.C., perhaps earlier. And 
the history of the tattoo in Japan is as 
rich and diverse as the history of the 
country itself. Some early tattoos were 
indications of rank and privilege, others 
were more like brands administered to 
criminals (often on their foreheads) so 
they could be identified. While Japan has 
no traditional history of slavery, a class of 
people called him in (non-people) were 
tattooed also for social identification. 
Parts of the population, especially low
born villagers, were tattooed in a form of 
census-taki ng early in Japan's history. 

At some point the tattoo became an 
extraordinary enhancement of mascu
linity and beauty, a combination of 
strength and grace typical of legendary 
Japan . And because the country is one 
rich in artistic tradition, the tattoo be
came considered a work of art - lavish 
and meticulous attention was given the 
lines and colors applied to the human 
form. 

Samarui were often tattooed, as were 
the "wellborn young gentlemen" Tanizaki 
refers to; in later years, more towards the 
present, yahuza gangsters sported lavish 
full-body tattoos. But other classes of 
Japanese men were tattooed in one form 
or another, and it would not have been 
uncommon to see tattooes that identified 
certain craftsmen or laborers. Tattooing 
became part of Japan's social will to 
identify in groups or clans, perhaps a 
recalling of its feudal history. 

Like the flower-arranger, or the pot
ter, or the water-colorist, the tattoo artist 
used certain tools in a traditionally pre
scribed manner. Simplicity and refine
ment of impliments, the discipline of ap
plication are all part and parcel of the 
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Japanese tradition of obedience: to tra
dition, to culture, to form. 

The tattooed evolved, however, into a 
completely masculine art form. Japanese 
women with tattoos are rare. And the 
tattoo is an autoerotic decoration, 
Japanese women are not prone to find in 
the tattooed man the aura of virility or 
sexual implication we would assume in 
the West. Richie brings up the difference 
between Western conceptions of tattooed 
men and those of the Japanese, "The 
prime reason is thus narcissistic - that 
well-known erotic feeling aroused by 
one's own body. It does not follow, how
ever, that the secondary reason is there
fore homosexual, though the mores of 
yakuza and workers include the homo
sexual to a degree uncommon in the 
West. The primary eroticism aroused by 
the tattoo is autoeroticism." 

If you asked a Japanese gentleman in 
a conservative suit standing on a street 
corner in Tokyo about the famous Japa
nese tattoos, he would reply that no one 
is tattooed anymore, that tattooing was 
a thing from the distant past. And he 
would say the same thing about the 
existence of the yakuza. The paradox is 
that the independence of a tattoo does 
not fit in the social behavior patterns 
of the contemporary Japanese culture, 
where peer approval is paramount. It is 
ironic, at least to Westerners, that the 
Japanese have developed such a radical 
method of social defiance. Under his 
conservative suit, the same man on the 
Tokyo street corner may be sporting a 
full-body tattoo for which he had paid a 
great deal of money and suffered long 

- hours of painful piercings by needles and 
ink. To his own social order he has made 
a statement, by being tattooed, that can
not be mistaken - placing his individual 
desires above all else - decorating him
self solely for his own pleasure. But to 
the outsider ( the non-Japanese). he 
assumes the facade of the social order. 

Privacy and the Japanese re~ard for 
tattooes go hand in hand. Privacy is 
internalized, as the tattoo is hidden from 
public sight except when the wearer 
deems to display it. But the tattoo has 
created a psychological framework for 
the wearer that is undeniably anti
social. Overshadowing this social conflict 
is the crowning consideration. The sense 
of 'outlaw' in the West would be, to the 
tattooed Japanese man, unthinkable. 
While there are criminals who have tat
tooes, the non-criminal tattooed man 
would find the formers' lifestyle repre
hensible. 

The Japanese tattoo owes much to 
the tradition of Japanese woodblocks 
and watercolors. The subject matter of 
the tattoo can be varied, and usually 
combines elements that have significance 
to the wearer. Dragons, fish, certain gods 
and goddesses, certain flowers and plants 
appear in many tattooes. And each tattoo 
executed by a 'master' tattoo artist is 
signed somewhere in the design. 

Without question Japanese tattooes 
are the most beautifully realized of any in 
the world. And early traders to Japan 
from Europe often came home with a bit 
of the floating kingdom's artwork on an 
arm or chest or thigh. 
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Donald Richie's text is the best avail
able on the history and meaning of the 
Japanese tattoo, both as cultural tradition 
and as art. Ian Buruma's phqtography is 
breathtaking and beautiful, rivaled only 
by the colors and designs of the men he 
has photographed. Without a doubt, 

The Japanese Tattoo is the finest treat
ment of the subject available. And if you 
want to see the best examples of what 
can be done to adorn the human figure, 
then this volume is definitely worth 
investigating. 

- Charles R. Musgrave 



What happens when hot guys get 
together via the telephone, with one hand 
on the instrument and the other hand on 
their instrument? Handsome, the new 
film by Joe Gage, is a handful of hot, 
wet, real life incidents that revolve 
around a homey stud and the guys on 
the other end of the line. The situations 
are as different as the men involved, 
from the college jocks who turn on in 
the shower to the long distance truck
drivers who pull over to relieve their full 
ball-sacs. And the action is non-stop, hot 
enough to burn up the phone lines all 
across the country; which is just what 
Handsome does. Get ready for one
handed, long distance heavy, dirty, 
low-down breathing - and more than a 
couple hands full. 

-~-- - ------





WE'll PAY YOU TO TRY IT! 

If you are paying six dollars or 
more a bottle for the best known 

aroma products, try the new HEAD 
and start getting your money's worth. 
HEAD challenges any and all of them 

to match or beat us for strength, 
purity or quality. And we're quite sure 

it is a challenge they won't accept. 

We are very proud of our product. 
So proud we will guarantee your 

satisfaction or give you your money 
back, no questions asked. And we 

are so sure that you will continue to 
use it that we are offering it to you for 

little more than our cost of getting it 
to you. 

We can't make it much easier. 

.,,,.. . Q -

' Simply call us at 800-227-1617; ask 
for special extension 318. We'll pay 
for the call. Just give us your VISA or 
MASTERCARD number, expiration 
date and, or course, your address. 
We'll send it out the same day on a 
three for one deal and pay the 
shipping. 

This offer can't last forever. Eventu
ally you will be going to your favorite 
store, demanding HEAD and paying 
what everyone else does for it ( so we 
can stay in business). We can't give 
a product as great as HEAD away 
indefinitely. 

But right now take advantage of us 
while we're young and vulnerable. 

r----------------------- -------------------------------
1, , HEAD, LTD. 3/$10 

842 Geary I San Francisco, CA 94109 

Callfomia residents call 800-772,3545, extension 318. 
Please add 6½ state soles tax. 

842 Geary/ San Francisco, CA 94109 

I want to take advantage of you. Send me _bottles 
(limit six) @ 3/$10 on a money-back guarantee. 
Enclosed is $ ____ check or money order or 
charge it to my • Visa • Mastercard # ___ _ 
Expiration ___________ _ 
NAME ____________ _ 
ADDRESS ___________ _ 
CITY/STATE/ZIP _________ _ 
Signature ___________ _ 

(I am over 21 years of age.) 

L ______________________________________________________ _ 
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To any and all of us who jacked off 
to the adventures of FLASH GORDON, 
as magnificently drawn by the late Alex 
Raymond, and to those of us who sat at 
the movie house on Saturday afternoons, 
watching the Universal serials about the 
same stalwart hero, the prospect of a 
multi-million dollar production by Dino 
de Laurentiis was something we could 
hardly wait for. 

We had gone to the Graffitti Produc
tions' "outrageous parody of yesterday's 
super heros, 11 FLESH GORDON, and 
found it to be ~ood clean fun, although as , 
disappointing in its lack of male nudity. r 
God knows Suzanne Fields as Dale Ardor 
seldom wore anything above the waist, 
other than the worst dynel wig seen in 
years. But "Flesh" seldom even took off 
his shirt, and when he did, it was always 
in the dark. And a very hunky fleshy 
Flash he was too. 

In fact, FLESH GORDON was more 
fun in its way than the very expensive 
FLASH GORDON. The rocket ships were 
all phallic-shaped, it had a Prof. Jeroff ••tP-lllli.;:~ 
and Prince Precious of · the Tree fieople 
was a camp and both groped and made it 
with the naive Flesh. .._.._ ___ _, ___ .. 
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Flash, played by Sam Jones is a hunk 
hat is kept buttoned up to his adam's 

apple, except when he runs around in a 
tank top. The only real ~limpse we see 
of his au nature! is chained up for a 
moment or two in Ming's dungeon and 
then the execution scene, in which he 
mounts the glass-enclosed platform strip
ped to his boxer shorts. There is, or 
seems to be, hours of Melody Anderson 
wearing nothing but veils and jewels. 

The Tree Men, the Lizard men and, 
most of all, the Hawkmen are interesting, 
but fleetrng. The Hawkmen wear mostly 
wings and harnesses but the cameras stay 
the longest on the least interesting of 
them. 

Sam Jones is cast as a hunky dumb
blonde, which the original Flash never 
was. Tt,e campy dialogue is latter-day. 
Alex RJymond never intended his hero to 
be anything but a super hero. Raymond's 
settings were sharp and stylish, not 
campy or klutzy. The vehicles were 
breathtaking in their streamlining, es
pecially for the thirties and forties. His 
imagination hasn't been touched by the 
artists and writers assigned to the strip 
since his death. 



The Graffitti Productions version, FLESH 
GORDON was not only mo.re fun but at 
least we got a glimpse of Flash's bod 
occasionally. "Mong the Merciless" sent · 
sex rays to earth and all hell broke loose. 
More fun for a lot less money. 

Unfortunately, even the low-budget 
($450,000) Universal serial had more 
suspense and adventure than this 
$40,000,000 production. And Buster 
Crabbe knew when to take his shirt off 
and when to wear hot-pants as well. 

Max Von Sydow is an effective Ming 
the Merciless but no more than the all but 
forgotten actor in the Universal serial we 
used to hiss. He was mean. I might men
tion that I saw him not long ago in an 
old Laurel and Hardy comedy, playing a 
somewhat demented jealous husband. I 
could never forget that voice. 

The color, the sets, the broads are all 
spectacular in the de Laurentiis produc
tion, I wish we could say that our hero 
Flash were less lackluster or at least 
more physical. We could even put up with 
the other bull shit. But that's what you 
~et usually when you turn over such an 
important production to heterosexual 
males. · 
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WHAT FUN. Undress FLASH yourself. 
Simply cut his head off in the nearest 
thing the studio could come up with in 
the way of flesh. Paste it on top of the 
lower torso pix below (by Roy Dean no 
less). You have a Flash in the flesh/ 
We didn't do it for you since we didn't 
want to get sued. In the case of the hand
some Prince Barin, w-e have slipped an
other body under his cape to see how he 
might look without being bundled up to 
the teeth. While we have no idea whether 
or not this is an improvement on Timo
thy Dalton's bod, he certainly makes a 
turn on. Another waste of good male
f/esh. 
In still another (comic book) parody 
called "Crash Hardon," artist Lee Carvel 
redoes some of Alex Raymonds drawings, 
undressing the characters at the same 
time. We even get to see Flash's pee-pee . 



Buster Crabbe made a great Flash and 
suffered bravely at the hands of Ming, as 
often as possible. The serial, filmed at 
Universal in a few weeks for less than half 
a million dollars, made its weight in film 
cans in gold. It is shown perenially on 
television and in Mexico City, all twelve 
episodes are shown at one sitting. It had 
two sequels before Universal went on to 
other things. The casting director, other 
than in the choice of Crabbe (O.K., and 

Dale} had abominable taste. Where did 
they find all those pot-bellies? 
Crabbe, in an interview, said that he 
sneaked into Hudnut's salon in Holly
wood after dark (in 1934) to have his hair 
bleached. The first attempt turned ti to 
greenish, organgish brass and had to be 
redone. The results nearly took his scalp 
off. His locks, and bod, survived however 
to star in a couple episodes of TARZAN 
for Sol Lessor. 
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We asked artist Cavelo to sketch his 
version of the torture scene in, Ming's 
dungeons. He shows us what the movie 
missed. Max Von Sydow as Ming is 
requested by his daughter, Princess Aura, 
"Don't kill him yet, Father. Give him to 
me. " And we all wish at that moment 
that we could be related to Ming. How
ever, as in the comic strip and the serial, 
both Flash and Dale's family jewels seem 
to stay intact. In FLESH GORDON, the 
hero (and Dale Ardor, in case anybody 
cares) lose them to practically everybody. 
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The new tabloid format of the 
ALTERNATE is a runaway success, 
we mention modestly. Its readers, 
both old and new, admire the 
quality of its writing, art and 
photography and the fresh, excit
ing slant it gives you for a buck 
ninety-five. The newsprint format 
enables us to put more money into 
the more important parts of its 
contents other than coated paper. 

So we are changing its slick four
color cover to a non-slick four
color cover which enables it to be 
printed in one run on one press and 
cuts down its bindery problems and 
costs considerably. 

That means we can keep rising 
costs down, can eliminate distri
bution problems with distributors 
and newstands that can't decide 

. whether it is a newspaper and 
should be displayed with . the 
Advocate, or a slick magazine and 
stand up alongside the flesh mags. 

Actually, it is a newsmagazine and 
must be competitive in that area. 

We will be putting more into the 
AL TERNA TE with the savings ex- ~ 
p_anding its coverage andd dist_ri_bu- . 
t1on to attract more a vert1s1ng, -~ 
which can lower its costs to adver- ,~ I 
tisers and readers. 

It is a bold and courageous 
change, but then ALTERNATE has ,. I 
always been associated with those o"-' 0 

two attributes. , oJ•" cl·~· 
Subscribe right now so you not c,'?" ,<. · .,.,~~ I 

only won't miss MAN I FEST's "En- ~ .,4-0 ' ~«.,:.,J,,§0° 
quisition" issue but you'll be the ~ «.,,l' ~-t«.,~: .. l' I 
first in your neighborhood to get ~ ,r,~ ,,__0 .:,r/f)~'I> 
its "True Romances" effort next ~ ._,,.,Cf! ~'?" -~.,,., 

issue. ~ i'0 ,,__«.,~w"':o ~ I 
It well may be the best twenty ~-~~ '?"v-v"ci,~ w 

bucks you ever spent. ~ \ # ~0 
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15 Harriet Street / San Francisco, CA 94103 

D Hot Damn! Yes, send me a copy of FOLSOM right off 
the press. I have enclosed $6. 

0 DRUMMER MARCHES ON! ($6) 
0 BEST & WORST OF DRUMMER ($6) 
Emclosed is$ __________ or charge it to my 
• VISA • MASTERCHARGE 
Card number _____ _ Expiration date 
Name ___________________ _ 

City, State, Zip 

(signature) 



A Sister of Perpetual Indulgence, obviously not to be toyed with, elicits a confession of impure thoughts from a tourist in San Francisco. Photo by Rink. 
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FRANCIS 
_ONG BEACH 
-OS ANGELES • 
ATLANTIC CITY 

WEST HOLLYWOOD · NEW YORK CITY FORT LAUDERDALE 
NEW ORLEANS · CHICAGO · PROVINCETOWN · FIRE ISLAND 

DENVER· ATLANTA· HOUSTON · DALLAS · BOSTON · MIAMI 
ST. LOUIS · SHOW EVERYONE THAT YOU & YOUR FAVORITE CITY 

MIAIYRIYP 
The hottest shirt of the year - an M·R Promotions exclusive design. 

Choose your favorite city from those listed above - 18 in all - and 

show everyone that it measures up. And the measuring stick is 

everyone's favorite - a yellow ruler stretches 9 inches across your 
chest (and you never know when a 9 inch ruler might come in 

handy)! 

The design is silk screened in three colors 

on your choice of a T-shirt or tank top. 

The T·shirt is a 100% cotton heavy 

weight available in black or white in sizes 

S, M, Land XL. The tank top is our own 

design manufactured by M-R PRO in a 50% 

cotton/50% poly rib-knit that hugs the body 

and actually pulls out and lifts the chest 

for that maximum macho look. 

The tank top is available in 

black or khaki in sizes 

XS, S, M and L. 

T-shirt • $10. each 
Tank top • $9.each 

Price includes 

handling and 
shipping. Calif

ornia resi

dents please 

add 6% sales 

tax. 

Please allow 4 • 6 
weeks for delivery. 

DEALER INQUIRIES 
INVITED 

SEND CHECK Ofl MONEY ORDER TO: M ·R PROMOTIONS 
8833 SUNSET BL.,SUITE 405, DEPT. 03 - WEST HOLLYWOOD, CA 90069 

Quantity Size Style Color City name on shirt Each Total 

T E-SHIRT WHITE $10 

TEE·SHIRT BLACK $10 

TANK TOP KHAKI $9 

TAN;I< TOP BLACK $9 

silk screening eat transfer o Total 
rintable - from T-shirts to j 
-R Promotions or current price 
are available in · ually packaged. 

I 
ADDRESS----.;,.---,.----=------

Cl'PY ... ' ----------......:..-- STATE ZIP 

California residents add 6% sales tax . 



Payment Enclosed : Check • Money Order D 
Money orders and credit cards 
receive same day service . 
Charge my, v,sa n Ma ster Charge • 
INSERT CARD NUMBER BELOW 

[lt I t:f±n JJ II I ~~ INTE RBANK --l.....L.J-!-..!. 
NO EXP DATE 

__ HARDWARE tS6 00 a boll le. 2 lor $10 001 $ __ 

MAIL ORDER CUSTOMERS 
GREAT LAKES PRODUCTS, INC. 
P.O. BOX 44288 . FED. STATION 
INDIANAPOLIS, IN DIANA 46244 

• I certify tha t I am over 21 

OM 

NAME - --- ---------'---

ADDRESS ___ -'--------".-
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